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PREFACE 

The purpose of this dissertation is to study the theme of alien

ation in four novels from Latin America and the United States: El Fondo 

del Vaso (1962), by the exiled Spaniard, Francisco Ayala, who has lived 

in Latin America and the United States; Couples (1968), by John Updike 

of the United States; La Casa Verde (1965), by Mario Vargas Llosa of 

Peru; and A Ostra e o Vento (196U), by Moacir C. Lopes of Brazil. 

These novels are based on the idea that alienation or estrange

ment is a fundamental condition of modern man. The authors have de

scribed the focus of alienation—the object from which the individual is 

estranged—together with the response to the estrangement in the delin

eation of at least one of the characters of the novel. Among the vari

ous responses described, the simple yet often difficult acceptance of 

the fact of alienation is seen by each author as a viable alternative 

to either rebellion, withdrawal, or acquiescence. 

The four novels are comparable with respect to the intention 

(either stated or not) of the author in choosing to express his world 

view in terms of the lack or the loss of a positive relationship be

tween an individual and something desirable. The primary focus of this 

dissertation is on the individual responses to that lack or loss. This 

focus precludes the attempt to do a complete literary analysis of the 

novels. 

Although each author's frame of reference may be regional, the 

importance of his work lies in the univerality of the theme. Each novel 
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deals with a problem which all men have had since they first recognized 

the distance between them and something they wished to have or be. 

I would like to express my appreciation to the following people: 

to Gilbert E. Evans for his perceptive insights, for his patience, and 

for his encouragement; to Charles Olstad for his many practical sugges

tions; to Leo L. Barrow for introducing me to the writings of Moacir C. 

Lopes; to Mary Talcott and Susan Ostenberg for their careful and patient 

typing; and to my wife, Beverly, for her strong and unfailing support. 
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ABSTRACT 

Francisco Ayala's El Fondo del Vaso (Spain and America, 1962),  

John Updike's Couples (U.S.A., 1968), Mario Vargas Llosa's La Casa 

Verde (Peru, 1965), and Moacir C. Lopes' A Ostra e o Vento (Brazil, 

I96U), treat the theme of alienation as a fundamental condition of 

modern man. In each of the novels the protagonist is estranged from 

something or someone or from a moment in time. A positive relation has 

either ceased to exist or has never existed. Each novelist portrays 

through his characters a variety of responses to the fact of alienation. 

Much of twentieth-century literature has dealt either with man's 

fatalistic resignation to, withdrawal from, or rebellion against the 

fact of alienation. But literature since about 1950, according to 

Marcus Klein, has reflected an alternative response, a response that 

Klein calls "accommodation," or "an adjustment to the social fact." 

The novels included in this study illustrate either the need or the 

ability of the protagonists to adjust themselves to the agents of alien

ation by making honest and sometimes courageous efforts to live in the 

present moment. Thus they propose the possibility of a future. 

Francisco Ayala portrays in El Fondo del Vaso an individual who 

is unaware of his existential alienation. The protagonist believes and 

projects an image of himself that is inconsistent with his essential 

nature. Everyone, including the reader, recognizes the sham, but he 

continues his act of dissimulation, burying himself, finally, beneath 

layers of pretension and falsehood. By way of the plot as well as the 
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title, the author targes a close examination of the "dregs" of one's 

nature so that one's self-image might closely coincide with one's 

essence. 

John Updike in Couples illustrates the efforts of a group of 

people to avoid a confrontation with the fact of alienation by turning 

inward on themselves as a source of truth. They make a cult of sexual 

hedonism in an effort to "humanize" each other but their effort has 

ironically dehumanizing results. Updike suggests that spiritually 

alienated people need something to substitute for the lost relationship 

but that these Americans, at least, are looking in the wrong places. 

Mario Vargas Llosa in La Casa Verde deals with the forces of 

alienation and the responses of unsophisticated people to those forces. 

The novel divides into two categories the kinds of responses: those 

characterized by rebellion, by the desire to effect change through 

violence; and those characterized by a willingness to accept the present 

reality. The novel shows that the former response leads to frustration 

and failure, and that the latter response results in uncompromised 

integrity of identity. 

Moacir Lopes in A Ostra ê  ô  Vento creates a parable for existen

tial alienation in which human beings are seen as independent microcosms 

utterly insulated from everything else. The novel celebrates the poten

tial of the human imagination to deal with isolation. The protagonist, 

a young woman living on an island with her father and an old man, suc

ceeds in venting her anguish creatively and in projecting herself and 

her idealism into the visible "real" world in a kind of mystical inte

gration of the discrete with the whole. 



X 

All the novels demonstrate that alienation is a mental problem 

that can be mitigated substantially by honest recognition of the social 

and personal fact. They thereby suggest that accommodation to the 

present realities is a desirable alternative to nihilistic fatalism or 

rebellion. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

"The history of man could very well be written as a history of 

the alienation of man," writes Erich Kahler in his book, The Tower and 

the Abyss (l957s p. ̂ 3). Indeed, the theme of alienation—of banish

ment, of estrangement, of loss—echoes down through the years of re

corded history, from culture to culture, in every tradition known. 

In the Western world the archetypal model for alienation is 

found in the Hebrew account of Adam and Eve who were banished from the 

Garden of Eden and estranged from God for their sin. And of course, at 

the heart of Christian tradition is the fundamental premise that man is 

alienated from God because of his descent from Adam and Eve. 

The theme resounds in the classic legends of the Greek and Ro

man gods and mythic heroes. Zeus became the highest Olympian deity 

after falling at birth from his father's favor and after being exiled 

until reaching manhood. Oedipus was taken from his parents shortly 

after his birth and was raised by the king of Corinth. Aeneas, dis

playing the heroic qualities of courage and perseverance, founded a 

new city and nation after being banished from his own. 

Fitz Roy Raglan outlines a life pattern of all known heroes of 

tradition, a pattern characterized by a loss and a subsequent retrieval. 

In almost every case, the hero experiences estrangement from and 
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eventual recovery of home, patrimony, or honor. For example, he points 

to the lives of Joseph and Moses in the Hebrew tradition who1 were taken 

from their homes shortly after birth and raised in foreign countries. 

Later each succeeded in gaining back lost status and in reconciling him

self with his family. Raglan also refers to the life of a Javanese 

hero, Watu Gunung, who incurs the wrath of his mother, a princess, flees 

into the woods and is raised by a holy man in a far country. On reach

ing manhood he journeys to a kingdom, kills the king, and establishes 

himself on the throne. Another hero whose life follows the same pattern 

in Llew Llawgyffes, from the Celtic culture. Soon after his birth he is 

spirited away by his father and nursed by a foster-mother. Later he is 

allowed to return to the court where he eventually becomes a ruler 

(1936, pp. 177-179). 

The same pattern appears in the birth of nations. A group of 

people is banished from the homeland and then undertakes a search for 

another land to settle. Some examples come to mind: the Israelites, 

thrown out of Egypt, went looking for the "Promised Land." The Aztecs, 

banished from Aztlan, settled on an island in the middle of a lake and 

began a new life. The first English colonists, driven from England 

because of religious and political estrangement, settled on another 

continent. 

In all cases the pattern is characterized by two aspects: 

l) an awareness of the alienating condition, and 2) a reaction to it. 

The alienated recognizes that something rightfully his has been taken 

from him and so he undertakes a course of action which he hopes will 

restore to him what is lost. The classic hero fights to regain his 
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patrimony. The exiled set out to find a replacement for the land or 

situation that has been lost. Even in Christian mythology, all men 

being the inheritors of the sin of Adam and Eve may recover from the 

Fall through faith in the Grace of Christ. 

Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and 
death by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for that 
all have sinned: 

For if by one man's offence death reigned by one; much more 
they which receive abundance of grace and of the gift of 
righteousness shall reign in life by one, Jesus Christ 
(Romans 5: 12, 17). 

In these archetypal models, the alienated usually succeeds in recover

ing what he considers to be his because the object sought is outside 

the seeker. The throne, reputation, land, salvation through Grace, are 

things external to the one estranged from them, and thus retrievable. 

But recent uses of the word "alienation'1' suggest that the estrangement 

is primarily a mental process in which the individual experiences him

self isolated from others, from his own life, and from himself. In 

these cases recovery is no longer a matter of applying one's faith or 

strength to regain what was lost. There may not be even a conscious 

awareness of being alienated. It is rather a question of identity, of 

a breach between what he is and what he thinks he is or would like to 

be. That is, it is a question of self-estrangement, of being "alien" 

or foreign to oneself. 

In the last century Karl Marx used the term "alienation" to 

refer to the condition of self-estrangement. In Marx's system aliena

tion denotes the relationship of the worker to three aspects of his 

life: l) the object of his work, 2) the process of work, 3) his 

essence as a human being. In the first instance the product of his 



labor is seen "as an alien object which dominates" over the worker 

(Marx, 1969» p. 98)> and which the worker produces for someone's capital 

gain. In the second instance alienation occurs in the relationship of 

labor to the act of production within the work process. 

This is the relationship of the worker to his own activity 
as something alien, and not belonging to him, it is activi
ty as misery, strength as weakness, creation as emasculation: 
it is the worker's own physical and mental energy, his per
sonal life (for what is life but activity?) as an activity 
which is turned against himself, which neither depends on 
nor belongs to him. Here we have self-alienation as opposed 
to alienation from things (1969, p. 98).  

This statement makes clear the distinction between the sense of es

trangement from something exterior (as the archetype models suggest) 

and the sense of estrangement of the self from itself. 

The third instance of alienation, in Marx's view, is the most 

devastating. Man's essential humanity, according to this theory, lies 

in his ability, not common to any other species, to recreate himself 

intellectually in consciousness and in reality. Eut alienated labor 

"turns man's essential humanity into a non-human property. It 

estranges man from his own body, and estranges him from nature and 

from his own spiritual essence—his human being" (1969, p. 101). Thus 

man is prevented from being a man since the very nature of the 

capitalist system exploits the humanity of the worker in order to 

achieve the goals of the system. 

Karl Marx may have been the first to define "alienation" as a 

condition of the self alienated from itself, a definition that applies 

equally well to the dilemma in which man in the twentieth century 

finds himself. As Pappenheim points out, Marx's concept of self-

alienation "has come again to the foreground and has become almost a 
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catchword, even in circles which have little sympathy with Marxian 

thought" (l959» P* 1*0- The Marxian theory of alienation of the self 

is echoed today "by writers like Erich Fromm. This noted psychoanalyst, 

who believes alienation in modern society to be almost total, defines 

the term as "a mode of experience in which the person experiences him

self as an alien. He has become, one might say, estranged from himself" 

(1955, P- 120). The process of alienation, according to Fromm, "is the 

fact that man does not experience himself as the active bearer of his 

own powers and richness, but as Mi' i'iiipoV&i-jshed 'thing.' dependent on 

powers outside of himself, unto whom he has projected his living 

substance" (1955, p. ±2k). This is true because man has become a 

slave to both the technical machine he has built and the social machine 

he has constructed to administer the creation of his hands. These 

machines produce the power that has impoverished or dehumanized their 

human inventors. 

Another theory of alienation that attests to its mental nature, 

and which has dominated the thinking of many twentieth-century authors , 

is the philosophy of existentialism. To the alienated man as seen by 

these authors, life is essentially meaningless or absurd. Albert Camus 

in his book, The Myth of Sisyphus, writes: 

A world that can be explained even with bad reasons is a 
familiar world. But, on the other hand, in a universe 
suddenly divested of illusions and lights, man feels an 
alien, a stranger. His exile is without remedy since he 
is deprived of the memory of a lost home or the hope of a 
promised land. This divorce between man and his life, the 
actor and his setting, is properly the feeling of absurdity 
(1955, P- 6). 

Camus' own novel, The Stranger, describes as well as any the absolutely 
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meaningless existence which man is condemned to experience. Meursault, 

the protagonist, is a "stranger" to his own life, obsessed with the ab

surdity of being thrust into a world of which he is not a part, a man 

who murders and feels nothing and who can end his tale by saying, "For 

all to be accomplished, for me to feel less lonely, all that remained to 

hope was that on the day of my execution there should be a huge crowd of 

spectators and that they should greet me with howls of execration" 

(Camus, 1963, p. 15*0-

Jean-Paul Sartre states the same problem in different terms: 

"Man is condemned to be free. Condemned, because he did not create 

himself, yet, in other respects is free; because, once thrown into the 

world, he is responsible for everything he does" (19̂ 7, p. 2j). Fritz 

Pappenheim says that man "at every moment . . . faces various alterna

tives between which he has to choose. This constitutes his freedom, 

but it thrusts upon him a frightening burden of responsibility" 

(1959, pp. 30-31). The burden causes a sense of anguish so intense 

that man seeks relief by letting others make choices for him. "But 

when man seeks to evade the decisions with which he is faced, he is 

really attempting to escape from his own self. He tries to escape what 

he cannot escape . . . what he is" (1959» p. 3l). Man becomes a stran

ger to himself because he chooses to be, because he cannot endure the 

anguish caused by his freedom. Choosing to let others choose for him, 

he forfeits the possibility of realizing his essence. Yet that is the 

very thing that man yearns to know: that his life has some essential 

meaning. So man is placed in the absurd position of wanting to dis

cover his essence when his choices lead him away from what he desires. 



As Heinemann puts it, the human consciousness is not "a. substance in 

a well-ordered and meaningful world," but rather, ''in a world bereft 

of meaning and purpose it becomes a striving towards something that 

it can never become" (19.53, p. 111). 

Martin Heidegger defines the process of self-estrangement as 

the self splitting into two parts: the authentic self and the 

unauth entic self. The authentic self is the fact of one's existence, 

what Heidegger calls "Dasein" (Being-there), the "entity which each of 

us is himself " ( 1962, p. 27). It is the "I" cast into a world 

not of my own making and which is free to make of the world what it 

wishes. When anguish becomes sufficiently intense man is willing to 

forfeit Dasein, that is, the feelings, values and ideas he considers 

to be his own, and s_ubstitutes "Das Man" (the "they-self") which is 

the unauthentic self that accepts the values of the anonymous "they" 

(1962, p. 167). He willingly relinquishes his authentic self to his 

unauthentic self, becoming "alien" to his being, just to be relieved 

of the burden of having to choose for himself. 
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The common thread that runs between the Marxist theory of 

social determinism and the existential theory of self-estrangement is 

the notion that alienation is primarily a mental problem. Marx, like 

Tennies after him, showed that the problem occurs because of a defect 

in the society. They" ... envisaged contemporary man as living in a 

society without human community, in a world in which he is barred from 

fulfilment" (Pappenheim, 1959, p. 83). Erich Fromm deals with the same 

relationship between alienation and the social and economic conditions 

in his book, The Sane Society (1955). For the existentialists, 



alienation is a metaphysical concern that defines the sense of dis

tance between one's existence and the essence, purpose, or reason for 

that existence. Man is alienated from himself because he exists and 
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not necessarily because of the political or economic system into which 

he finds himself suddenly thrust. The two ways of looking at aliena

tion are inextricably entwined and to separate them as opposing theories 

that need to be isolated is to gloss over the complexity of the concept. 

Kenneth Keniston considers these two concepts of alienation as 

belonging to two major traditions. "The one, characteristically Amer

ican, views it as a 'personal' problem, which of course it is for the 

alienated. The other tradition sees alienation as a social prob-

lem. This tradition, rooted in European sociology but increasingly 

powerful in America, . views alienation as a reaction to the stresses, 

inconsistencies, or injustices in our social order" (1965, p. 9). 

Keniston's book, The Uncommitted, deals with the relationship between 

these two traditions. In either case, "the individual is separated 

from that part of himself which is most 'real,' vital, and important. 

He is separated from his own deepest feelings, needs, and fantasies" 

(1965, p. 464). In the one case the origin of the condition is psycho

logical, and in the other, it is social. The society may or may not 

promote the psychological factors which produce the feelings of self

estrangement. 

Keniston has developed a system of classifying alienation. He 

specifies four aspects of alienation which may be stated in the form 

of questions. These are: 



1) Focus: From whom or what is the individual alienat e d? 

2) Replacement: What if anything replaces the old relationship? 

3) Mode: How is the alienation manifest? 

4) Agent: What is the agent of alienation? 

With regard to the first aspect, the individual may be alienated from 

the cultural and social values of the society, from his friends, family, 

from the natural processes of the universe, or he may be alienated from 

himself, from his own values and sense of worth. In any case, aliena

tion implies that something desirable, natural, or normal has been lost; 

a positive relationship has ceased to exist. With regard to the second 

aspect, the individual who is aware (intellectually or intuitively) of 

the loss of relationship adopts an attitude with respect to the loss. 

He may choose to be indifferent to .it in which case nothing replaces 

the lost relationship. Or he may choose to reject the agent of his 

alienation in which case a hostile relationship replaces the positive. 

In all cases an attitude is assumed--indifference or rejection are 

two possibilities--and the attitude governs the kind of response. For 

the sake of clarity (the word Replacement begs an explanation every time 

it is used) I use the term "replacement-response" to refer to the var

ious kinds of responses to alienation that the authors of this study 

describe. Keniston places the variety of replacement-responses on a 

continuum that ranges from overt rejection (terrorism, revolution, psy

chopathic criminality) to conformism (Babbittry, the politics of reac

tion, extreme traditionalism). In the middle of the continuum, but 

still leaning toward the conformist end, Keniston lists "asceticism, 

accommodation, compliance, traditionalism and conservatism" 

9 
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(1965, p. 465). With regard to the third aspect (Mode), Keniston desig

nates two ways alienation may be expressed. The mode may be "alloplas

tic (i.e., they involve an attempt to transform the world) or 

autoplastic (they involve self-transformation)" (1965, p. 454). The 

fourth aspect of alienation (the Agent) may be the society which rejects 

the individual, the individual who rejects society, or the individual 

who rejects himself. In the latter case, the individual often does not 

realize the extent of his separation from himself (Keniston, 1965, 

p. 464). 

The examples are legion of literary artists who treat the theme 

of alienation as the fundamental problem of man. They depict him as 

revolting against the society from which he is alienated (alloplastic 

mode), as withdrawing from the world (autoplastic mode), or as con

forming or acquiescing to the norms established by society (autoplastic 

or alloplastic mode). That is, until rather recently, in their lives 

and in their art, writers have emphasized two extreme responses on the 

continuum: rejection (overt rebellion or quiet withdrawal) or con

formity. Cervantes' Don Quijote depicts the rebellious attempt to re

store to mankind a waning if not disappearing moral dignity~ In Hamlet 

Shakespeare exemplifies the theme of "a profound consciousness of loss" 

(Mack, 1960, p. 92) in which the protagonist rebels (alloplastically) 

against the "heavy and weary weight of all this unintelligible world" 

(1960, p. 93). In the nineteenth century many artists felt themselves 

estranged from the materialistic, bourgeois society and used their art 

as an expression of their revolt. Personifying this revolt are such 

writers as Baudelaire who, as the Josephsons state, was "an 'internal 
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emigrant' who longed to escape 'anywhere out of this world'" or as 

Rimbaud who "did escape and whose self-imposed exile became a model 

for many artistic rebels following him . . ." (1969, p- These 

French writers illustrate the autoplastic mode of withdrawal from the 

contemptible world through their art. 

The theme of man thrust into an evil world devoid of meaning 

carried over into the work of twentieth-centuiy writers. Poets such as 

T. S. Eliot who wrote about "The Wasteland," or William Butler Yeats 

who wrote that "Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold" (from "The 

Second Coming") conveyed the notion of a world without order or mean

ing. Novelists such as Faulkner in The Sound and the Fury and Franz 

Kafka in The Castle show the futility of man's efforts to find meaning 

in the everyday world of reality. In Nausea Jean-Paul Sartre described 

the revulsion produced in the freedom to choose oneself for himself 

and for others. These writers look to the inner or psychic world for 

order. They describe autoplastic behavior by which the novels' charac

ters turn inward and search for ways of transforming themselves in terms 

of the absurd world outside. Finally, writers like David Riesman in his 

book, The Lonely Crowd, and Sloan Wilson in his novel, The Man in the 

Gray Flannel Suit, portray the self-estrangement of the alienated indi

vidual who relinquishes his "authentic self" to the anonymous crowd 

and who thus conforms to the cultural values imposed on him rather than 

facing up to his freedom to choose his own values. This kind of behav

ior may be either alloplastic (if the individual seeks to convert others 

to his conformity) or autoplastic (if he quietly acquiesces to the impo

sition on him). The emphasis on either rebellion against the system or 
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conformity to it has been the intent of much of twentieth-century lit

erary productivity. But, in recent years, the mood has changed. 

Marcus Klein, in his book, After Alienation, speaks about a 

"new" mood that has developed particularly among novelists since 1950. 

He writes: 

Our best and our most serious novelists have in the years since 
mid-century, I believe, been engaged by an agony different from 
that which our best and most serious novelists before them typi
cally knew. ... It is something that everyone seems to have 
felt—it has been called variously, and in various voices, the 
new nihilism, poetic naturalism, radical innocence, a new con
cern for final matters, the rule of personality, the disappear
ance of dissidence, the end of social engagement, the age of 
accommodation (1964, p. lU). 

Klein refers to a symposium sponsored in 1952 by the Partisan Review 

which tried to show that by the mid-century "alienation" was no longer 

a relevant intellect vial position. "The symposium, called 'Our Country 

and Our Culture,' addressed to its participants a number of questions 

derived from an observation taken as fact, that 'For better or worse, 

most writers no longer accept alienation as the artist's fate in 

America'" (196U, p. 2k). 

To describe the mood in which writers since about 1950 have 

been working, Klein uses the word "accommodation." It is that response 

(replacement-response) which Klein describes as an "adjustment to the 

social fact" (196U, p. 29). The accommodationist is the individual who 

can honestly expect the ultimate "elimination of the distance between 

self and society" (196k, p. 30). But in the meantime, he "exercises 

his wits and thereby lives within his dilemma, and managing to live 

within it proposes the possibility of living" (196H, p. 30). 
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Mark Schorer describes in a review of Saul Bellow's The Adven

tures of Augie March a progression from alienation, through relation to 

assimilation (l95̂ » P- 136). That progression characterizes the atti

tude of the accommodationist. He understands that alienation, with all 

of its various foci and agents, is with us for now. So rather than 

insisting on the terror of living in the condition of alienation, novel

ists are beginning to urge upon us the necessity of relating to and 

assimilating with the world despite the violence, despite the hatred 

and wrongdoing, despite mortality, despite all that is wrong in the 

world. Their heroes show that it is possible to live in the human 

community to the extent that they are able to come to grips with the 

sense of loss and to channel their anguish in creative ways. Coming to 

grips means resisting the temptation to look backward nostalgically to 

better times. 

Octavio Paz has said, speaking about our changing attitude to

ward time: "Nuestra vision del tiempo ha vuelto a cambiar: la signi-

ficaciSn no est£ en el pasado ni en el futuro sino en el instante" 

(1967, P- 15*0 • The idea is based on the concept of rectilinear time: 

"la historia concebida como marcha," as opposed to circular time (1967, 

p. 151). Paz suggests here the attitude of the accommodationist: one 

cannot expect to bring about the return of a previous, positive rela

tionship through rebellion. But neither should one quietly concede or 

acquiesce to the present condition of loss. Rather he should accommo

date himself to his loss and live "en el instante" as humanely as pos

sible. One thereby proposes the possibility of there being a future. 
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The novels that I have selected to study were chosen primarily 

because of a common theme which unites them: the will to bring order 

and meaning into life through the attempt of the protagonists to live, 

finally, within the given, present, circumstances, not eschewing them, 

but adapting to them. These authors represent in their work the three 

major cultural-linguistic areas of the Western hemisphere—English-

America, Spanish-America, and Portuguese-America. Although Francisco 

Ayala is a Spaniard, "su actividad intelectual ha estado, desde la 

Guerra Civil, mucho mas relacionada con Hispanoamerica que con Espana 

(Ellis, 196k, p. 236). His novel, El Fondo del Vaso, deals with an 

individual alienated from himself and his society and who ultimately 

learns, although perhaps too late, that he must adjust himself to the 

"realities" of his circumstances. John Updike has described what David 

Galloway calls The Absurd Hero in American Fiction (1971)• In Couples 

Updike concerns himself with the absurdity, even the tragedy, of resort

ing to hedonism as an escape from the alienating world. Mario Vargas 

Llosa, from Peru, portrays in La Casa Verde simple people who are able 

to cope with their circumstances despite the efforts of others to pre

vent their doing so. Finally, the Brazilian novelist, Moacir Lopes, 

shows in A Ostra ê  C5 Vento that man can channel his anguish in creative 

ways, to assimilate himself with an idealism that encompasses all of 

life. The order in which the novels are discussed suggests a progres

sion from total yet mitigable frustration owing to alienation (Ayala) to 

an unsuccess fill attempt to avoid confrontation with the fact of aliena

tion (Updike) to instances of accommodation (Vargas Llosa) to a kind of 

iiQrstical assimilation with an idealism beyond the everyday world (Lopes). 



CHAPTER 2 

FRANCISCO AYALA'S EL FONDO DEL VASO 

Francisco Ayala's El Fondo del Vaso (1962) is a novel about 

existential alienation—alienation from one's essential self. The cen

tral figure, Jose Lino Ruiz, is aware of his existence and is free to 

choose the kind of person he would be (i.e., his ideal self). But the 

choices he makes reveal him to be incapable of becoming what he wishes; 

they take him ultimately to a frame of mind in which he cannot see 

even the possibility for essence. The irony of this situation is that 

what he is (his essential self in fact) prevents him from being what 

he thinks he will be (his idealized image of himself). He is unable to 

make the distinction his life pattern makes so clear to the reader be

tween his authentic (essential) self and the unauthentic (idealized) 

self. 

Hypothesis 

Jose Lino's alienation is similar to the kind that has been 

popularized by Jean-Paul Sartre. For Sartre alienation occurs in every 

human consciousness when the individual realizes that his existence is 

real but that the essence of his existence is only a possibility. This 

is predicated on the thesis that existence precedes essence. Sartre 

asks the question, 

15 
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What is meant here by saying that existence precedes essence? 
It means that, first of all, man exists, turns up, appears on 
the scene, and, only afterwards, defines himself. If man, as 
the existentialist conceives him, is indefinable, it is because 
at first he is nothing. Only afterward will he be something, 
and he himself will have made what he will be (Sartre, 19̂ 7, 
p. 18). 

For Sartre man is what he makes of himself. Sartre distin

guishes man from other things as being uniquely capable of projecting 

himself into the future. "Man is at the start a plan which is aware 

of itself, rather than a patch of moss, a piece of garbage, or a cauli

flower; nothing exists prior to this plan; there is nothing in heaven; 

man will be what he will have planned to be" (19̂ 7, p. 19)• Since 

existence precedes essence, man is free and responsible for his acts. 

But when Sartre says that man is free and responsible, he means that 

he is so for all men. 

When we say that man chooses his own self, we mean that every 
one of us does likewise; but we also mean by that that in mak
ing the choice he also chooses all men. In fact, in creating 
the man we want to be, there is not a single one of our acts 
which does not at the same time create an image of man as we 
think he ought to be (19̂ 7, p. 20). 

Since man is free to choose his own essence and the essence for all men, 

there builds up an extreme sense of anguish when he is unable to accom

plish the very thing he is free to do. For Sartre, anguish must al

ways prevail in one's experience because man can never be what he 

wishes to be; he can only play at being that object. In Being and 

Nothingness (L'Etre et le Neant) Sartre develops the concept of an 

irreconcilable schism between the subject and the object, that is, be

tween the two modes of being—the being-in-itself (l'etre-en-soi) and 

the being-for-itself (1'etre-pour-soi). 
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Sartre defines being-in-itself as "being what it is. . . . From 

the moment that beings exist who have to be what they are, the fact of 

being what they are is no longer a purely axiomatic characteristic; it 

is a contingent principle of being-in-itself" (1956, lxvii). The being-

for-itself "is defined, on the contrary, as being what it is not and 

not being what it is" (1956, lxvii). Being-in-itself is the phenomenon 

of one's being, its facticity, in the sense that a mountain is a mountain 

by nature. Being-for-itself is the human consciousness which tries to 

define itself by being what it is not. Sartre uses the example of a 

man who is a cafe-waiter to illustrate this schism. 

It is not that I do not wish to be this person [cafe-waiter] 
or that I want this person to be different. But rather there 
is no common measure between his being and mine. It is a 
"representation" for others and for myself, which means that 
I can be he only in representation. But if I represent my
self as him, I am not he; I am separated from him as the 
object from the subject, separated by nothing, but this 
nothing isolates me from him. I can not be he, I can only 
play at being him; that is, imagine to myself that I am he 
(1956, p". 60). 

Jose Lino dramatizes the tensions created by the striving to be 

what he is not. In the characterization of his central figure, 

Francisco Ayala seems bent on projecting a dual image of the protagonist: 

the being whose conscious, objective expression (being-for-itself) we 

perceive, and the being that is unaware of itself (being-in-itself) and 

which we also perceive, not through the explicit but the implicit. In 

this sense El̂  Fondo del Vaso appears to be a novelistic treatment of 

Sartre's theory of existentialism. But Ayala shows that the theory 

cannot function in his novel simply because he endows his protagonist 

with an essential nature. 



For Sartre the individual realizes the disparity between what 

he is (or is not) and what he would be. Such an individual is fully-

conscious of the game he is playing, of the role he is acting out, and 

agonizes over the polarity of the two aspects of his being. But Jose 

Lino is never aware of the distance between the facticity of his being 

(being-in-itself) and his idealized image of himself which he tries to 

foist off on others as well as on himself (being-for-itself). The very 

fact of his ignorance of the distance alludes to an essential nature 

which the Sartrean existentialists would not allow; Jose Lino is by 

nature myopic and egocentric. He perceives nothing and becomes nothing. 

In short, he seems to be a caricature to demonstrate the ridiculous 

self-centered world of the Sartrean hero, condemned at last to suffer 

the limits of prison walls because he cannot recognize his own limits. 

Alienation of the self from itself is the theme of El Fondo del 

Vaso. The novel makes no pretense of saying that this alienation can be 

avoided; on the contrary, it states emphatically and repeatedly the dis

parity between the authentic self of Jose Lino and the being which he 

tries to be but is not. There is the sense that we, the readers, can 

and should learn a lesson from having read the novel. Though we can 

never reconcile the disparity between what we are and what we would like 

to be, we can do better than Jose Lino did to bridge the gap, precisely 

because we are able to see what he could not—the great lie which he 

perpetuated and believed. So long as we perceive, ironically, what the 

protagonist could not, there remains the possibility, at least, of our 

living within the fact of our own alienation. 



Analysis of Text 

The "focus" of alienation in El Fondo del Vaso, the object from 

which the protagonist is estranged, is his essential or "authentic" 

self. Jose Lino Ruiz believes a myth that he has created about himself, 

a myth which he projects to the world as the "authentic" Jose Lino but 

which the world recognizes as "unauthentic." The author, Francisco 

Ayala, dramatizes the lack of connection between the "mythical" and the 

"authentic" Jose Lino, thus creating an alienated individual who, para

doxically, is not aware of his alienation. Yet, Jose Lino is the only 

individual in his world who believes the myth; the rest, including the 

reader, see through the sham. Therefore, there is no replacement-

response to alienation. 

The development of the alienation theme begins in the first line 

of the novel. The narrator-protagonist asserts the facticity of his 

existence by denying that it is nothing. "No soy ningun vano fantasma; 

no salgo de la tumba frfa. Pueden tocarme, si asf les place. Mi nombre 

y apellido son Jose Lino Ruiz ... Sf, ese; el mismo: Jose Lino en 

carne y hueso" (El Fondo del Vaso, 1962, p. 9. Page numbers refer to 

Alianza edition of 1970a. All subsequent page references to this novel 

will be given in parentheses without reference to the title or year). 

He defines his being by what it is not—nothingness, just as Sartre de

fines one's conscious being (1'etre-pour-soi) as being separated from 

everything else by nothingness (1956, p. 60). But ironically, Jose Lino 

shows himself to be a "nothing" in terms of the human relationships he 

develops and in terms of the actions he undertakes. As the novel makes 

the "nothingness" of Jose Lino's essential character increasingly clear, 



the Sartrean definition of being-for-itself (1'etre-pour-soi) as 

conscious of itself being separated from nothingness becomes inoperative 

because Ayala's protagonist is not conscious of the separation. 

Jose Lino "en carne y hueso" declares himself to be an his

torian. He is determined to write a book "en defensa de la maltratada 

verdad historica" (p. 10). The book, El Fondo del Vaso, will correct 

the falsehoods Jose Lino imputes to Muertes de Perro, a novel written 

by Francisco Ayala in 1958, and which, in the opinion of the narrator, 

"era pieza de las mas refinada perfidia" (p. IT). 

Muertes de perro, according to Jose Lino, served a perverse 

end: " CesJ de dav pabulo a la comun malignidad que siempre hace lena 

del firbol caido (una fortfsima y noble encina, en este caso: nada 

menos que Ant6n Bocanegra) y, de pasada, desacreditar al pais entero, 

haciendo que circule entre las Republicas Hermanas y aun en la Madre 

Patria una imagen deformada de nuestra sociedad, instituciones y cos-

tumbres" (p. 18). As authentic historian Jose Lino's task will be to 

"depurar sus datos, criticarlos, enderezarlos, colocarlos en la conexi6n 

debida, y dejar que asi se desvanezcan por s£ solas cuantas insidias 

se ha complacido en deslizar el infeliz escritorzuelo" (p. 19). So far 

Jose Lino convinces the reader that this is a worthwhile activity, that 

he will use his world as the material for his creative energy in order 

to bring order out of chaos. Furthermore, he has given some reason to 

believe that he will carry out the project since his words carry the 

passion of his conviction. But shortly he makes an arresting statement. 

It is a contradictory statement that causes us to pause to take a 

closer look at what he is really saying: 
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Es minimo de veras el catalogo de atrocidades que recoge Pinedo 
the fictitious author of Muertes . . . , por muy aglomeradas 
que las presente; y, por lo tanto, carece de toda base real 
esa impresion truculenta que, sin embargo, logra transmitir, y 
que ha permitido a criticos diversos coincidir en sus alusiones 
a un "estado de bajeza" y a un "clima inmoral", un "barbaro 
clima de asonada revolucionaria, con su secuela de crimenes, de 
violencias, de sobresaltos, de terrores"; describir la nuestra 
como "una sociedad sumergida en una lucha denigrante entre amos 
y seres dominados por el terror y la crueldad", y a nuestra po-
liteia como "la republica ejemplar de la opresion, del vicio, 
del peculado, del crimen impune y a mansalva" (p. 22). 

Clearly the "catSlogo de atrocidades" is anything but "minimo." 

And clearly what is "mxnimo" cannot be at the same time "aglomeradas." 

We wonder if his saying that this is a minimum catalog is a deliberate 

gloss of the fact to put us off, or if he fails to understand that the 

catalog cannot be one thing and at the same time something opposite. 

At any rate, he seems to have missed the point. As an authentic his

torian his duty is to refute the accuracy of the accusations no matter 

how short or long the list may be. If the "impresion truculenta" lacks 

a solid basis it must be so because the list of atrocities is a list of 

prevarications and not because the list is minimal, which it is not 

anyway. If it does nothing else, the statement "alienates" us from the 

narrator because we now have reason to suspect that, at best, he may be 

missing the point of what he is saying. So Jos6 Lino engages us in his 

world unwittingly in a way that inspires mistrust. 

At the suggestion of his wife, Corina, Jose Lino solicits the 

professional help of Luis R. Rodriguez "distinguido periodista, . . . 

hombre culto si los hay, abogado o poco menos (en fin, casi graduado en 

leyes por la vieja e ilustre universidad compostelana)" (p. 11). He 

confesses that "a su intervenci6n estimulante y casi arrolladora debo 

el que no se haya quedado este, como tantos otros projectos, en el 



rinc6n de las buenas intenciones" (p. IT). But with or without the 

help of Rodriguez, the days and weeks pass and nothing gets done. 

". . . Se nos pasaban los dlas y las semanas dandole vueltas al proyec-

to, sin avanzar un paso en el camino de su realizaci6n" (p. 2k). Later 

he recognizes that something is missing—some essential ingredient in 

the chemistry of the authentic historian. 

Pues . . . le falta—y debo, aunque me pese, confesarlo—el 
empuje, el metodo, la habilidad, el metier, el olfato, el 
sentido de lo que conviene decir y de lo que es necesario 
callar; en suma, carece de todas esas cualidades menores en 
que tanto se destaca el nunca bien ponderado Rodriguez, y 
que, administradas por su mano amiga, debian guiar la mia, 
dotando de eficacia y dignidad a este trabajo que emprendi, 
como el lo pronuncia, con "relutancia", y al que, despues 
de todo, me habia aficionado pronto (p. 31). 

Eventually Rodriguez abandons Jose Lino and the project. Now 

alone, the narrator-historian feels his inspiration and energy leave him 

. . .  M e  h a n  a b a n d o n a d o ,  t a n t o  l a s  f u e r z a s  q u e  l a  t a r e a  e n  
si demanda como el estimulo complementario exigido en mi 
caso particular por la famosa abulia que segun docto, infa-
lible y siempre de nuevo reiterado dictamen de Corina, mi 
consorte y fiel esposa, es nota distintiva de mi caracter 
(p. 32). 

Finally he admits, ". . . Creo que nunca me interes6 demasiado" (p. h2). 

With this admission Jose Lino denies his authenticity as his

torian and Ayala thus completes the first of a series of revelations 

that demonstrate the disparity between the "authentic" and the 

"mythical" selves. The author skillfully leads the reader to assume 

at the outset that his protagonist is a disgruntled but honest writer, 

historian, or patriot, or at least a defender of his integrity as a 

human being, but subsequently lays the pattern of denial in which 

Jose Lino shows himself to be not what he said he was. What appeared 
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to be the "authentic-self" asserting itself initially now seems to be an 

"unauthentic-self" that has projected itself as authentic in the public 

forum. It is significant that Jose Lino does not understand yet what 

the reader suspects: he has pretended to be something that he is not 

and perhaps cannot be because some essential character trait is missing. 

Further analysis of his manuscript may confirm the suspicion that Jose 

Lino is alienated from himself and others while he lives in the dream 

that he is not. 

In his characterization of Luis R. Rodriguez, Jose Lino appears 

to consider his friend an eminently proper mentor and collaborator, 

"un distinguido periodista." The narrator reports that "Rodriguez siente 

sincero afecto, que a ratos llega al enternecimiento, hacia la que el 

llama siempre 'patria de sus hijos'" (p. 20). But as we have noted he 

is also "hombre culto si los hay," "abogado o poco menos (en fin casi 

graduado en leyes. . The phrasing the writer uses is self-destruc

tive in the sense that it kills (negates) what it has just affirmed. 

He says that Rodriguez is a lawyer; he also says that he is not a lawyer. 

A subject either is_ an object or it iŝ  not; it cannot be that and not 

be that at the same time. But apparently Jose Lino fails to understand 

this basic law of logic. At any rate, he demonstrates an inability to 

understand his friend's motivation in agreeing to assist in the writing 

project. He believes in a fiction that Rodriguez is a friend when in 

fact Rodriguez has an amorous interest in Corina, Jose Lino's wife. 

Developing the relationship of Jose Lino to his wife and to 

Rodriguez, Ayala advances the notion that the protagonist is unknowingly 

alienated from what we might call, the "authentic" Corina and the 



"authentic" Rodriguez. Jose Lino displays total ignorance of their 

true motives. We have noted that he is prompted by Corina to ask for 

Rodriguez's collaboration. The would-be historian dismisses her sug

gestion as feminine stupidity. "Ella es terca y no tiene demasiadas 

cosas en que ocuparse," he rejjorts (p. 1̂ ). "Las mujeres no entienden 

nada, ven las cosas de un modo absurdo, carecen de toda fijeza" (p. lU). 

But despite his disdain for feminine logic he accepts her suggestion 

anyway, believing that Rodriguez is, in fact, the ideal person to assist 

in the undertaking. He admits that she is right but denies the possi

bility that she could be right. He believes in a myth that he has cre

ated about Corina and all women, demonstrating that he does not know 

his own wife any more than he knows himself. Therefore, it does not oc

cur to him to consider his wife's motives in making the suggestion. Yet 

as narrator, Jose Lino effectively transmits to the reader the "authen

tic" character of Corina and of his so-called friend, Rodriguez. 

At a party in the Ruiz home, Luis Rodriguez announces "en broma" 

that he holds the title of "marques de Chantada," to which Jose Lino re

plies, "Y ipor qu€ no marques de Chantaje?" (p. 15). He later confesses 

to us in private. "El nombre de Chantada, que es el pueblo natal de 

Rodriguez, me trajo la palabra chanta.je a las mientes, y no pude ima-

ginar. . . . Bueno pamplinas" (p. 16). What Jose Lino could not imag

ine is the very thing that the reader is coming to realize: that Jose 

Lino himself could well be the object of blackmail. He may consciously 

believe that no one knows he is engaged in some illicit affair, but his 

unconscious mind offers the possibility that Rodriguez knows. 
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On another occasion Rodriguez gives Jose Lino some strange 

advice. 

No hay que . . . creerse que se puede abusar impunemente de 
las mujeres; pues de pronto una de ellas se encuentra por 
casualidad en condiciones de tomarse la revancha, y enton-
ces, esa, maquinando tu perdida, te castiga en nombre de 
todas las que tu, prepotente sin escrupulos, hablas per-
dido antes (p. 2l). 

Why would Rodriguez think to warn him about the possibility of women 

taking revenge against men? Is Jose Lino giving his wife cause to 

avenge herself of him? Is she in fact castigating him "en nombre de 

todas [las mujeres]?" Or is Rodriguez himself "punishing" Jose Lino 

for his obtuseness? The point is that it never occurs to Jose Lino to 

ask these questions that, by virtue of his having quoted Rodriguez 

verbatim, appear in the consciousness of the reader. Ayala creates the 

ironic situation of having his reader perceive, through the words of 

the narrator, a reality which the narrator does not and apparently can 

not comprehend. 

The plot development furthers this irony. Since the two began 

the writing project Rodriguez has found his way to the Ruiz home fre

quently. "Rodriguez hallaba tiempo en medio de todas sus muchas, 

diversas e importantIsimas ocupaciones, para venir a charlar con nosotros 

interminablemente. . ." (p. 23). Apart from the whiskey available there, 

the Ruiz home has a special attraction, according to Jose Lino, since 

the Rodriguez home is dominated by Rodriguez's wife, who is, to use a 

phrase coined by Corina, "Nuestra Senora de la Estupidez Mayuscula" 

(p. 23). Yet despite the frequent visits, it never dawns on Jose Lino 

that his friend is having an affair with Corina. 
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It comes as no surprise to the reader when Rodriguez suggests 

a long trip to San Cosme, the capital city of this fictitious Central 

American republic, where Jose Lino is to interview the parish priest to 

get certain incriminating evidence against the author of Muertes de 

Perro. Nor is it surprising that the sleuth returns home with no evi

dence and that Rodriguez's comment is, "Pues no me explico como no te 

has quedado alii una semanita por lo menos, con tanto aliciente" (p. 30). 

The suggestion appears to the reader to be an obvious attempt on the 

part of Rodriguez and Corina to get Jose Lino off the premises for a 

while. But the would-be historian takes the suggestion at face value, 

blindly continuing to believe the myth that his friend is an authentic 

friend and his wife an ignorant woman " [carentej de toda fijeza" (p. l̂ ). 

Ayala strengthens the sense of irony by introducing other 

characters in the novel who also perceive Jose Lino as a naive, imper-

ceptive fool. Three of them gather at the local Casino on one occasion: 

Rodriguez, his son Jr. Rodriguez, and Cipriano Medrano "(don Ano-Ano 

como le apodan los burlones), verdadero zar de las bebidas alcoholicas 

en nuestro pa£s y vicepresidente del Casino" (p. 35). They are mocking 

Jose Lino, they say, for his trip to "Ultratumba," a trip he reports he 

made to Mexico to avoid the inevitable persecution of the followers of 

Ant6n Bocanegra following the coup. He narrates: 

. . . Ellos se dedican a zaherirme, para indemnizarse quiza 
del poco de compasion que en vano les hice gastar entonces. 
IQuien conoce al genero humano? Cada cual se esfuerza por 
hacerse el gracioso a base de lo que, en chunga, llaman ahora 
mi tragedia. Y lo increfble es que hasta Rodriguez tiene el 
tupe de aportar las galas de su ingenio al coro de chistosos 
(p. 35). 

They are, of course, having fun at his expense because he is unaware of 



the affair that Corina and Rodriguez are having. They are also mocking 

him because he continues to believe that they never knew the real pur

pose of his trip to "Ultratumba.11 He admits to us, at this point, that 

he had concealed something, that he had had his own "gato encerrado" who 

had accompanied him on the trip. 

Lo que mas rabia me da con esta bobada es que, sin duda, no 
me considerarian tan tonto si supieran que en mi desaparicion 
hubo gato encerrado. Claro que, de saberlo, ihasta donde no 
llegaria su envidia? Pues es evidente que en todo esto lo 
que hay es algo y aun mucho de envidia (p. 36). 

He obviously believes that they do not know about the "gato encerrado." 

He remains obdurate in the belief that they are jealous of him for his 

beautiful and faithful wife, for his good business, and for his fame 

as a billard player. 

Yo no me meto con nadie; pero como tengo mi negocio, que 
produce lo debido, gracias a Dios, y tengo una mujer que 
a muchos les hace pecar contra el noveno mandamiento de 
su ley (sin ella, claro esta, proponerselo ni enterarse 
siquiera); y como, para colmo, todavia les gano al billar, 
quisieran morderme, destruirme o, ya que no pueden, por 
lo menos satisfacerse en considerarme tonto (p. 36). 

His myopic perception renders him incapable of understanding his 

friends' authentic feelings, friends who, for their part, are fully 

capable of penetrating the shallow surface of respectability Jose Lino 

hides behind. They know and the reader suspects that the authentic 

Jose Lino is cheating on his wife (and she on him) and that it is the 

"unauthentic" Jose Lino who represents to the world that he is faithful 

to her (and she to him). 

In his alienation from his authentic, imperceptive self, Jose 

Lino alienates himself also from his "friends." The meeting in the 

Casino ends in a fight causing an estrangement with Rodriguez and 



Jr. Rodriguez. Yet Jose Lino does not understand that he himself has 

been the cause. "Rodriguez y yo estamos distanciados definitivamente, 

y eso sin que haya mediado un motivo poderoso, o siquiera claro. Por 

lo tanto, puede considerarse cancelado nuestro plan de colaboracion" 

(p. Uo). 

The most serious alienation in El Fondo del Vaso occurs within 

the protagonist himself. The facticity of his being (his etre-en-soi 

from our point-of-view) emerges as we come to know him. But his 

consciousness of himself (his etre-pour-soi) represents itself to be 

something entirely different. The reader and his "friends" discern in 

him what he cannot or will not see: naivete, mental myopia, perhaps 

even dishonesty. But it is that essential myopia that is at the base 

of his problem. The two modes of being are on widely divergent courses 

and one can only hope that before he ends his story, Jose Lino will 

recognize the difficulty and make an adjustment in his view of himself 

(his etre-pour-soi) so that there will be a better alignment of the modes. 

To help convey the sense of alienation, Francisco Ayala has 

employed alienating techniques in his novel. The creation of a narrator 

who misses the import of his remarks, the use of the suicidal phrase 

that denies what it affirms, the introduction of ambiguity in the way 

that facts and events may be interpreted, are clear indications of the 

protagonist's alienation. Other alienating techniques effect frustra

tion and even greater mistrust in the ability of the narrator to 

perceive truth, much less convey it. 

In Chapter 2, titled "La bofetada," we discover that the I-

narrator has deliberately withheld information from us which, if we had 



known of it earlier, would have clarified the motivations behind indi

vidual acts. For example, Jose Lino now admits to having carried on an 

affair surreptitiously with Candelaria (Candy) Gomez since before his 

trip to "Ultratumba." In fact, the trip itself was planned and executed 

so as to give two distinct impressions: the public impression that he 

had died as a "Vfctima del Terror Rojo," and the private impression 

(in the mind of Corina) that he had undertaken a self-imposed exile in 

Mexico City to avoid being a victim. These were cover-ups. The real 

reason for the trip was to earn Candy's favor as a mistress. The tech

nique forces the reader to reconsider, if not re-read, the import of 

the narrator's earxier remarks in the light of new information. This 

technique serves to "alienate" the reader, to cause him to mistrust the 

narrator, to regard him as, at best, unreliable. 

The technique of withholding information is aesthetically re

lated to the technique of obscuring chronology. In El Fondo del Vaso, 

the narrator fails to report events in chronological order. He also 

fails to understand the logic of cause and effect relationships. Two 

aspects of his reporting on "la bofetada" substantiate these assertions. 

The celebrated trip with Candy to Mexico took place "hace no 

mfis de unos alios" (p. U6). That is, his extramarital romance has been 

going on for a considerable period of time and always concurrent with 

the resolve to write the vindication of Bocanegra, with the Rodriguez 

collaboration, with the altercation in the Casino, and with the resig

nation of Rodriguez from the project. The "medias-res" situation 

forces the recall of events alluded to much earlier in the novel. There 

is literary justification for obscuring chronology in this case since 
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the manuscript that we are reading is a kind of diary—a form that is 

as suitable for recording the chronology of ideas as it is for recording 

the chronology of daily events. It also reflects the way the conscious 

mind of the writer organizes and expresses itself. Events precede 

causes in the chronology of narration defying the logic of causal re

lationships, but underscoring the logic of reflection or analysis. 

Perception succeeds happening, thus showing the writer capable of 

retrospective analysis. This, of course, amplifies the sense of irony 

in the novel, since we now realize that Jose Lino is capable, in

tellectually, of perceiving what he has been blinded to since beginning 

his story, and which he continues to ignore, nevertheless. 

Furthermore, Jose Lino "alienates" the reader by not being 

consistent in the amount of time he allows to pass before he decides to 

write about an event. He sometimes writes about an occurrence on the 

same day it takes place (the example of the "bofeton" is a case in 

point), and at other times he procrastinates unduly (the attempt to 

correct badly written history came at some unspecified time after the 

publication of Muertes de Perro). The inconsistent lapse of time 

between an event and the recording of the event is disconcerting to the 

reader. At one point Jose Lino apologizes for this: 

Y, entre parentesis, estos cuadernos, si acaso alguien 
hubiera de leerlos, resultarian un mamotreto monstruoso, 
informe. A veces, escribo horas seguidas en ellos; y a 
veces se me pasan dias, cuando no meses, sin agregar una 
linea; hasta que de pronto me vuelve la urgencia de des-
ahogarme, y entonces leo el Cirtimo parrafo, si acaso, o 
un par de ellos, para ponerme a tono y, enlazando ahi de 
cualquier manera, continuo tan campante, sin preocuparme 
demasiado de que venga a cuento o no lo que escribo con 
todo lo anterior. Esto que voy a escribir, si que viene 
a cuento, me parece; pues resulta ser consecuencia directa 
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de lo apuntado hace linos cuantos dias. Durante los cuales 
no habia pasado nada., sino ellos mismos, los d£as, uno tras 
otro, a lo largo de una semana entera (p. 107)-

In the apology one notes a sense of self-justification for procrastina

tion. One also notes a total unawareness of the reader's expectations 

to be consistently apprised of events in their proper sequence and with 

a consistent lapse of time between the event and the reporting. Con

sequently he continues to "put us off" by making a statement which he 

delays in justifying. The technique contributes to the temporal 

structure of the novel's second chapter. 

He exclaims at the beginning of the chapter that Candy "se ha 

tornado hoy conmigo una muy inusitada libertad: la de propinarme un 

bofeton. As! como suena, un bofeton" (p. kk). Not until the end of 

the chapter does Joŝ  Lino explain why she assailed him. (She was in

sulted by his accusations that her father was motivating her to seduce 

Junior Rodriguez, since a marriage into the Rodriguez family would have 

decided political advantages.) Meanwhile he attempts to provide back

ground information, leaving open the "why" of the dramatic action with 

which he begins the chapter. This is Ayala's attempt to apply to the 

temporal dimension of his novel the affirm-deny technique he uses in 

the spatial context. It does build up the sense of anticipation but 

also of frustration since the narrator never seems to get to the point. 

His disregard for the reader's desire to be informed is annoying. He 

"alienates" the reader, in other words. Thus the reader reacts exactly 

the way Ayala must expect that he will. 

Adding to the "alienating" forces of technique is the use of 

pedantic language and complicated syntax. For example, in referring 



to the physical transformation of his mistress, and to her ability to 

attract Junior Rodriguez, he asks, "iQue de extraiiar tiene su engrei-

miento, ni que se crezca al extremo del alzarle la mano al taumaturgo 

mismo de semejante metamorfosis, sobre todo desde que nuestra brillante 

mariposa acaricia la dorada ilusion de atraer al pie del altar a ese 

imbecilon de Rodriguez Junior?" (p. 1+5). The turgid vocabulary and 

sentence structure seem grossly inappropriate for the situation they 

describe. Similarly unsuited are references to his wife "mi estima-

dlsima consorte," (p. 80), and to Candy's father as "el Bigotudo pro

genitor de la otra pecora" (p. 186). He even shows considerable lit

erary virtuosity by adopting fairly well known poetic terms to his own 

needs: . . tras la visita de Corina, desataron en mis ojos tan a-

margo torrente de llquidas perlas en la soledad de mi celda ..." 

(p. 175• The underlining is mine to designate the borrowed phrase which 

in this case is a standard metaphor in Renaissance poetry for tears). 

Others are: ". . .me privan ahora del honor, que es patrimonio del 

alma . . (p. 175)» from Calderon de la Barca's El Alcalde de Zalamea) 

"Candy, mi dulce prenda cuando Dios queria" (p. 175, from the tenth 

sonnet of Garcilaso de la Vega); ". . . un cumulo . . . hace que el ma-

rido de la susodicha dama vaya a dar con sus huesos en la c&rcel. . 

(p. 193, from Don Qui.jote). At other times he finds classical allusions 

to create his metaphors: ". . . yo habia sido un Orfeo al reves, puesto 

que no habia bajado a Ultratumba en busca de mi Eurldice, sino para es-

capar de ella" (p. 186); "El villano [Rodriguez] . . . corta amarras y 

se aleja de la pobre Circe. . . . Con razon se ha ponderado la capaci-

dad de disimulo que caracteriza a las hijas de Eva" (p. 195). 



Many more examples of pedanticism could be cited. The point is 

that Francisco Ayala, through his narrator, uses the rhetoric of schol

arship to create a greater distance between reader and narrator. Corina 

accuses Jos£ Lino, "Desde hace algtin tierapo, hijito, hablas como un 

libro" (p. 68). She could not have stated it more succinctly, as she 

speaks for Ayala and for the reader. But predictably, her husband 

fails to understand that she is right. He replies, "Creo que me puse 

Colorado—de la rabia, supongo—. No era la primera vez que alguien se 

burlaba de mi lenguaje, y ni falt6 tin desgraciado que en la tertulia 

del casino me acusara de expresarme 'como un culto periodista'" (pp. 68-

69). His rhetoric has "alienated" him from his friends and wife and 

is having the same effect on the reader. He speaks in circles despite 

the fact that he believes that he has never learned the art of circum

locution. "... Quisiera tener habilidad para apuntarla [una escena 

groseraj siquiera mediante el olvidado arte del circunloquio. Carente 

de ella, y puesto que, al igual que la mayoria de mis conciudadanos, 

ignoro los Utiles secretos de la lengua latina, debere renunciar a 

todo intento . . (pp. 91-92). Yet circumlocution is the very thing 

he has mastered, though he believes otherwise. Thus once again, through 

technique, Ayala portrays a narrator-protagonist who fails to comprehend 

what everyone else is able to see clearly, 

Job€ Lino seems to be headed into a trap. All signs—those 

projected by the plot and those conveyed by technique—point to a 

dangerous estrangement ahead. JosS Lino believes he is moving in a 

certain direction—toward being an historian, and later toward a 

successful and permanent tryst with his mistress—but ironically he 



does not realize that he is missing the mark. To use Sartre's termi

nology again, the Jose Lino that we and the characters know (his etre-

en-soi from the point of view of everyone else, with all the range of 

personality traits included therein), is wholly different from the Jose 

Lino he thinks he is (his etre-pour-soi). Unless somehow he manages to 

bring the two aspects of his being more in line with each other, he is 

existentially doomed. 

Throughout the entire novel Ayala establishes a pattern of 

awareness of a wrong and an enthusiastic response that becomes lethargic 

resignation, a pattern he sets forth in the first part of the novel. 

Jose Lino was aware of an injustice perpetrated on his country by the 

fictitious author of Muertes de Perro and determined to refute its 

inaccuracies. But his determination became indifference. What he had 

represented as an authentic concern prov-,1 o be unauthentic. Moreover, 

the choices he made led him away from Lre -.esired goal. Now as the 

self-proclaimed admirer and would-be-seducer of Candelaria Gomez turns 

his attention to his private life, he repeats this same pattern. 

Ayala, a master of ironic intent, shows how on three occasions 

the narrator fails to achieve what he had intended to accomplish. 

First, he had intended that the affair in Mexico be kept secret. In 

fact, the success of the "conversion" of Candy depended on the 

rendezvous in Mexico going undetected. But, of course, it is uncovered 

and the intended deception costs Jose Lino the exacting price of the 

loss of personal integrity vis-a-vis his wife and friends, though, as 

we have seen, he is unaware that he is paying the price. 
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Second, when Jose Lino and Candy return to "nuestra humilde 

Capital," (p. 5l) he reports that she has "been "transformada de arriba 

abajo" (p. U8), subjected even to "las maravillas del beauty parlor" 

(p. U8). He succeeds in his determination to convert his young secre

tary into a physically attractive woman, but ironically, his efforts re

sult in her rejection of him and in the attraction of another suitor— 

Jr. Rodriguez. Rather than winning her he alienates her. 

. . .  M i  d o r m i d a  m a r i p o s a  d e s p l e g S  l o s  b r i l l a n t e s  c o l o r e s  
de sus alas, hasta el punto de que yo, un poquito asustado 
a la vez que halagado, pense en recortSrselas algo; lo pen
se, sin animarme, no obstante, a ello, pues—ahora lo com-
prendo, y ya entonces lo presentfa—hubiera sido indtil 
propSsito (pp. 51-52). 

He intuits that he has created a monster beyond his control who turns 

against its creator. He senses her slipping from his fingers but 

assures us that he has the power to prevent her from freeing herself 

from him. 

Esta aborrecida metrSpoli que se llama Jose Lino Ruiz cuenta 
con recursos m£s que suficientes para frustrar cualesquiera 
veleidades libertadoras de su colonia querida, y si alguna 
vez accede por fin a emanciparla, pueden estar seguros de 
que sera mediante un acto magnanimo de su voluntad soberana 
y no por la fuerza de una rebeldfa triunfadora ni mucho 
menos por ajena imposici6n (p. 55). 

It is interesting to note that Francisco Ayala likens the vanity of his 

protagonist to that of imperial powers (such as Spain) that believed in 

their ability to retain their colonies (such as Mexico). The remark 

suggests that Jose Lino has failed to learn the lesson of history: 

colonies have generally won independence as a result of their own 

efforts and not through an act of magnanimity on the part of the 

Mother Country. His inaccurate reading of history leads him to the 
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wrong conclusion: that if he should lose Candy it will be so because 

he desired it and not because she rejected him. 

The third decision he makes produces equally ironic results. 

Perceiving that Junior Rodriguez "mariposeaba alrededor de Candy. . 

(p. 56), and sensing that her interest in the young Rodriguez was 

growing, the jilted lover decides to ask his friend Domenech, a relative 

by marriage of the Rodriguez family, to intervene in the interest of 

maintaining the aristocratic status of the Rodriguez family. Domenech 

agrees to help although he asks if "[susj sospechas estaban fundadas o 

era—como anadio, riendose—que el fantasma de los celos tie} torturaba" 

(p. 8l), suggesting by way of ridicule that Jose Lino is a fool in 

trying to win over Candelaria. Some time later Domenech reports that 

there was nothing he could do to break up the couple. In fact, he 

reports that Candy's interest in Junior Rodriguez is owing to her 

hatred for Jos£ Lino and her aversion to even being in his presence. 

He tells Jose Lino about his conversation with Candy: 

Pues la condicion es. . . Bueno, me dijo ella que. . . 
Usted no ignora, claro, como son estas chinitas. . . Me 
dijo, tranquilamente, que ya no podia soportarlo mUs a 
usted, y que si despachaba a su Luisito de su alma y tenia 
que seguir viendole a usted la jeta a diario (perdone, eso 
dijo) que era capaz de morirse de la pena. Eso fue lo que 
me dijo, tal cual. Por lo tanto, la condicion era que yo 
habla de procurarle un empleo, y en seguida; pues no queria 
volver a pisar las oficinas de la Casa Ruiz. Yo le reprendl, 
imaglnese: Estfis muy equivocada respecto de Ruiz. Ruiz es 
una excelente persona, y te quiere mucho m£s de lo que tti 
piensas. Puedo hablarle, y me comprometo. . . Pero no me 
dej<5 terminar: se puso terca; y porque no se volviera atras 
y fuera a perderse todavia el triunfo conseguido, me tome 
la libertad de acceder a su condicion, prometiendole tin 
buen empleo (pp. 103-101+). 
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Domenech argues that by offering her a job in the Banco Nacional, 

he saves everybody concerned a great deal of anguish: Candy because she 

will be working in an agreeable atmosphere toward "una carrera bancaria," 

Jose Lino because he will be freed of "un autentico rompecabezas," and 

even Junior Rodriguez because "es claro que ha de acabar haciendo la 

boda brillante que le corresponde" (pp. 10li-105). Jose Lino finds he is 

convinced and confesses, "En suma: tuve que darle encima las gracias" 

(p. 105). 

Two significant factors should be noted about this series of 

events. First, Jose Lino tries to effect a reconciliation with Candy 

by attempting to hinder her ability to move away from him toward an 

antagonistic goal (Junior Rodriguez). The logic of such a plan dem

onstrates Jose Lino's inability to understand women. He wants to keep 

her near him by hindering her attempt to move on to something better. 

Even allowing that this was the reactionary move of a fiercely jealous 

lover, it must be conceded that the plan would hardly result in Jose 

Lino's endearing himself to the girl. 

Second, it is significant that the actions oi "friend" Domenech 

produce exactly the opposite results desired. Candy not only has not 

reversed her course with respect to Ruiz, she has succeeded in hasten

ing her progress toward total estrangement from her now ex-employer, 

thanks, ironically, to the efforts of a man Jose Lino had chosen to 

help him bring her back. Domenech had, of course, seen through Jose 

Lino's version of the situation and had cleared the way for Candy to 

move out of it. 



Comically, Jose Lino again is apparently unaware of his own 

deficiencies to accomplish the things he sets out to do. Giving thanks 

to his friend Domenech is tantamount to an explicit admission by him 

that he simply fails to comprehend the reasons for his failures. He is 

easily persuaded by the cool logic of Domenech. Pathetically and 

ironically, the reader understands what he does not: that he has 

failed because he has taken the wrong course of action and because he 

has chosen the wrong people to assist in the action. Another course 

or another choice of people would not have guaranteed success, but the 

choices he has made are patently self-defeating, yet he does not realize 

it and thus continues to alienate himself more from his intended goal: 

to be a successful lover. 

In the denouement of this plot sequence, Ayala completes the 

last step of the progression from resolute determination to total 

resignation. He portrays his protagonist as a totally depressed man, 

crushed by Candy's absolute rejection. Jose Lino confesses that he 

"solo apetecxa estar solo, para ponerme a buscar una salida cualquiera, 

como animal aterrorizado" (p. 112). The exit he hits upon is to send a 

note to Jr. Rodriguez, his competitor, asking him to meet to talk about 

their situation. When Junior fails to show up Jose Lino dismisses the 

failure to appear on the grounds that perhaps he never got the message, 

or that he too has been rejected by Candy. At any rate, now suffering 

from an infectious cold, he ends his narration of this first part by 

saying, "Me puse el termometro y me meti por fin en la cama" (p. 113). 

We see the progression repeat itself: from manifest indigna

tion against an apparent wrong, to the avowal to take remedial action, 



to the choices of individuals and courses of action that lead away from 

the desired remedy, to a final state of exhausted energy and resigna

tion. All passion is spent and the only escape is sleep. And when 

sleep has run its course, the awful presence of frustration and failure 

would return to haunt his conscious mind if Jose Lino's senses had not 

been numbed to those sensations. Only a new crisis can bring him out 

of his lethargy. And that comes with the newspaper announcement that 

Junior Rodriguez has been murdered. 

The "Segunda Parte" carries the subheading, "El caso del 

Junior R., a traves de algunos recortes del diario capitalino 

El Comercio" (p. 117). The point-of-view is that of the local jour

nalists, or the editorial "we," who take up the cause of unveiling the 

truth concerning the murder of young Rodriguez. The narrative estab

lishes its form on the same dialectic implicit in Jose Lino's own 

narration. The chronicle dedicates itself to "relatar lo ocurrido" 

(p. 118) though in fact it does not do that. It admittedly publishes 

only hearsay, thus disavowing any pretense of historical accuracy. 

"Reproduciremos a continuacion algunas de las especulaciones que hemos 

escuchado, limitSndonos prudentemente a recoger—y ello a titulo de 

mero rumor, sin hacernos en manera alguna responsables de su veracidad— 

lo que en los corrillos se mumura" (p. 136). 

In an essay titled "Sobre la prensa," Francisco Ayala traces 

the development of the press in modern societies and finds that, in 

many cases, journalism has abandoned its traditional ethic of adherence 

to the primacy of objectivity ("razon") over subjectivity ("voluntad"). 
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La mision de la prensa ha sido la de informar, suministrando 
al juicio los datos de la realidad objectiva, y a lo sumo 
elaborandolos y comentandolos al margen. En el honesto y 
fiel cumplimiento de tal mision se ha cifrado su moral 
especifica. Y el reciente empleo de los metodos de seduc-
cion y propaganda son el signo—en la medida en que se han 
convertido en una practica consciente, sistematica y desem-
bozada—de la ruina definitiva del ethos racionalista de la 
Modernidad (1971> PP> 12̂ -125). 

This has happened because the press is an organ of the bourgeois 

society, serving it and protecting it (and thus serving and protecting 

itself) by influencing public opinion. It is a sign of a decadent 

bourgeoisie when the press compromises its integrity as an informative 

instrument in order to be a persuasive instrument. The result has been 

the creation of "la prensa sensacionalista que comienza a desarrollarse 

. . . con las condiciones de una industria organizada en "cartells y 

trusts" and which "representa a esas masas nuevas, faciles de impre-

sionar y arrastrar por metodos de sugestion" (1971> P* 129). 

The second part of El_ Fondo del Vaso appears as a novelistic 

expression of Ayala's concept of a corrupt bourgeois press, itself a 

manifestation of a corrupt bourgeoisie. The name of the paper, 

El Comercio, clearly identifies it as a journal dedicated to the 

interest of organized business. The journal conceives of its mission 

in the following terms: "En un regimen democratico como es el nuestro 

la opinion publica tiene sus fueros, y a la prensa compete, como dere-

cho y como obligacion, suministrarle los indispensables elementos de 

juicio sobre todas las cuestiones de general interes" (p. 138). 

Owing to a paucity of facts and to a desire to sell newspapers , 

the editors must resort to rumors, speculations, anonymous letters, 

and dead-end interviews as a substitute for the missing facts. Though 



these are identified as only rumors, etc., they combine to give the 

illusion of truth. Their apparent combined effect on public sentiment 

results in the conviction without trial of the hapless Jose Lino Ruiz 

(who meanwhile languishes defenselessly in jail) and the consequent 

bankruptcy of his once thriving business. 

As an element of technique, the journalistic format of this 

part relates to the first-person format of the rest of the novel since 

it "alienates" the reader. The newspaper, like Jose Lino, states its 

purpose in writing, and then deviates from that purpose. Though Jose 

Lino may have intended to rewrite history, he subsequently veered from 

the goal because of a loss of interest or energy; the newspaper editors 

must never have intended to "relatar lo ocurrido" since publishing 

"especulaciones" necessarily involves an organizational policy to do so. 

Nevertheless, the effect on the reader is the same. We are as estranged 

from the newspaper El̂  Comercio for its lack of integrity as we are from 

Jose Lino for his failure to carry out his declared purpose and for his 

inability to understand why. 

Nevertheless, the journalistic point-of-view has obvious 

literary advantages. It allows the reader to get outside the perspec

tive of the protagonist, even if only relatively briefly, and to see 

Jose Lino as an etre-en-soi from the point-of-view of the editors. The 

paper calls him "una personalidad no carente de relieve y generalmente 

apreciada en nuestros ambientes sociales" (p. 135). It finds that his 

"fama de patron estricto esta muy extendida en los medios couerciales" 

(p. 136), yet an interview with the police commissioner "saco la impre-

sion neta de que todos los empleados de Casa Ruiz estaban persuadidos 



de que las relaciones entre este y Candy no eran las de jefe y secretaria, 

sino que bajo su manto se cubrian otras de caracter mas Intimo" (pp. Ik2-

lh3). 

The newspaper format allows the author to advance the plot 

line efficiently, quickly, and ironically. It allows the reader to 

witness the succession of interviews, press releases, police reports, 

and legal proceedings that lead to a presumption of guilt without con

clusive evidence. But in reporting the successive stages of Jose Lino's 

entrapment, the newspaper reveals itself as an organ of a society that 

condones, even encourages (it buys the newspapers) the condemnation of 

a man who has not been given the right to defend himself in a court of 

law, and who wastes away in jail on the strength of circumstantial 

evidence. El Comercio concludes the following: 

. . . Muchos empiezan ya a preguntarse cual sera la suerte 
que aguarda al comerciante don Jose Lino Ruiz, a quien un 
conjunto de circunstancias desdichadas parecia acusar hasta 
ahora de manera vehemente, y que en la actualidad se en-
cuentra preso, como presunto autor del hecho, en la carcel 
del Miserere, a disposicion de las autoridades judiciales 
(p. 169). 

It comes to that conclusion despite the acknowledgement it has made that 

other parties may have had reason and ability to commit the crime, 

namely, two teenage street gangs (los Dragones del Espacio and Mi Solo 

Duefio) of one of which the victim had been a member, and a fanatic 

religious sect (La Iglesia de Dios Feliz) which had reason for com

mitting a vicious reprisal against the same gang. 

Our reaction as readers may be the moral outrage the author 

desired. No sensitive reader could come away from the experience of 

reading these "clippings" without feeling a revulsion for the brand of 



.journalism El Comercio represents, a revulsion at least as acute as the 

sense of frustration incited by Jose Lino's own incompetence. As a 

narrative technique, the newspaper format "alienates" us as surely as 

does the first-person narration. But within the context of the novel, 

no alternatives exist. 

Finally, "alienation" is also a theme in the second part. El 

Comercio, while eager to sell newspapers, manifests a moral bankruptcy 

in its total disregard for the rights of an accused to be presumed 

innocent until he is given a chance to defend himself. But, of course, 

that right is protected by society, not by a newspaper. In that sense 

the newspaper mirrors the morality of the society as clearly as it 

performs its perfunctory service. What journalism does as a profession 

is largely influenced by how society and individuals perceive their 

situations. El Comercio makes profitable use of sensationalist tactics 

because society—individuals in the aggregate—sees itself unthreat-

ened by the compromising of journalistic rationalization. Thus, Jose 

Lino's alienated situation, caused by his inability to perceive 

accurately, may be only a small part of a great malaise that has 

stricken the entire society and which is mirrored clearly in the 

society's instruments of persuasion, especially the press. 

At the beginning of the third part, where we find Jose Lino 

languishing in jail, the point-of-view returns again to that of the 

protagonist. All passion is spent. "Se acabaron las lSgrimas. Como 

aquella cancion sentimentalona clamaba: jra no tengo mas llanto" 

(p. 173). Only the mind continues to operate, "una triste mHquina 

electronica . . . descompuesta, disparatada, moliendo y remoliendo en 
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vano, delirando" (p. 17̂ )- Perhaps when consciousness is emptied of 

passion, the mind operates with greater lucidity. Corina has come to 

the jail to admit her affair with Rodriguez, ("viene a hacerseme arrepen-

tida Magdalena" [p. 176]), and he now sees what others have known: "Yo 

cornudo. . . . Hasta los ninos chiquitos saben deletrear el breve voca-

blo" (p. 176). 

The tone of his remarks is self-pity. Alone in society's 

dungeon, like Segismundo in La Vida es Sueno, the prisoner has "visiones 

de un pasado que ahora, de repente, muestra su verdadero cariz" (p. 177)-

But there is no confusing facts with fiction now. The past does reveal 

its truth to him and he comprehends it. ' 

En tropel acudieron a ml tantos detalles reveladores, tantas 
situaciones sospechosas, tantas actitudes equivocas, tantas 
frases reticentes, tantas miradas de soma, tantas alusiones 
transparentes, que el milagro es como pude no haberme aperci-
bido. Se necesita ser, en efecto, todo lo necio que (no sin 
razon, ahora lo veo) tengo fama de ser yo, para no haberse 
percatado de algo que, sin duda, no ignoraba nadie. !Si 
hasta se hubiera dicho que el propio gallego Rodriguez, y 
Corina misma, estaban empenados en hacermelo notar! . . . 
iO creerxan acaso ellos, y lo creerfan todos los demas, que 
yo estaba al tanto, pero preferia hacerme el tonto? No, no 
me lo hacfa: lo soy. Tonto, ciego, estfipido: es muy ver-
dad (p. 177). 

So, reflecting, he did know all along and only now admits the 

truth. He painfully acknowledges the absence of any positive qualities 

in his essential nature. He sees himself reduced to a subhuman, 

animal state. The presence of Corina at the bars of his cell shows 

him "mi vera imagen, mostrandome que especie de bestia soy yo, cufil es 

el animal que tienen encerrado" (p. 176). The reference, of course, is 

to his cuckolded condition. His being-for-itself (etre-pour-soi), to 

return to Sartre's two modes of being, is at last cognizant of what it 



is not. It can admit to itself what has been apparent to others (the 

reader and the characters who people Jose Lino's world). It can see, 

(from the point of view of the Other), the other mode of being, the 

being-in-itself (etre-en-soi), the being whose moral vacuity is sym

bolized by the irrational animal. This is the first positive step the 

protagonist must take to extricate himself from the trap. 

Yet his resignation to his fate is also apparent. It is con

sistent with the attitude of indifference he has displayed on other 

occasions. Even now he tells us: "En el fondo, soy indiferente a todo; 

nada me importa nada" (p. l81t). He permits us to enter his unconscious 

world as he relates a dream in which the police commissioner comes to 

the cell door to tell him "que todo ha sido ma mera broma, una broma 

nada mas, de mal gusto, si senor, pero sin malas intenciones" (p. 199)* 

He then hears himself reply: "Pero no, comisario; hagame el favor de no 

preocuparse, Ique tonterla.' lEncantadlsimo, comisario! Si esto ha sido 

para ml un verdadero placer" (p. 199)- Indifference to incarceration 

manifests itself in the unconscious world of dreams in the form of an 

admission that jail life really is not so bad. There is the sense that 

even his unconscious recognizes his incapacity to do anything, and so 

to be happy he must pretend to be happy. During the days of lonely 

reflections Jose Lino perceives the crux of his existential problem. 

Long after Corina's visit to the jail, long after her pleading 

for forgiveness and Jose Lino's refusal to grant it, he reproaches him

self. "iComo pude haber sido, una vez mas y siempre, el mismo burro a 

quien los golpes no ensenan? El mismo burro, hinchado de arrogancia?" 



(pp. 206-207)* And when his vanity tries to reassert itself, arguing 

that he needed the pardon more than she, he cuts himself short. 

Basta, basta. No caigamos en el absurdo, otra vez, pero ahora 
por la banda opuesta. No deliremos de nuevo. »Ay, Jose Lino, 
que trabajo te cuesta aceptar la amarga realidad, tragar la 
pildora! . . . Pero, hijo mio, hay que tragarsela, que reme-
dio. No nos enganemos, ahora a sabiendas (p. 207). 

The reality is that he is not the center of everybody else's world in 

the way that he is of his own. He realizes that Corina did not need 

him, and that Candy did not want him. He is only another mortal with a 

modicum of virtues and perhaps more than his share of vices who, like 

most men, must struggle to reconcile the distance between what he is 

and what he might be. With some humility and passion he at last faces 

up to the reality of self-alienation and swallows the bitter pill of 

self-recognition. But the question he asks in the last sentence of his 

"cuaderno" suggests that he has learned nothing except to feel sorry 

for himself. Of his wife leaving him in "la carcel de Miserere" he can 

now say: "Me dejo solo (iy no era eso, acaso, lo que tan orgullosamente 

procure siempre yo?); solo para siempre, solo y pataleando en el fango. 

IQue Dios nos ampare!" (p. 213). Perhaps it is the self-pity that 

Ayala comes to condemn most strongly in his novel. 

Summary 

The focus of alienation in El Fondo del Vaso is the authentic 

self of the protagonist. The treatment of alienation in the novel is 

ironic since the protagonist does not realize that he is not living in 

coincidence with his own self with all of its individual peculiarities 

and limitations. Since he is not aware of his alienation he cannot 

consciously respond to the lost relationship. Nor can there be a 



mode of alienation. The agent is the conscious self that refuses to 

allow the protagonist to live within his limits. Only in the end does 

the conscious self recognize the lie it has perpetrated but self-pity 

closes off the possibility of a full accounting for the lie. 

If EL Fondo del Vaso ends with the suggestion that Jose Lino is 

alone, existing in a mud of nothingness, there is some reason, never

theless, to be optimistic. Without stating why, Gonzalo Sobejano, in 

his study of Ayala's novel, concludes, "Adivinamos que esta crisis 

moral sera el comienzo desde el fango hasta la superficie" (Sobejano, 

196it, p. 3̂ 6). Sobejano's intuition is based, I believe, on Jose Lino's 

acknowledgement of his own culpability, on the admission that he alone 

is responsible for his estrangement from others and from his authentic 

self. He is empty but his emptiness makes possible his eventual ful

fillment. This might be considered the existential significance of the 

title. In "el fondo del vaso" there may be nothing left, but, as 

Alfred Stern points out, "what is important in a vase fsicj is the 

emptiness of the inside" (1967, p. 6j). In his emptiness he is free to 

make new choices, to make himself anew, to use the Sartrean concept of 

freedom. In a gloss of Sartre's definition of freedom Stern states, 

"Freedom is the nothingness in man's heart that compels him to make 

himself" (1967, P- 67) • The open-endedness of the novel leaves room for 

the possibility that Jose Lino will use his freedom to find a new 

commitment. 

There will be difficulties and obstacles perhaps. John Dewey 

wrote: "Conditions and events . . . are either obstacles to our ends 

or else means for their accomplishment" (195O, pp. 102-103). Jose Lino 



has now, as when he set out to write his history book, the freedom to 

use the world as the material for his creative energy. Ortega y Gasset 

in Historia como Si sterna suggests that "lo que fel hombre} encuentra 

son puras dificultades y puras facilidades para existir" (1958, p. 36). 

Jose Lino has before him the challenge to hurdle the difficulties, and 

the author states the reasons, at least, why he should take up the 

gauntlet and "accommodate" himself to his alienated condition. This 

would be a step toward eventual reconciliation with society. 

Yet the confessional, self-pitying attitude of the protagonist 

at the end of the novel suggests that this is the very thing that he 

will not do. He will not exercise his freedom now, anymore than he did 

when he set out to write his history book, to bring the two aspects of 

his being in line with each other. Though the "vaso" has been drained 

of all its liquid (passion) there still remain the dregs in "el fondo." 

This, it seems to me, is the most plausible interpretation of the novel' 

title. The situation recalls the Spanish expression: "Hasta las heces. 

The novel illustrates an essential human nature (las heces), one given 

to self-deception and mental myopia. And at the end, when his vital 

energy has been drained, Jose Lino still must reckon with "las heces"— 

the egotism that prevents him from perceiving or disavowing the great 

lie that he has foisted off on his world. 

Ayala's alienated protagonist differs fundamentally from the 

Sartrean-type individual. Though both are defined by a distance be

tween two modes of being, Ayala's Jose Lino refuses to recognize, until 

the very end, that there is a distance. In contrast, Sartre's alien

ated individual (e.g., Antoine Roquentin in La Nausee), not only 



recognizes the two modes, but experiences extreme anguish when the 

choices he makes to align the two modes fail to accomplish that end. 

Sartre agonizes over the absurdity of the fact that man is born without 

an inherent sense of essence. Ayala, in El Fondo del Vaso, says "no" 

to the agony, and "yes" to essence. He shows how ridiculous is the 

individual who refuses to recognize his essential self. Ayala makes 

a caricature of Sartre's alienated hero by depicting a character whose 

essential nature is_, in fact, egotism that refuses to come to grips 

with its own shortcomings. He points to the tendency prevalent in us 

all, perhaps, to believe a lie that each one creates about himself and 

which he tries to get others to believe also. Ayala's underlining 

that tendency is his way of suggesting that man must recognize and live 

within his own limits; that is, man must accommodate himself to his own 

particular talents and limitations. To fail to do so is to invite 

alienation of the kind described by the novel. 

Another conclusion with regard to "accommodation" can be drawn 

by considering the role of the reader in the recreation of this novel-

istic world. Francisco Ayala has theorized on the reader's participa

tion in the creative process. "El lector a quien una novela o un 

poema se dirigen pertenece a su estructura basica, no menos que el 

autor que le habla, y esta tambien incluido dentro de su marco" (1970b, 

p. 33). One has the sense that the author of El Fondo del Vaso must 

have entertained a concept of his reader in his mind's eye as he wrote 

the novel. The reader's rejection of the myth that Jose Lino created 

of himself was too carefully prepared by Ayala to be merely fortuitous. 
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Ayala believes that the "'lector ideal' . . . viene a ser creado por el 

acto poetico mismo" (1970b, p. 3*0. 

It may be that Ayala's "ideal reader" is the one who recognizes 

the irony of what is said on nearly every page of Jose Lino's diary. 

If the techniques that "alienate" the reader from the protagonist suc

ceed in registering a high degree of indignation in us, then Ayala has 

conveyed a message, in his didactic way, that we may be able to avoid 

the trap that ensared the narrator. Because of his stupidity and ego

tism, Jose Lino's alienation is his, perhaps to stay, but ours may be 

mitigated by openly facing up to our deficiencies. The alternative is 

absurdity and if that is not desirable, then accommodation is to be 

sought. 



CHAPTER 3 

JOHN UPDIKE'S COUPLES 

The spiritually rarified air we breathe has been the subject of 

John Updike's fiction since the publication of his first novel, The 

Poorhouse Fair, in 1959* That novel, like the major works that fol

lowed—Rabbit, Run (i960), The Centaur (1963), Of the Farm (1965), and 

Couples (1968)—was a portrayal of the alienating winds that have blown 

across contemporary American society since the end of the Second World 

War. Throughout his fiction, Updike has clung to the faith that somehow 

the alienated could come to grips with their spiritual deprivation and 

begin to progress toward a position of accommodation. Couples shows 

why accommodation is necessary. 

Hypothesis 

Couples is a novel about a group of middle-aged, suburban 

Americans dispossessed of reassuring faith in the goodness of American 

living. The group—the couples—is estranged from sources that have 

traditionally nourished faith: Church, Nature, Family. The novel is 

the ironic treatment of the group's attempt to return, metaphorically, 

to these sources to regain some part of the lost faith. The group 

turns inward and becomes, in Updike's words, "a magic circle of heads 

to keep the night out," yet, ironically, the efforts to restore lost 

faith succeed only in aggravating the loss. The metaphorical "magic 

circle" becomes the substitute church whose ritual is sexual hedonism. 
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The group forms around the idea of replacing the lost sources of 

faith by making a cult out of natural sexual drives. The various members 

of the cult feel estranged from the things that matter to them—their 

childhood, their parents, their country, friends, and family; by 

coupling physically with each other, men and women are looking for a 

substitute for lost spirituality. Ironically, the physical intimacy 

they establish with each other plunges them deeper into spiritual isola

tion. None of the couples succeeds in restoring anything lost. The 

important fact of the novel is that their hedonistic pursuits produce 

disorder, disillusionment, and death. The implication is that hedonism 

by itself is life-denying. 

Updike has said of Couples, "All these goings-on would be purely 

lyrical, like nymphs and satyrs in a grove, . . . except for the group 

of distressed and neglected children" ("View from the Catacombs," 1968, 

p. 67). As Larry Taylor shows, "Whatever else Couples may or may not 

be, it is a part of the elaborate myth and metaphor which constitutes 

an overall pattern of pastoralism and antipastoralism in Updike's fic

tion. And the pastoralism and lyricism of this novel are cuttingly 

ironic . . (Taylor, 1971> p. 122). Updike often refers to the appar

ently pastoral character of the New England town he calls Tarbox, to 

which the couples have come to find their "post-pill paradise." Ironi

cally, it is neither pastoral nor is it paradise. The cult his people 

make of sexual intimacy is a mockery of meaningful, human relationships. 

The group's cohesion and inner loyalty replaces loyalty to a church, its 

devotion to the ideal of fun displaces adherence to the ideals of duty 

and work, but the novel makes clear that the members are no better off 



for having made the substitutions. The author's intent is to ridicule 

the attempt at escape from alienation. And if the children are 

"distressed and neglected" then everyone loses in the rituals acted out 

at the altar of sexual frivolity. 

The theme develops on the basis of a progression through three 

stages of alienation: l) the awareness of being separated from the world 

(the focus of their alienation) and thus cut off from meaningful rela

tionships, 2) the further collective withdrawal from the world into an 

artificial world of the group's own creating (the replacement-response), 

3) disillusionment with the attempt to escape. The mode is autoplastic 

as they attempt only to change themselves. The agents of alienation are 

the individuals themselves. They choose to live in their artificial 

world. Updike implies by this progression that alienated people must 

search for something to deal with their alienation, but withdrawing into 

a world of "Applesmiths and other games" (the title of Chapter 2) not 

only fails to solve anything but has destructive consequences. 

Most of Updike's fiction suggests going back to something past. 

Rabbit, Run (Knopf, i960) depicts Harry "Rabbit" Angstrom running back 

in vain to the golden age of innocent youth. The Centaur (Knopf, 19̂ 3) 

moves ambitiously into the abandoned world of Puritan morality, the 

past where Updike sees "the Protestant kind of goodness going down with 

all the guns firing—antic, frantic, comic, but goodness, nevertheless" 

("View . . 1968, p. 7*0. As the title suggests, Of the Farm (Knopf, 

1965) shows the protagonist's (Joey Robinson's) futile attempt to sort 

out the complexities of his present life by returning to the farm where, 

in earlier years, he had had a positive relationship, the farm which is, 



according to Hamilton, "an omnipresent witness to the past that has 

shaped Joey's conscious and unconscious attitudes to life" (1970, p. 183)• 

And in Couples Updike continues the pattern of the quest for lost 

essence by having his characters search for a pastoral idealism of 

freedom from urban stress in a very unpastoral America. The novel 

represents people who know they have lost something important to them 

but who are looking for the wrong things in the wrong places. The 

novel shows how terrifying that kind of frantic search can be. 

Analysis of Text 

As the title suggests, the protagonist of Couples is a multi

plicity of paired individuals. If there is anything that unifies this 

composite protagonist it is the need to seek refuge among friends 

against the insecurities that come with being alienated. The focus of 

their alienation is the world, past and present. The couples, indi

vidually or collectively, have experienced the sensation of being cut 

off, of being alone, of being separated from the universe, from the 

rest of the world, from the country, and from other people. Some of 

them live with a dread of death, especially the unifying figure, Piet 

Hanema. But to all, alienation has brought a sense of despair because 

to be estranged from the world is to be estranged from the sources that 

inspire faith in the future possibility of attaining reconciliation 

and fulfillment. This multiple protagonist, then, has formed to re

place the lost relationship. It seeks shelter in a small, out of the 

way town called Tarbox. It looks inward on itself hoping "to keep the 

night out" (Couples, 1968, p. 7. All subsequent page references to this 



novel will be given in parentheses without reference to the title or 

year). The night is the despair that comes with the sense of estrange

ment. Their awareness of the alienation constitutes the first stage in 

the three stage progression of the theme, a progression from awareness, 

through replacement to disillusionment. To begin the analysis, it will 

be useful, therefore, to analyze the focus in detail, t'o"list and ana

lyze the elements of the world from which the couples, singly or 

collectively, feel alienated. 

1) Estrangement from the universe: Angela Hanema is a character 

Updike associates, even by choosing her name, with the heavens. Her 

thoughts often focus on the abstract and ephemeral. At one of the 

many parties the couples attend, Angela says of the stars, "They're so 

fixed. So above it all. As if somebody threw a handful of salt and 

that's how it stays for billions of years. I know they move but not 

relative to us; we're too small. We die too soon" (p. 2̂ 1). Her sad

ness surfaces in the awareness of man's insignificant size and life 

span relative to the vastness and eternality of the universe. Updike 

perhaps contrives this particular personality yet her anxiety over 

being so totally transient in the otherwise very constant universe is 

an anxiety that all men must feel at one time or another. She merely 

articulates in her personality the most cosmic kind of alienation—the 

sense that we are utterly insignificant when measured against universal 

space and time. 

2) American estrangement from the rest of the political world: 

Piet Hanema, Angela's husband, says: 



I think America now is like an unloved child smothered in 
candy. Like a middle-aged wife whose husband brings home 
a present after every trip because he's been unfaithful to 
her. . . . God doesn't love us anymore. He loves Russia. 
He loves Uganda. We're fat and full of pimples and always 
whining for more candy. We've fallen from grace (p. 200). 

Piet's disillusionment precludes a former belief that America had been 

the favored nation of the world, as if God had ordained it to be so. 

Piet seems to be saying that Americans, like Adam and Eve, betrayed God 

by worshipping false idols and now America is suffering the penalty of 

banishment. God has abandoned America because Americans have forsaken 

God. Whatever else may be true about Americans they will have to go it 

alone from now on, without God's help, according to Piet. The group 

does not reject his idea. 

3) Estrangement from the rest of America; Like Rabbit, Run, 

Couples is highly topical in space and time. The action takes place in 

a small fictitious New England town named Tarbox, twenty-seven miles 

south of Boston. During the time of the novel—from the spring of 1963 

to mid-196U—life in the world beyond Tarbox goes on nearly unnoticed by 

the couples. The author-narrator comments, "Not since Korea had Piet 

cared about news. News happened to other people" (p. 21̂ ). The death 

of the Kennedy baby, the rumors of philandering politicians, even the 

assassination of John Kennedy are viewed with a cold detachment. These 

friends view themselves as isolated from the cold emptiness beyond. 

"Television brought them the outer world. The little screen's icy 

brilliance implied a universe of profound cold beyond the warm encircle

ment of Tarbox, friends, and family" (p. 2lU). 
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U) Estrangement from orthodox theology; All but one of the 

families, the Gallaghers, share the feeling that church does not respond 

meaningfully to contemporary concerns. They either reject religion 

totally or wonder why they do not. Angela Hanema obeys an inner urge 

perhaps common to them to speak out against the hypocrisy that we pro

fess when we tell our children little religious lies in trying to ex

plain to them the unexplainable. "I really do wonder, Piet, if religion 

doesn't complicate things worse than they have to be. ... I detest 

being put in the position of trying to sell Heaven to my children" 

(p- 79). To perpetuate the lie we build churches that tower over our 

towns. Speaking of the guilded weathercock atop the Congregational 

Church in Tarbox, the narrator remarks facetiously, "... if God were 

physically present in Tarbox, it was in the form of this unreachable 

weathercock visible from everywhere" (p. 17)• Churches, like weather

cocks, simply follow the force of the prevailing winds. The era of 

blind faith in the Calvinist God is gone despite the effort of the pa

thetic minister to make his sermon relevant. "He [God] offers us 

present security, four-and-a-half percent compounded every quarter!" 

(p. 21). These educated, pampered Americans do not buy the message. 

5) Estrangement from family; Some members of the group sense 

an alienating distance between themselves and their families. Foxy 

Whitman, the most recent newcomer to the group, rebukes her mother for 

having been an insensitive parent during Foxy's childhood. About those 

early years she remarks, "Nobody knew me. Nobody cared. I was just 

something to be bundled up and got out of the way so you and Daddy 

could have your wonderful divorce" (p. 28l). 
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The Applebys (Frank and Janet) and the little-Smiths (Harold 

and Marcia) also had rejected their parents and the "furtively hedonist" 

climate of the forties. These two couples "... belonged to that seg

ment of their generation of the upper middle class which mildly rebelled 

against the confinement and discipline whereby wealth maintained its 

manners during the upheavals of depression and world war" (p. 105). 

They had moved to Tarbox and had brought with them 

. . .  a  m o d e s t  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  t o  b e  f r e e ,  t o  b e  f l e x i b l e  a n d  
decent. . . . Exiled early to boarding schools, they resolved 
to use and improve the local public schools. Having suffered 
under their parents' rigid marriages and formalized evasions, 
they sought to substitute an essential fidelity set in a 
matrix of easy and open companionship among couples (p. 106). 

The Applebys and the little-Smiths have a jaundiced view, not only of 

their parents, but of the social class and the moral climate in which 

they had been raised. Piet Hanema's nostalgia for childhood contrasts 

sharply with this attitude. 

Time and death separate Piet Hanema from his parents and the 

security that he felt as a child. His parents had run a greenhouse 

where "he loved being . . . with them, in the overheated warmth, watch

ing his father's broad stained thumbs packing moss, his mother's pallid 

needling fingers wrapping pots in foil and stabbing in the green price 

spindles" (p. 12). But they had been killed in a traffic accident 

while coming home from a grange meeting. Since that time "the world 

wore a slippery surface for Piet; he stood on the skin of things in the 

posture of a man testing newly formed ice, his head cocked for the 

warning crack, his spine curved to make himself light" (p. 19). 
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Piet regrets the loss of security he had grown to expect from 

good parents. Thus he is unique among the couples. He alone looks 

nostalgically on the past as an irretrievable moment of innocent faith 

that all was well. Foxy, the Smiths, and the Applebys reject the past; 

Piet longs for its return. Piet and the others react in the same man-* 

ner, however, to their estrangement (deliberate or involuntary) from 

their parental ties. Their mode of behavior is autoplastic. They 

simply join together as couples to fend off the pains of being es

tranged, whether the agent of their estrangement is the individual him-' 

self (in the case of the Applebys and little-Smiths) or whether it is 

unavoidable human circumstances (which Piet Hanema's life exemplifies). 

They seek a new relationship which they hope will replace the one lost 

to the forces of alienation. 

Couples deals initially with the focus of alienation—the dis

tance which separates modern man from his environment, the distance 

which separates him physically from the stars, and morally from his 

world, his nation, and his family. The second stage in the progression 

of the theme deals with the replacement-response—the collective and in

dividual response to the alienating circumstances. The novel seems to 

ask if the great sexual emancipation of recent years has contributed to 

relieving or aggravating the feeling of isolation and aloneness which 

everyone has as a result of being cut off from the world. Updike has 

said of his intention in writing the novel that "there's a lot of dry 

talk around about love and sex being somehow the new ground of our mo

rality. ... I thought I should show the ground and ask, is it entire

ly to be wished for?" ("View . . .1968, p. 66). Updike gives us no 
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explicit answer to the question, but in the relationships that develop 

between the couples, just as in the tone of Updike's question, one de

tects an implicit "no." An examination of the.individual responses to 

alienation and of the resulting relationships between the individuals 

forming the couples will show that the alienating distances remain. The 

first response has been to move to Tarbox. All of the couples come to 

Tarbox, Massachusetts, in their adult years, and some hope to find there 

a retreat from various alienating elements. The author-narrator de

scribes this small New England town in somewhat pastoral terms: 

The homes were mixed: the surviving seventeenth-century salt-
boxes the original Kimballs and Sewells and Tarboxes and Cogs
wells had set along the wobbly pasture lanes, quaintly named 
for the virtues, that radiated from the green; the peeling 
Federalist cubes with widow's-walks; the gingerbread mansions 
attesting to the decades of textile prosperity; . . . Beyond, 
there was a veiny weave of roads, an arrowing disused railroad 
track, a river whose water was fresh above the yellow waterfall 
at the factory and saline below it, a golf course studded with 
bean-shapes of sand, some stubborn farms and checkerboard or
chards, a glinting dairy barn on the Nun's Bay Road, a field 
containing slowly moving specks that were galloping horses, 
level breadths of salt marsh broken by islands and inlets, and, 
its curved horizon marred, on days as clear as today, by the 
violet smudge that was the tip of Cape Cod, the eastward sea 
(p. 17). 

Tarbox may have seemed somewhat idyllic compared to the life 

they had known in big cities. Harold little-Smith refers to Tarbox 

sarcastically as "paradise" when he rebukes Piet for never leaving the 

town. The rural setting might have seemed to them, at first, a place to 

flee to, a place to find shelter from the cold loneliness of impersonal 

cities like Boston. The Applebys and the little-Smiths, as we have 

seen, were raised as children in very sophisticated urban homes, among 

great wealth, "fenced off from their own parents by nursemaids and 



tutors and 'help'" (p. 106 ). Rejecting the isolating harriers of their 

youth, "they put behind them the stratified summer towns of their 

upbringings, with their restrictive distinctions, their tedious rounds 

of politeness, and settled the year round in unthought-of-places, in 

pastoral mill towns like Tarbox, and tried to improvise here a fresh 

way of life" (p. 106). 

When Ken and Foxy Whitman move to Tarbox they buy an old aban

doned house near the sea. The narrator explains that for Ken, "Tarbox 

was an outer limit, an hour's drive, and yet he, who must do the commut

ing, seized the house as if all his life he had been waiting for a pros

pect as vacant and pure as these marshes, those bony far dunes, that 

rim of sea" (p. ̂ 3). Foxy is pleased that Ken wants to move to Tarbox. 

"That he had within liim even the mild strangeness needed to insist on an 

out-of-the-way impractical house seemed (as if there had been a question 

of despair) hopeful" (p. UU). 

"Tarbox," according to the Oxford English Dictionary, is "a box 

formerly used by shepherds to hold tar as a salve for sheep." One 

recognizes its pastoral connection. In this novel, Tarbox is a place 

where people have come thinking that its remoteness is a salve that will 

cure the wounds of alienation. Unlike the tarbox used by shepherds, 

Updike's Tarbox contains a burning ointment called "sex" that injures 

more than it cures. There is a direct reference to being "burned" for 

having dipped into Tarbox's "sexpot." Janet Appleby, at the end of the 

novel, propositions Ken Whitman. Her justification for the proposal is 

that she has been "burned." "I've been burned, you see; I can't be 

hurt" (p. U55).  
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Another image equating Tarbox with the salve that does not cure 

is Frank Appleby's indigestion. He complains, "It's like a ball of tar 

in there I can't break up" (p. 153). Significantly, his wife Janet's 

family had been in the business of making laxatives, but Frank's condi

tion (he suffers from a stomach ulcer)—and Tarbox's—requires more than 

this simple remedy. 

Angela Hanema equates Tarbox with "sexpot." She tells her hus

band, "I'm deteriorating. I don't know how to act in this sexpot." Piet 

reminds her that "a sexpot is a person, not a place." She replies, 

"This one's a place. Get me out or get me a doctor" (p. 210). Angela 

feels trapped in the place where they had come to be free. More than 

just a physical place, Tarbox symbolizes a mental quagmire of solipsistic 

hedonism from which Updike urges a clean removal. 

The second phase of this second stage in the alienating pro

gression is the creation of a surrogate church to replace the estranged 

relationship with the orthodox church. The most explicit statement of 

this idea comes at the beginning of the novel when Angela explains 

Freddy Thome's attitude toward the group. "He thinks we're a circle. 

A magic circle of heads to keep the night out. ... He thinks we've 

made a church of each other" (p. 7). Foxy Whitman recognizes that the 

group mildly rejects Freddy's negativism but she senses that he serves 

"as a unifying purpose for the others, giving them a common identity" 

(p. 32). Freddy Thorne is the high priest of the church who espouses 

the doctrine of hedonism. In one wild moment, for example, Freddy 

remarks: "it just came to me. A vision. We're all put here to 

humanize each other. ... We're a subversive cell. . . . Like in the 



catacombs. Only they were trying to break out of hedonism. We're 

trying to break back into it. It's not easy" (p. lU8). Freddy likens 

the couples to the early Christians who found the catacombs of Rome a 

shelter from the persecuting Romans. The couples, just as the first 

Christians, have sought security by physically removing themselves from 

the big cities. Freddy hopes that the "subversive cell" (Tarbox) will 

insulate them. He hopes that hedonism will humanize them. The novel 
$ 

shows that both wishes are childlike fantasies which alienate more than 

they reconcile. 

Freddy articulates what the others only suspect or are afraid 

to say. We live in a godless world where "people are the only thing 

people have left since God packed up. By people I mean sex" (p. ll+5). 

He urges the group to face up to the fact that the one great truth is 

that we are dying. He refers to life as "the game of truth" (p. lU6). 

He remarks, "In the Western world there are only two comical things: 

the Christian church and naked women. We don't have Lenin so that's 

it. Everything else tells us we're dead" (p. lU6). Freddy's persistent 

appetite for unity among the group stems from his view of the Western 

world as being absurdly stubborn in its refusal to let go of the myth 

that God exists. Freddy appears to be a literary embodiment of 

Nietzsche's Zarathustra, who denied the existence of God: ". . . If 

there were Gods, how could I endure it to be no God.' Therefore there 

are no Gods" (Nietzsche, 196U, p. 99)- In Freddy, as in Zarathustra, 

the death of God is commemorated by the apotheosis of man. Both view 

man's existence as triumphant in the absence of God's existence. But 

while for the German atheist the denial of the existence of God meant 
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the freedom of man to create himself into a superman, to excel over 

other men (since only in the eyes of God are all men equal), Freddy, on 

the other hand, believes that death prevails over creativity. Therefore 

human activity (e.g., coupling) is only a game to lock out, if only 

momentarily, the awful presence of Thanatos (death). 

In The Absurd Hero in American Fiction, David Galloway quotes 

Charles Glicksberg's commentary on the concerns of modern theologians. 

The passage bears citing here because it relates to Updike's espousal, 

primarily through Freddy Thorne and Piet Hanema, of the despair of 

modern man. Those concerns are: 

the absence of God, the relationship of a God who is all-
powerful and all-knowing to the evil and the suffering that 
exist on earth, the contrast between the routine of life 
and the crisis of being lost and alone and doomed that the 
Existentialist hero experiences, the disruption of familiar, 
human reality by the knowledge of the inevitability and 
imminence of death, the search for the authentic life on 
this journey to the end of night" (Galloway, 1971, p. 6). 

Updike describes through Freddy Thorne a philosophy of hedonism 

which would fend off the despair caused by the failure of the church to 

respond to the existential concerns cited above. He would include only 

the initiated into the group, only the group members exploiting each 

other's sexual appetites to assuage their despair. 

Robert Detweiler has pointed out that the couples' actions are 

even more convincing evidence than their overt statements that the group 

has substituted its own ritual to replace that of the forsaken church. 

He cites as one example the dinner party following President Kennedy's 

assassination. Freddy Thorne as he slices the ham says, "Take, eat, 

. . . This is his body, given for thee" (p. 319). Detweiler comments: 
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The scene would "be blasphemous if a situation sensitive to 
blasphemy still existed; but, as it is used in the novel, the 
crude Eucharistic joke masks the need of the couples for fel
lowship and communion at a time of grief and dispair. A din
ner party on the night of Kennedy's death is not merely a 
thoughtless vulgarity but also the fumbling attempt of spiri
tually helpless people to ease their desolation (Detweiler, 
1972, p. 137). 

Detweiler correctly observes that Updike is not suggesting "a 

return to the 'real' church as a panacea for social and personal ills" 

(Detweiler, 1972, p. 137). But he also sees that Updike "is obviously 

illustrating a belief that man without God needs some sort of surrogate, 

and, perhaps, that a destructive fellowship is better than none at all" 

(Detweiler, 1972, p. 137). I believe Updike intends to ridicule the 

tendency of modern man to hide from his alienation by turning away from 

the greater society of which he is a part. People need a surrogate 

church, but certainly "destructive fellowship" is to be avoided if we 

are to take the novel seriously. 

After the group is formed and the ritual is established we enter 

into the third stage of the alienation theme: disillusionment. There 

grows an awareness, perhaps first in the reader, and then in the people 

of Tarbox themselves, that they have deluded themselves in wishing for 

an easy panacea to alienation. The first signs of disillusionment are 

subtle. They appear as a suggestion that sexual promiscuity dehumanizes 

the lovers. 

Detweiler has said that Couples reflects certain dehumanizing as

pects of the life-style of late twentieth-century Americans: "... The 

accent on humans living together—on the corporate, organic aspect of 

life—is at least as important as the old mythically reinforced concept 



of unfettered individuality" (Detweiler, 1972, p. 136). Detweiler states 

one of the themes of Couples: in the highly industrialized America of 

the 1960'S people function as objects to be exploited. Our corporations 

organize employees into highly efficient systems of producing goods and 

services to serve the corporate goals. Americans have learned to use 

each other as they use the tools they create. In this regard Updike 

treats one of the more contemporary meanings of alienation: people lose 

a sense of their own identity when they see meaningful human bonds 

dissolve, when they see themselves as things rather than people, ex

ploited by others for non-essential (to the exploited) purposes. Eric 

Fromm speaks of this kind of alienated individual as the person who 

". . . experiences himself as a thing, an investment, to be manipulated 

by himself and others ..." (1955, p. 20lt). In Couples Updike de

scribes the response of such a group of individuals. Freddy Thorne 

believes the "magic circle" will keep the night out; that is, it will 

restore the humanity lost to the corporate structure. The cycle of 

parties, games, and sex will compensate for being used outside the 

circle. But Updike also shows how this particular response (this 

particular replacement of lost relationship) is in itself dehumanizing. 

The response, ironically, only enhances the sense of loss. 

How does Updike exploit the theme of the ironic dehumanization 

of those who try to "humanize" themselves? The most obvious technique, 

and perhaps the most criticized, is the explicit illustration of human 

sexual behavior. Updike goes to some length to show that human beings 

react to each other in the same way that elements of the microscopic 

world behave. One of the men, Ken Whitman, is a biochemist trained at 



Harvard. Ken's acquaintance with the sub-visible world impels him to 

say, "Fox, that's what we all are. Chemicals" (p. 39)- And the narrator 

observes that parents create a child by "a binding of their chemistries" 

(p. U3). The explicit detailing of the sexual act focuses attention on 

the physical excitement aroused by the activity. The implication is 

that we, like the molecules, are subject to natural laws of attraction 

over which we have no control. With his novel Updike analyzes from a 

contemporary point of view the Eros myth which has occupied his critical 

and creative writing. He admits in an interview with Charles Samuels, 

. .1 was struck, talking to a biochemist friend of mine, how he 

emphasized not only the chemical composition of enzymes but their 

structure: it matters, among my humans, not only what they're made of, 

but exactly how they attach to each other" (Samuels, 1968, p, 102). 

Occasionally Updike offers the suggestion that human sexuality 

reduces the lovers, in their own eyes, to mating animals. For example, 

as Piet leaves Georgene Thome's house after making love to her, the 

author-narrator reports that "Georgene, barefoot, did not step down from 

the threshold but leaned silent and smiling in the open doorway, leaving 

framed in Piet's mind a complex impression: of a domestic animal, of a 

fucked woman, of a mocking boy, of farewell" (p. 56). Later, Updike 

creates the image of the lover-turned-dog, following his master to the 

bedroom. "Angela, stately, her fair cheeks flaming, now stood, and Piet, 

muscled like a loose-skinned dog that loves to be scratched, followed 

her upstairs to their room" (p. li+5) -

If they didn't know it when they came to Tarbox and formed the 

circle of friends, some become aware, subsequently, that their retreat 



into their own "paradise" was a conscious act of self-deception. Piet 

Hanema explains to Marcia little-Smith toward the end of the novel, "This 

isn't the idyllic retreat you moved to, Marcia. We're sadly suburban" 

(p. 309)- When Piet and Georgene make love the first time, she assures 

him that she is using a contraceptive. "Welcome . . . to the post-pill 

paradiseshe exclaims (p. 52). That Updike should use italics with 

this phrase and that he should repeat it later in the book (p. 31l) 

suggests that he wishes to underline one of the important themes. And 

when Piet rejects Georgene later in favor of Foxy, Georgene learns that 

the post-pill paradise is an illusion. 

Two epigraphs introduce the novel. The first comes from Paul 

Tillich's The Future of Religions and suggests that the acts of a 

citizen have serious consequences on a national scale. Tillich says in 

part that "there is a tendency in the average citizen, ... to consider 

the decisions relating to the life of the society to which he belongs 

as a matter of fate on which he has no influence ... a mood favorable 

for the resurgence of religion but unfavorable for the preservation of 

a living democracy." Embodied in this first epigraph are the first two 

stages in the progression of the theme. The tendency in the average 

citizen to think of his decisions relating to his country as being "a 

matter of fate" suggests an awareness of an alienating distance between 

the individual and the society. The citizen realizes he is an "alien" 

in his own country, and thus enters into the first stage. The realiza

tion creates "a mood favorable for the resurgence of religion." The 

alienated looks to religion for shelter (replacement of lost relation

ship). In Couples the new religion is the cult of sex, as we have seen. 
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The search for solace in sexual coupling constitutes the second stage 

in the thematic progression. 

The third stage is suggested by the other epigraph by Alexander 

Blok, from a poem called "The Scythians:" 

We love the flesh: its taste, its tones, 
Its charnel odor, breathed through Death's jaws. . . . 
Are we to blame if your fragile bones 
Should crack beneath our heavy, gentle paws? 

The poem denotes the fatal consequences of hedonistic pursuits. It 

augurs destruction to those who would succumb to the enticements of 

sensualists. It blames the destruction on those who would let them

selves be used as objects, and not on the users. The couples discover, 

in the third stage of the theme's progression, that they have been 

used and that the consequences of their acts rest on their shoulders. 

They are disillusioned. Their dream is shattered. Escape from truth 

in the work-a-day world to find truth in the fun-for-the-night world is 

no escape, and the belief otherwise is an act of self-deception. 

Freddy Thorne, the self-appointed high priest of the group, 

believes that the most wonderful thing in the world "is the human 

capacity for self-deception. It keeps everything else going" (p. 2k0). 

The idea contrasts with the impact of the novel. It shows that self-

deception, carried to the extreme, signifies destruction. 

What happens to these people in the course of the year depicted 

by the nove] (1963-196U) would be ample proof of their disillusionment. 

Foxy decides to abort her baby fathered by Piet in order to keep her 

marriage and family intact. But the affair is discovered by her husband, 

Ken, resulting in their divorce and shortly after, in the divorce of 
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Piet and Angela Hanema. One member of the group (John Ong) dies. The 

other couples give up their fidelity to the group and to its philosophy. 

The Guerins and Thornes and Applebys and little-Smiths still 
assembled, but rather sedately; one night, when once Freddy 
would have organized a deliciously cutting psychological 
word game, to "humanize" them, they drew up tables and began 
to play bridge; and this became their habit (p. ̂ 56). 

The Gallaghers take up horse riding and the Saltzes send "cards to every

one at Christmas" (p. ̂ 56). 

For these people disillusionment with the word games and sexual 

fun leads them right back to their old habits, and to the habits of 

their parents which they had rejected. Now, having been disabused of 

the notion that hedonism by itself is an adequate substitute for lost 

relationship to the world, these people acquiesce to their alienation 

preferring the relative stability of conformity to established patterns 

over the insecurity of living in an artificial world. They trade off 

one replacement-response (fidelity to the "fun"-principle) for another 
I 

(conformity). But their alienation from the world remains in either 

case. 

As for Piet Hanema and Foxy Whitman, Updike only tells us that 

they move to Lexington, "where, gradually, among people like themselves, 

they have been accepted, as another couple" (p. U58). The low keyed 

denouement leaves many questions unanswered. Updike intentionally 

avoids easy answers because there are none. The novel's structural 

design strongly suggests a cyclical repetition of theme. The first line 

of the novel ("What did you make of the new couple?" [p. 3)) resembles 

in content and form the last line just quoted above. With Piet and 

Foxy moving to Lexington where they are accepted "as another couple" 



are we to expect in the sequel to Couples a repetition of the Whitman 

experience in Tarbox? It is interesting to note, in connection with 

the cyclical theme, that Angela's father had helped Piet get a job near 

Tarbox, and that Foxy's father, "pulling strings all the way from San 

Diego, found a government job for his new son-in-law . . (p. ̂ 58). 

The temporal structure (the story begins in the spring of 1963 and ends 

almost exactly a year later) accents the notion of the cyclical nature 

of the theme; what happens in nature during the spring of one year takes 

place during the spring of the next. Updike narrates: "The wheel 

turned" (p. 373). Perhaps it turns for Updike's couples in just that 

cyclical way. 

If we are to accept or reject the notion that people who are 

burned tend to avoid being burned again, we must assume the stance that 

people either learn or do not learn from their "burning experience," 

and thus either evolve or stagnate. In this case, we must decipher 

Piet's (and Fox's) thoughts and actions to determine if "being accepted" 

among people like themselves ". . .as another couple" means a repeti

tion of Tarbox or a rejection of its therapeutic "salve." 

Piet Hanema, the novel's central figure, embodies a transcendent 

preoccupation of all men: the inevitability and apparent irreversibility 

of death. Though he feels the sense of loss that comes with estrange

ment from the nation and the world, his fundamental dilemma is the will 

to believe in the goodness and ultimate purpose of life in the face of 

compelling evidence to the contrary. He lives by faith alone. He holds 

out more resolutely than others for an ultimate confirmation of his 

faith in life. That this is so becomes apparent during a verbal 



confrontation with Freddy Thorne, the group's advocate of death. Freddy' 

atheistic view, "You're born to get laid and die, and the sooner the 

better" (p. 2h2), is countered only by Piet among all the members of the 

group. Piet, feeling Freddy "as a vortex sucking them all down with 

him," speaks out in defense of faith. 

I think you're professionally obsessed with decay. F̂reddy is 
a dentist .J Things grow as well as rot. Life isn't downhill; 
it has ups and downs. Maybe the last second is up. Imagine 
being inside the womb—you couldn't imagine this world. Isn't 
anything's existence wonderfully strange? What impresses me 
isn't so much human self-deception as human ingenuity in 
creating unhappiness. We believe in it. Unhappiness is us. 
From Eden on, we've voted for it. We manufacture misery, and 
feed ourselves on poison. That doesn't mean the world isn't 
wonderful (p. 2k2). 

Piet wants desperately to believe in a faith in life's essential good

ness that he cannot prove. Freddy's conviction in the inexorability of 

decay ("We're losers. To live is to lose" (*p. 2h2] ) would corrode 

Piet's faith. Piet imagines Freddy—as dentist—to be well clad to deal 

with decay. "White coat. The antiseptic truth. He has learned to live 

in it. I have not. Better man than I. Piet felt himself falling in a 

frozen ridged abyss, Freddy's mind" (p. 2k2). 

Updike makes extensive use of onomastic symbolism in Couples. 

For example, Freddy Thorne is the thorn that threatens to prick the 

shimmering skin of Piet's bubble—the faith in which he has encircled 

himself. Foxy Whitman often wears white clothes and lives in white 

surroundings. Her cunning guile is that of the fox. But for his 

central character, Updike has chosen names that suggest the primary 

instinctual drive in man. Piet/piety/pious connotes essential reverence 

for life, for the faith that life itself is good. Hanema/anima is life. 



The name alludes to Piet's ability to cling to faith in life though he 

sees evidence to cause him to admit his faith is a hopeless illusion. 

For Piet death or falling looms out in the darkness. It frightens him 

as it frightens no others among the couples. Since the death of his 

parents fourteen years before, Piet has seemed to himself as a man about 

to fall. "He lived tight against his skin, and his flattish face wore 

a look of tension" (p. 20). He yearns nostalgically for the security of 

the past, but finding the past irretrievable, looks to his present 

family for life. And what he finds reminds him of death. 

His daughter Nancy mirrors his preoccupation. Angela says of 

Nancy: "She's worried about death" (p. 58). Ruth, his older daughter, 

now nine, has reconciled herself to death. Her words mime Freddy's 

creed. "Yes you wil? die everybody will die including trees" (p. lit). 

When the pet hamster is killed by the family cat, Piet must try to 

assuage Nancy's grief. "Maybe he's up there already [in Heaven̂  going 

round and round in a wheel" (p. 77). The image of a hamster in Heaven 

alludes to the absurdity of orthodox theology's myths, and Piet must be 

as unconvinced as Nancy. 

The early signs of spring growth in the backyard cemetery where 

he buries the hamster, remind him of death. "In a motion of the air, the 

passionless air which passively flows downhill, spring's terror washed 

over him. He felt the slow thronging of growth as a tangled hurrying 

toward death" (p. 78). His mind races back over five years and remem

bers all the maimed and dying animals he had buried in this cemetery at 

the edge of the woods. 



Even performing his work as a building contractor he sees signs 

of death. Inspecting a building site, he feels oppressed by the bull

dozer's destructive power, controlled by the Negro driver. "By no ex

tension of his imagination could Piet believe that he had helped cause 

this man and machine to be roaring and churning and chuffing and 

throttling here, where birds and children used to hide" (p. 82). He 

revolts against "this rape of a haven precious to ornamental shy 

creatures who needed no house. Builders burying the world God made" 

(p. 83). Perhaps this is the feeling that leads him to say at another 

point, "I hate my houses, God, I hate them" (p. 233). The knowledge 

that he is the instrument of nature's rape alienates him from the work 

of his hands. 

Prior to joining the couples in wife-swapping, Piet had taken 

steps to allay his fear of dying. Among the couples the Matt Gallaghers 

are the only devoted church-goers, but Piet, like Foxy Whitman, had 

never given up going to church as the others had done. Later, when Piet 

becomes acquainted with Foxy, she asks him why he goes to church. He 

replies, "The usual reasons. I'm a coward. I'm conservative. Repub

lican, religious, tfy parents' ghosts are there, and my older girl sings 

in the choir" (p. 200). Family tradition, habit, the social connections 

that come with attending church draw Piet back each Sunday. But the 

fear of "falling" into eternal oblivion, like the hamster that fell prey 

to the cat, was the most compelling force drawing him back to church. 

Occasionally prayer afforded him the security he felt in enclosures. 

"All houses, all things that enclosed pleased Piet . . ." (p. 5). 

Speaking of prayer, Updike the narrator tells us, "Prayer was an unsteady 
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state of mind for him. When it worked, he seemed, for intermittent 

moments, to be in the farthest corner of a deep burrow, a small endear

ing hairy animal curled up as if to hibernate" (p. 18). 

In the Samuel's interview Updike speaks about his concept of 

God and his intention in creating Piet Hanema as a believer in God. 

I'.ve never really understood theologies which would absolve 
God of earthquakes and typhoons, of children starving. A 
god who is not God the Creator is not very real to me, so 
that, yes, it certainly ijs God who throws the lightning 
bolt and this God is above the nice god, above the god we 
can worship and empathize with. I guess I'm saying there's 
a fierce God above the kind God and he's the one Piet be
lieves in (Samuels, 1968, p. 101). 

When the Congregational Church burns down, Updike says, through 

the narrator, "God's own lightning had struck it" (p. UUl). And when 

it begins to rain, 

Through the great crowd breathed disbelief that the rain and 
the fire could persist together, that nature could so war with 
herself: as if a conflict in God's heart had been bared for 
them to witness. Piet wondered at the lightness in his own 
heart, gratitude for having been shown something beyond him, 
beyond all blaming (p. ̂ 3). 

Piet feels himself morally relieved of responsibility as he 

watches nature's elements destroy man's monument to God. The rain and 

fire oppose each other, suggesting to Piet that God is at war with him

self. This thought purges his sense of loss more than does the act of 

prayer. However, Piet had sought spiritual reconciliation with the 

church as an expedient against the despair of alienation long before the 

time frame of the novel, long before he began to couple with Tarbox 

wives. And this single catastrophic "act of God" carries not a suffi

cient quantity of cathartic power to forestall another tryst, immediately 

after the fire, with Carol Constantine. Parenthetically, it is 



interesting to note that her name recalls that of Emperor Constantine who 

is remembered, antonomastically, as having accepted Christianity into the 

Roman Empire while continuing to tolerate paganism. For Piet, Carol 

Constantine represents, perhaps, the integration of his Christian belief 

and his paganistic hedonism. The juxtaposition of these two images— 

Piet refreshed by God's warring, and Piet attracted to Carol—suggests 

the allusion. 
s 

Piet, by turning to adultery within the "magic circle," passes 

from the first to the second stage of alienation. He has passed through 

the initial phase of being consciously aware of (he has "focused" his 

attention on) his estrangement from the world and now responds, atti-

tudinally, to the lost relationship by moving into a new mode (auto

plastic) of living: adultery. For Piet, adultery is not a substitute 

for God, but more ". . .a way of giving yourself adventures. Of getting 

out in the world and seeking knowledge" (p. 3̂ 3). It implies unfulfill-

ment in his marriage to Angela. 

Angela aggravates his specific fixation on death and his general 

sensation of falling. As suggested by her name, Updike links her to 

the extra-terrestrial and the ethereal, antithetical to Piet's earthiness. 

When she complains of having to sell Heaven to her children, Piet 

replies: "But, Angel, the rest of us think of you as never having left 

Heaven" (p. 79)• Piet believes that without him, she would raise their 

children "to live in a world that didn't exist" (p. 8). The allusions 

to her other-worldliness abound. Piet thinks of his wife: "Touch Angela, 

she vanished. Touch Georgene, she was there" (p. H8). Angela seemed to 

be ". . . drifting through life in a trance" (p. 2 0 h ) .  
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Their married life is marred by a sexual failure (she is frigid). 

She is linked to the chastity of Eve: . . like Eve on a portal she 

crouched in shame, stone" (p. 10). Being in the bedroom at night with 

Angela reminds Piet of the black night outside and "the suspended skele

tons of Virgo and Leo and Gemini" (p. 10). The allusive trinity repre

sents virginity, passion and narcissism. By associating these heavenly 

constellations with Angela early in the novel, Updike prefigures the 

tensions at work in Piet caused by his unfulfilled marriage to Angela. 

Her chastity (Virgo) defies his passion (Leo) to violate or to be vio

lated, yet it seems to him inviolate after even the sexual act. Piet's 

sexual forces are directed back at himself (Gemini, which, of course, is 

a two-way street); with Angela he seems incapable of achieving an emo

tional relationship .of mutual benefit. Angela is what Piet often calls 

her: his "angel." She is the heavenly messenger reminding him that 

Man fell in the Garden and will fall again unless he repents of his 

egotism. 

Like the hamster that fell prey to the cat, Piet, once outside 

the marriage, falls prey to a predator: Foxy Whitman. Elizabeth Fox 

Whitman is from Bethesda, Maryland. As Alice and Kenneth Hamilton 

observe in The Elements of John Updike, "If Piet were in Jerusalem that 

Palm Sunday [when he met her], he should have known that Jerusalem's 

Bethesda is near the Sheep Gate (John 5:2), which is a natural enough 

place to find a fox wearing white clothing" (Hamilton, 1970, p. 232). 

Foxy is presented in terms of whiteness; she often wears white clothing. 

It was the house that Angela had always wanted that the Whitmans bought. 

Foxy succeeded in getting Angela's house and she takes her husband, too. 
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•Updike presents Foxy in ambiguous terms. Though she is the fox 

on the hunt, she is so because she is hungry for affection. Foxy's 

marriage to Ken lacked the mutual concern of affectionate partners. Ken 

was always "looking outward" (p. 198) and preferred to keep sex "in a 

compartment" (p. 203). Foxy finds Ken unconcerned about things that 

matter: "How little . . . does matter to you" (p. 37)- Ken never 

wanted a baby. She explains to Piet: "We had the money, it was just 

his selfishness" (p. 203). Updike shows both sides of the coin: Piet 

is struck down by a hunting animal, but one who believes herself starved 

for the nourishment of human affection. What is the result? 

For Foxy the cost runs high. As we have seen, she agrees to 

abort Piet's baby; she must scheme to destroy the life within her in 

order to safeguard her future. And the future she denies to the unborn 

child to protect her own explodes in the dramatic cognitio scene when 

Piet confesses to Ken and to Angela his role as Foxy's lover and father 

of the aborted child. With Ken's announcement, "I'm divorcing her" 

(p. ̂ 00), the Whitman marriage comes tumbling down, dragging with it the 

Hanema marriage. 

For Piet, being snared by a hungry fox portends "a nightmare . . . 

of cumbersomely advancing certainty" (p. 3Ul) that his own efforts to 

free himself are ensnaring him more. Piet, the symbol of life, dreams 

of being granted the power to kill. "In a manner analogous to dying he 

had trespassed into a large darkness" (p. 3̂ 6) to strike down the "seed 

that bore his face" (p. 3̂ 6). He imagines "disgrace, jail, death, in

cineration, extinction, eternal namelessness" (p. 3̂ 7) to be the fitting 



punishment for causing Foxy to conceive. "Piet struggled to see his 

predicament as relative, in any light but the absolute one that showed 

it to be a disaster identical with death" (p. 3̂ 5). The worst fate is 

divorce from Angela, which he resists. He pleads with Angela, "Don't 

make me leave you. . . . You're what guards my soul. I'll be damned 

eternally" (p. Uo6). But Angela, his guardian angel, cannot save him 

now because Piet has failed to understand his own complicity in his 

alienation. 

With the presentation of these somewhat melodramatic moments, 

Updike leads us into the third stage in the thematic progression from 

recognition to response to disillusionment. 

Piet's disillusionment with the fun games he has played with 

Foxy may run only surface deep, but he feels the illusion of security 

breaking around him. When Foxy makes the difficult but necessary phone 

call to Piet to tell him of her pregnancy, his sense of estrangement 

from everything returns. The narrator explains that Piet "... hung up 

and saw that the men had extricated the car from the white gutter, and 

all of Charity Street, alive with the rasping of shovels, seemed a sa

cred place, where one could build and run and choose, from which he was 

estranged" (p. 3̂ 1). Piet tries to rationalize his way out of the dif

ficult situation. After all, "Pregnancy was life. Nature dangles sex 

to keep us walking toward the cliff" (p. 3̂ 5). He senses that the die 

has been cast by Deus ex machina, and fails to see his own complicity 

in the turn of events. Sex or no sex, he, like everyone, is still 

"walking toward the cliff," but he has not yet faced up to the fact. 
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Updike conveniently reinstates here the death motif as he has 

Nancy carry into the house a dead bird. "It was a frozen bird, with a 

gingery red head and a black spot on its chest, a tree sparrow caught by 

the blizzard" (p. 35l). The allusion, of course, is to redheaded Piet, 

caught in another blizzard that threatens to destroy him. Its fall 

alludes to the fall of man, which Piet has been unable to accept. Adul

tery has not, in fact, allayed his obsession with dying. 

After the confession night, when the two lovers reveal to their 

spouses their year-old love-affair and the abortion, Piet feels that 

". . .he lived now day and night behind glassy walls of fear ..." 

(p. 1+07). The image recalls a similar metaphor used at the beginning of 

the novel: "... his death leaned above him like a perfectly clear 

plate of glass" (p. 20). The same haunting fear of death plagues the 

man now as before the round of parties and sex that had become a boring 

routine. Piet admits: "... I clearly brought this on myself" (p. 1+20). 

Perhaps he sees that he has been caught up in a self-negating structure, 

like the rain and the fire that burned down the church. He has played 

with fire and has been burned, and he still must face up to his death. 

Not sex but the sight of death itself enables Piet to understand 

it as an event that "... occurs on the same plane as birth and marriage 

and the arrival of the daily mail" (p. 1+28). After visiting John Ong who 

is dying of cancer, Piet feels purged of his abiding fear. "The adven

ture of visiting the dying man served to show Piet how much time he had, 

how free he was to use it" (p. 1+28). So the disillusionment with promis

cuous, adulterous, sex not only comes as a concomitant of the destruction 

of life and marriage, but it also accompanies the realization that sex 



does not assuage the fear of dying; only witnessing someone else die can 

do that. 

So now we return to the question of the novel's ultimate mean

ing. We return to the question raised earlier regarding the possible 

spiritual evolvement of the couples. Have Piet and Foxy changed because 

of their tragedy? Can we expect theirs to be a rewarding and fulfilling 

marriage in Lexington, where they are accepted "as another couple?" I 

believe not. As we noted earlier, the cyclical time pattern and the 

structural symmetry (the end repeating the form and content of the be

ginning) suggest repetition. Curiously, Foxy had told Ken she wanted to 

live in Lexington ". . . among people like themselves" (p. ̂ 3), but Ken 

had insisted on moving to Tarbox. Now Piet and Foxy move, at her sug

gestion, to Lexington to be "among people like themselves." The repeti

tion of the phrase would suggest that Foxy, at least, would seek out the 

same kind of people she had found in Tarbox. 

More convincing than the novel's symmetry, perhaps, are the 

behavior patterns of the two lovers following their traumatic experi

ence. If disillusionment ran significantly deep in either or both indi

viduals, then their physical coupling should show clear signs of being 

accompanied by some degree of spiritual love. In fact, the two engage 

in a weekend Dionysian orgy that leaves them both physically exhausted 

Monday morning. Piet had said, "Sex is like money; only too much is 

enough" (p. U37K That seems to be the impulsion: to get as much as 

you can from the other, as dehumanizing as it may be. And Foxy wants to 

play again the game of fox and prey. She says: "Let's pretend there's 

only us. Don't we make a world?" (p. u37). Updike glosses their 
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orgiastic weekend by the remark, "We are all exiles who need to bathe 

in the irrational" (p. U38). Piet and Foxy certainly bathe themselves 

in each other's chemistries, but we see no sign of a growing spiritual 

bond between them. 

Detweiler has written that the three-day sexual workout destroys 

the power both of the Tristan and Don Juan complexes. "Their sexuality 

loses its narcissistic and idealizing traits; they no longer love the 

idea of being in love but begin to love each other genuinely" (Detweiler, 

1971, p. 2HU). He offers no statements or scenes in the novel to sup

port his conclusion. On the other hand, shortly after the weekend with 

Foxy, Piet makes love to Carol Constantine, as we have seen. The narra

tor tells us, "He had never before slept with a woman so bony and 

supple. It was good, after his strenuous experience of Foxy, to have a 

woman who came quickly ..." (p. UU5). Piet appears to be back to his 

Don Juan-like sexual athletics. And going to bed with Carol only a day 

or so after his tryst with Foxy does not support the notion that they 

"begin to love each other genuinely." It is true that in the break-up 

of the couples in Tarbox, Tristanism with its economizing of passion 

"that allows the social structure to remain intact" (Detweiler, 1971» 

p. 2U5), seems dead and "Don Juanism likewise has no following there" 

(1971, p. 2U5). But despite that, the central couple continues playing 

its narcissistic games. 

From the Virgin Islands where she goes after the break-up with 

Ken, Foxy writes long letters to Piet in which she looks somewhat nos

talgically on the past and very honestly toward the future. She tells 

him, "Even if we never meet again I am glad to have felt useful, and 



used. Thank you" (p. 1+1+9). Piet has meant to her a kind of fulfillment 

"which she was not able to find with Ken. Yet she apparently has learned 

nothing about the dangers of being used by others. She expresses her 

reluctance to marry Piet because she does not want to deprive him of 

being the Don Juan. "When you desire to be the world's husband, what 

right do I have to make you my own?" (p. 1+50). But marry Piet she dares, 

running the risk of being deceived and used, just as she had been in 

Tarbox. That seems to be the course Piet and Foxy have set for them

selves. Yet one would like to think it were not so. 

Summary 

John Updike suggests in Couples that a sense of alienation is 

pervasive in contemporary American society. He portrays characters who, 

collectively or individually, consider themselves estranged or cut off 

from the universe, the world, the country, and from the past and the 

future. The focus of their alienation extends into space and time. They 

have either lost a positive relationship or are aware that they have 

never had one at all. Their collective response to the lost relationship 

is to relate to each other sexually, forgetting in their relating the 

existence of the other aspects of human beings (the emotional, the 

spiritual). Though their mode of behavior is autoplastic and involves 

directly only the group itself, Updike demonstrates that not only the 

couples but the children (and therefore the future of the country) are 

affected by the games the adults play with each other. 

Updike has characterized his novel as a work that says "no, but:" 

"No ... to a religious community founded on physical and psychical 



interpenetration, but—what else shall we do, as God destroys our 

churches?" (Samuels, 1968, p. 100). Perhaps the "no" in the novel is 

embodied most notably in the person of Freddy Thorne, the novel's 

Nietzschean-like atheist who believes in the preeminence of Thanatos in 

life. Though his Tarbox friends say that he is sick, they follow his 

prescription for living: sexual exploitation, or, in his own words, 

"Fucking. Hip, hip, hooray" (p. ll+5). Updike implies throughout his 

novel that the application of this prescription is neither therapeutic 

nor prophylactic in the results. It neither cures the sense of despair 

nor prevents it. 

The "but" is expressed best, perhaps, in the form of a letter 

from Foxy to Piet in which she says: "After weeks of chastity I remem

ber lovemaking as an exploration of a sadness so deep people must go in 

pairs, one cannot go alone" (p. U51). Her remark echoes John Donne's 

statement: "No man is an island entire of itself." The Gemini is im

plicit in her understanding of lovemaking; it is a giving and taking, 

not narcissistic gratification. But this is the very thing that the 

characters seemed not to have understood, including Piet Hanema. 

Piet's reverence and concern for life reflect the preoccupation 

of modern man, perhaps of all men always. His uneasy faith in life in 

the face of imminent annihilation mirrors man's instinct and will to 

live. That faith contrasts sharply with Freddy Thome's conviction in 

the preeminence of death. Only Piet's chosen means of assuaging the 

fear of death, and not the fear itself, the novel condemns as ineffec

tive and destructive. 



The novel's ambiguous ending suggests the author's preference 

for allowing the reader to decide for himself the meaning of the world 

he describes. Piet and Foxy can choose between entering again the 

earthly hell they endured and survived, or they can choose to "explore 

a sadness" by committing themselves spiritually, as well as physically, 

to each other. Updike does not clarify which choice they have made but 

gives the reasons, at least, why choosing total commitment to each other 

is preferable as an accommodation to the sadness. 



CHAPTER 1+ 

MARIO VARGAS LLOSA'S LA CASA VERDE 

One of the most widely acclaimed novelists on the Spanish-

American scene is Mario Vargas Llosa of Peru. His second novel, La 

Casa Verde (1965), won the "Premio Internacional de Literatura Gallegos" 

in 1967 as the best novel written in the Spanish language during the 

preceding five years. Perhaps the novelist expresses his genius most 

notably in the novel's universality. Although the work describes life 

in two clearly defined areas of Peru, its greater artistic significance 

lies in its portrayal of man, mankind, clinging to life as the only 

possible source of meaning in an otherwise meaningless world. 

Hypothesis 

La Casa Verde deals primarily with the agents of alienation. 

It represents the various forces—internal and external—that would 

deprive people of their humanity. Some of the people described in the 

novel are not regarded as victims of these often hostile agents 

(although indeed they are objects). This is so simply because these 

people do not fall helplessly under the might of hostility. They are 

more aptly described as champions of survival, men and women who 

manage, by following the mandate of their intuition, to live humane 

lives despite the alienating forces. 

The Peruvian novelist takes us to the heart of his homeland— 

the jungle—and simultaneously to a large metropolitan area of northern 



Peru—Piura—and lets us see, from various points of view, what Carlos 

Fuentes calls "la realidad . . . totalizante" of contemporary Peru 

(Fuentes, 1969, P* 19)• We follow the life trajectory of several re

presentative inhabitants of those areas through many spatial, temporal, 

and perspective dislocations. 

Two groups of alienating agents appear to be at work in Vargas 

Llosa's fictitious world. The first is the individual himself who is 

constantly defining himself in the present and cannot learn from his 

past experiences. Fushla, a Japanese renegade exploiter of the Indians, 

personifies this kind of existentially alienated character. The second 

is a situational (social or economic) determinism that forces the indi

vidual to accept objectives other than his own. Bonifacia-Selvatica, 

a young Indian girl uprooted from her jungle home, exemplifies this kind 

of socially alienated character. 

La Casa Verde deals also with the range of possible replacement-

responses to alienation available to human beings. Vargas Llosa's 

statement about his intention in writing La Casa Verde offers a clue as 

to how we should interpret these responses. He speaks of the attempt to 

suppress individual personalities in favor of collective personalities, 

and to portray groups of people who belong to and embody different 

realities. 

The point is, I don't believe in the existence of absolutely 
sovereign individualities. What I think is that in every man 
there is a more or less standard range of possibilities which 
gain expression in accordance with the different situations 
he comes in contact with. What interests me primarily is to 
set those possibilities into motion. Most men's possibilities 
of action and reaction are more or less similar. The variants 
come mostly from the outside, a product of all sorts of condi
tioning factors: geography, history, childhood and adolescent 



experiences. That's why I'm interested in human actions: man's 
response to a given situation. I think whatever is exceptional 
in an individual is never immanent in origin, but always a 
blend of external—and also internal—elements and conditions 
that are common to the species (Harss and Dohmann, 1969» P- 36l). 

The author's personal philosophical approach to human behavior and to 

his art leads us to consider La Casa Verde as a literary study of man in 

relation to his existential freedom to choose the kind of life he wishes, 

always within the limits of human potential. Vargas's philosophy and 

his novel preclude the possibility of man having a previously assigned 

(innate) essence "immanent in origin." Every man, because he belongs 

to the human community and shares similar environmental stimuli, has the 

same options for behaving as does every other man. Each individual is 

"exceptional" in the sense that he represents a unique "blend of exter

nal—and also internal—elements and conditions" that no other human 

being possesses. Yet, despite the uniqueness of individuals, each one 

can choose (and chooses, even if only intuitively) among a finite number 

of responses (within the standard range of possibilities), either a re

sponse that alienates him more or a response that enables him to resolve 

his alienation. 

The collective personalities represented by Anselmo, Fushfa, 

Bonifacia, Lalita, and Lituma describe the range of possible responses 

to similar circumstances. An analysis of the text shows a pattern of 

responses that indicates that some responses are more successful than 

others, and those that find accommodation are the successful responses 

within the framework of the novel. 
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Analysis of Text 

This vast novel describes two disparate but complementary worlds 

which comprise a single reality—contemporary Peru. Speaking of this 

dualistic reality Mario Vargas Llosa writes: 

La novela esta situada en dos lugares distintos de mi pais. 
Uno es Piura, al extremo norte de la costa, una ciudad ase-
diada por grandes arenales. El segundo, muy lejos de Piura, 
al otro lado de los Andes, es una minuscula factoria de la 
regi6n amazonica que se llama Santa Maria de Nieva. Estos 
lugares representan dos mundos hist6ricos, sociales y geo-
graficos completamente opuestos y se hallan aislados uno de 
otro, pues las comunicaciones entre ambos son interminables 
y arduas. Piura es el desierto, el color amarillo, el algo-
d6n, el Peru espanol, la "civilizacion." Santa Marfa de 
Nieva es la selva, la exhuberancia vegetal, el color verde, 
tribus que aun no han entrado a la historia, instituciones 
y costumbres que parecen supervivencias medievales (Vargas 
Llosa, 1971b, pp. 8-9). 

Two complex worlds separated by geography and time form a 

totality in what Carlos Fuentes calls "el afan totalizador" of the 

author to "enfrentar la realidad latino-americana, pero no ya como un 

hecho regional, sino como parte de una vida que afecta a todos los 

hombres y que, como la vida de todos los hombres, no es definible con 

sencillez maniquea, sino que revela un movimiento de conflictos 

ambiguos" (Fuentes, 1969, p. 36). It is the community of man in the 

largest sense that Vargas Llosa deals with, the community in which all 

men participate. The more than thirty individuals named in the novel 

function as distinct personalities who choose among the range of re

sponses possible to man in a given situation. 

The "given" situation in La Casa Verde is totally alienating in 

the sense that the physical and spiritual ambient makes people appear, 

if not feel, "alien," out of place in an unpleasant, even hostile world. 
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To illustrate this assertion one can readily find objective statements 

in the novel that describe the threatening, as well as the miserable 

and disgusting side of the jungle. Santa Maria de Nieva, on the Upper 

Maranon River, rises up out of the undergrowth where 

el lodo devora alii la yerba salvaje y circunda charcos de 
agua hedionda que hierven de renacuajos y de lombrices. 
Aqui y allS, diminutos y cuadriculados, hay yucales, sembrxos 
de maiz, huertas enanas. ... Un muro terroso resiste el 
empuje del bosque, la furiosa acometida vegetal (La Casa Verde, 
1965, p. 26. Page numbers refer to 10th edition [l9TlaJ. All 
subsequent page references will be given in parentheses with
out reference to title or year). 

The threatening force of nature is only one part of the oppressive 

atmosphere of Santa Maria. Poverty and misery appear there in equal 

measure. Bonifacia, a young Indian girl "recruited" by religious zeal

ots from her jungle village, is a "pupil" in the Mission in Santa Maria 

de Nieva. We can follow her on her daily chores and discover that 

poverty and misery. 

Cinco pupilas acarrean los tachos de basura hasta el patio y 
esperan a Bonifacia. Guiadas por ella bajan el sendero, cruzan 
la Plaza de Santa Maria de Nieva, atraviesan los sembrios y, 
antes de llegar a la cabana del practico Nueves, se internan 
por una trocha que serpea entre capanahuas, chontas y chambi-
ras y desemboca en una pequefia garganta, que es el basural del 
pueblo. Una vez por semana, los sirvientes del Alcalde Manuel 
Aguila hacen una gran fogata con los desperdicios. Los agua-
runas de los alrededores vienen a merodear cada tarde por el 
lugar, y unos escarban la basura en busca de comestibles y de 
objetos caseros mientras otros alejan a gritos y a palazos a 
las aves carniceras que planean codiciosamente sobre la gar
ganta (p. U6). 

Misery is apparent to the soldiers who find themselves assigned 

to this outpost. For them Santa Maria de Nieva is "la Comisaria m£s 

pobre del Perd . . (p. 195). It is a swampy, hot, and sickening town: 

"El sol rojizo y ardiente abraza Santa Maria de Nieva y los soldados, 
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indfgenas y patrones aglomerados alrededor de las capironas pestanean, 

sudan y murmuran" (p. 197)- The mist that rises from the river envelops 

them. "La bruma habia crecido y, de lejos, los guardias parecfan ahora 

mutilados, o cristianos vadeando un rio de espuma" (p. 208). Men appear 

to be floating over the fog, projecting images of deformed, legless 

humans. 

Piura, on the western slope of the Andes, offers an equally 

inimical habitat for man. Here the wind blows the desert sand across a 

dry land. It is a hot, injurious wind, "una deslumbrante coraza" which 

daily empties its contents on Piura. "... Una lluvia seca y fina como 

polvillo de madera, que solo cesa al alba, cae sobre las plazas, los 

tejados, las torres, los campanarios, los balcones y los arboles, y 

pavimenta de bianco las calles de Piura" (p. 31). The sand and the sun 

make life difficult but not impossible in Piura. Men learn to adapt to 

nature's hostility. Anselmo builds "La Casa Verde" (upper-case initials 

denote the name of the building) on the shifting sand as a challenge to 

nature's antagonism. The natives know better. "La arena devorar£a 

aquella mansion en poco tiempo, se la tragarfa como a los viejos Srboles 

podridos ..." (p. 78). The piuranos respect the wind and sand. They 

know that 

los medanos cambian de paradero cada noche, el viento los crea, 
aniquila y moviliza a su capricho, los diminuye y los agranda. 
Aparecen amenazantes y mfiltiples, cercan a Piura como una mu-
ralla, blanca al amanecer, roja en el crepfisculo, parda en las 
noches, y al dfa siguiente han huido y se los ve, dispersos, 
lejanos, como una rala erupci6n en la piel del desierto (pp. 
78-79). 

But Anselmo defies nature and erects his building where no others would 

dare. And it stands until the people burn it down. 
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The jungle and the desert constitute the extremities of the range 

of viable environments. The variable, of course, is the quantity of 

water available. Vargas Llosa creates a spatial context which is flawed 

on the one extreme by an excess of water and on the other by a lack of 

water. What Santa Maria has in abundance Piura looks for thirstily. The 

jungle and the desert in La Casa Verde differ from each other primarily 

as an "inverse quantifying presence of water," as Castro Klaren ex

presses it (Klaren, 1972, p. 29*0. 

Thus the novel describes the complete range of possible habitats 

for man. At both extremes men live in a "casa verde," one naturally ver

dant and dripping with humidity, the other a green building buffeted by 

dry wind. Though the spatial polarity of the novel suggests there are 

two "green houses," the title and the theme denote one which combines 

"La Casa Verde" in Piura and the "casa verde" (the jungle) as two ex

treme possibilities. The point is that we all live in the "casa verde" 

because all of us live somewhere between the desert and the jungle. The 

alienating elements we find there we find everywhere. And the man-

created elements that we find there may prevail wherever human beings 

choose to live. 

Though the novel portrays the jungle and the desert as alienating 

agents, it states emphatically that human beings are the more hostile 

agents of alienation. Humans usually can cope with the hostility of the 

natural elements but often can not survive the harm they inflict on each 

other. 

In the jungle habitat described by the novel, two institutional 

agents—capitalism and the Church—use the indigenous Indian groups 
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(the Aguarunas and the Urakusas) to further the goals of the institutions. 

The capitalist exploiters, namely, Julio Reategui and Fushia, have estab

lished a profitable rubber business through extortion. The novel de

scribes in detail the torture of Jum, an Urakusa Indian leader, by Julio 

Reategui and the supporting army officers. His agony symbolizes the 

fanatic excesses of white capitalist exploiters, who intend to impress 

upon the Indians the need to "cooperate" with their white masters. The 

jungle is merely the locale where the capitalists carry out their ex

ploitation. In the Amazonia, as Vargas Llosa explains J 

La explotacion se lleva a una escala casi infrahumana porque 
el negocio es muy pobre; el caucho bajo de precio y esos pa-
trones explotan y viven en ese estado de violencia casi inau-
dito para ganar miserias. Los patrones, los explotadores son 
individuos sin zapatos, casi analfabetos: esa es la explota
cion al nivel de las larvas, casi (Poniatowska, 1965» P« 

In his recent book, Historia Secreta de una Novela (l97l), Vargas Llosa 

confesses that when he went to Amazonia for the first time he discovered 

that "la vida era para los peruanos algo retrasado y feroz, que la vio

lencia y la injusticia eran alii la ley primera de la existencia, pero 

no de la compleja, refinada, 'desarrollada' manera que en Lima, sino mas 

inmediato y descarado" (1971b, pp. 25-26). 

The second institutional exploiter of Indians is the Church. In 

what Carlos Fuentes calls "... una peregrinacion del convento al bur-

del" (1969» p. La Casa Verde dramatizes the efforts of well-

meaning nuns from the Santa Maria convent to "Christianize" young Indian 

girls by taking them from their families and "educating" them in the 

ways of the white man: how to read, write, and pray to the "true" God. 

And when they are "educated," the new converts present a problem to the 

nuns of Santa Marfa de Nieva: what to do with them. As the Mother 



Superior explains to Julio ReStegui, . . En la Misi6n recogian a esas 

criaturas y las educaban para ganar unas almas a Dios, no para propor-

cionar criadas a las familias ..." (p. 117)- But the "criaturas," once 

alienated from their pagan ways, do not want to return to the Jungle, so 

the Mission consents to the request of soldiers and white businessmen to 

turn the girls over to them to be used as domestic servants, concubines, 

and, in the case of Bonifacia, as prostitutes in the big cities. 

Vargas Llosa warns against interpreting his novel as a study of 

the "... volteriana teorfa del buen salvaje corrompido por la civili-

zacion cristiana. La vida en las tribus est£ lejos de ser arc&dica. . ." 

(1971b, p. 30). The Mission is not represented as depriving the Aguaru-

nas of some kind of idyllic natural setting, but neither is it portrayed 

as solving any problems. It compounds the problems "... con abnegada 

ceguera, . . . de esa maltratada humanidad" (1971b, p. 3l) by converting 

the girls into useful objects to be exploited by capitalist manipulators. 

Just as the novel makes a serious study of the institutional 

agents present in the jungle, it also concentrates on their urban coun

terparts in Piura. The novel leads us inside hotels, bars, and houses 

so that we may feel the stresses of institutionalized alienation— 

estrangement from identity—brought on by the Army, commercialism, and 

to some extent, the Church. In Piura, natureTs hostility forces the 

Piuranos to seek shelter. "La gente se recluye en el hogar a la cafda 

de la tarde para librarse del viento sofocante y de la acomedida de la 

arena que lastima la piel como una punzada de agujas y la enrojece y 

llaga . . ." (p. 32). In all the districts of the city these people 

"se divierte como la gente de cualquier otro lugar, bebiendo, oyendo 
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mtisica, charlando" (p. 32). But under the protective roof of home or bar, 

behind the drinking and music, there runs a current of oppression more 

painful than the burning sand. The lives of individuals describe that 

current in specific terms. Anselmo's life, for example, is violently 

disrupted by the death of Tonita and the burning of his "Casa Verde" by 

Padre Garcia's religious zealots. The life of Lituma is disrupted by the 

government which conscripts him into its Army and forces him to serve a 

term far removed from his native "territory." Selvatica is enlisted 

into the ranks of prostitutes who work for La Chunga's "Casa Verde," a 

second-rate brothel. 

Sara Castro Klaren argues: 

The characters of La Casa Verde are alienated from nature in 
the most basic Marxian sense. Estrangement from nature is 
brought to the settlements of the "heathens" in the form of 
a Western cultural pest, spearheaded by the nuns and the army, 
which destroys the less alienated cultures of the tropical 
forest (Klaren, 1972, p. 29*t). 

This same "Western cultural pest" has infected Piura too in the form of 

the Army, free enterprise, and the priest (Padre Garcia) who disturb the 

uneasy but workable accommodation people have made with the hostile 

natural environment. That this is so is illustrated by the novel's por

trayal of individual life trajectories through a period of some forty 

years of Piura history. Not nature, but man's institutionalized perver

sion of nature strips people of their humanity. In one case, that of 

Antonia (Tonita), the desert is credited with saving a life. As her 

family crosses the desert they are attacked by bandits who thrive in 

the solitude of the desert. The parents are killed and Tonita is left 

dying, exposed to the sun and vultures which eat out her eyes and tongue. 
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Tonita survives presumably because the dry salty air heals her wounds• 

In this episode nature is seen as the therapeutic agent that cures wounds 

and saves lives lost to man's greedy nature. 

It would be impossible (and unnecessary) to examine each of the 

more than thirty named characters in La Casa Verde. Five of them mani

fest and exercise a sufficient degree of will over an adequately long 

period of time for us to discern some definable attitude that governs 

individual choices. These five—Anselmo, Fushia, Bonifacia, Lalita, and 

Lituma—represent various aspects of the two geographical areas portrayed 

by the novel. Collectively they present a wide spectrum of responses to 

their circumstances. The responses are seen in light of the consequences 

stemming from individual choices. 

As we examine individual encounters with natural and human ele

ments of environment, it is important to keep in mind that the exploited 

are often exploiters at the same time. For the most part these are 

simple, unsophisticated people who are intellectually unaware of their 

alienation and who are driven by a common urge to survive. If survival 

depends on exploiting one's fellow, some people who are described as 

"used" become "users" by necessity. The novel shows a world oppressed 

by alienating agents, but it makes clear that rejecting alienation, even 

if only intuitively, is possible and desirable, and that one can live 

true to himself without having to war openly with the agents of aliena

tion. 
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Anselmo 

Vargas Llosa has an admitted affection and admiration for the 

chivalric novels, especially Joanot Martorell's, Tirant lo Blanc. With 

the characterization of Anselmo, the Peruvian creates a figure who 

approximates more than any other in La Casa Verde the heroic dimensions 

of a legendary knight out of the literature of the middle ages. Although 

associated with one place—Piura (he appears one day in the city, begins 

to play a green harp in the house of Angelica Mercedes, and never leaves 

the vicinity), like any chivalric hero, Anselmo "rescues" others from 

satanic forces besetting the community. He builds "La Casa Verde" 

because strangers and natives "tienen hambre de mujer y no soportan la 

noche piurana, donde solo vela la arena que cae del cielo" (p. 3*0. 

Anselmo comes as a stranger to a desolate, sand-swept land, establishes 

a business where a market for the service exists, and becomes a kind of 

hero whose historicity ultimately yields to myth in the popular mind. 

The author, in his famous "Carta de batalla," discusses the four 

levels of narration apparent in Tirant lo Blanc: a) the rhetorical, 

b) the objective, c) the subjective, d) the symbolic or mythic (Vargas 

Llosa, 1969, pp. 30-33). Many critics have pointed out the same four 

levels in La Casa Verde (See Jose Miguel Oviedo, Mario Vargas Llosa: 

La Invenci5n de una Realidad, 1970, pp. 136-137)• The story of Anselmo 

and of "La Casa Verde" corresponds to the njythic level of the novel. As 

Wolfgang Luchting shows, these episodes ". . . estan vistos a una cierta 

distancia y siempre a traves de un intermediario, de una conciencia 

colectiva, que filtra, diluye, 'poetiza', los hechos, distorsionandolos 

sin duda, mitificandolos: irrealizSndolos" (Oviedo, 1970, p. 135). 
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The narrative voice representing the collective memory of the Piuranos 

"tiene una resonancia de mito" (Loayza, 1967> p. 85). 

Cuando la casa estuvo edificada, don Anselmo dispuso que fuera 
fntegramente pintada de verde. Hasta los ninos reian a carca-
jadas al ver como esos muros se cubrian de una piel esmeralda 
donde se estrellaba el sol y retrocedian reflejos escamosos. 
Viejos y jovenes, ricos y pobres, hombres y mujeres, bromeaban 
alegremente por el capricho de don Anselmo de pintarrajear su 
vivienda de tal manera. La bautizaron de inmediato: "La Casa 
Verde" (p. 96). 

And lest the reader forget that the description belongs to the collective 

memory, the narrator promptly returns to the present moment when the very 

existence of "La Casa Verde" is questioned: 

Se ha hablado tanto en Piura sobre la primitiva Casa Verde, 
esa vivienda matriz, que ya nadie sabe con exactitud como era 
realmente, ni los autenticos pormenores de su historia. Los 
supervivientes de la epoca, muy pocos, se embrollan y contra-
dicen, han acabado por confundir lo que vieron y oyeron con sus 
propios embustes. Y los interpretes estan ya tan decrepitos, 
y es tan obstinado su mutismo, que de nada serviria interro-
garlos. En todo caso, la originaria Casa Verde ya no existe. 
Hasta hace algunos anos, en el paraje donde fue levantada— 
la extensi6n de desierto limitado por Castilla y Catacaos— 
se encontraban pedazos de madera y objetos domesticos carbo-
nizados, pero el desierto, y la carretera que construyeron, 
y las chacras que surgieron por el contorno, acabaron por 
borrar todos esos restos y ahora no hay piurano capaz de 
precisar en que sector del arenal amarillento se irguio, con 
sus luces, su musica, sus risas, y ese resplandor diurno de 
sus paredes que, a la distancia y en las noches, la conver-
t£a en un cuadrado, fosforescente reptil (pp. 97-98). 

This narrative technique creates the illusion of a timeless space. 

Anselmo has no past; he lives only in the present in collective memory. 

In a sense, he embodies the object of his creating. He comes from the 

green jungle, plays a green harp, builds a green house, and speaks in 

"green" (lively) language. Anselmo perpetuates his own self-identity by 

erecting a house of prostitution which lives on in memory long after the 

building is destroyed. He, like the house, becomes legendary in the mind 



of the younger generation of Piuranos. The "inconquistables," a group of 

young town ruffians who frequent the second "Casa Verde," ask Anselmo, 

now an old man, to recall the events leading to the burning of his green 

house: "No hubo ningun incendio, ninguna Casa Verde—afirmaba el arpis-

ta—. Invenciones de la gente, muchachos" (p. 228). Even in the denial, 

whether meditated or owing to failing memory, Anselmo contributes to the 

mythicizing process of man and place. He grows old and the young convert 

him into a kind of folk hero. At the mythic level, then, the novel 

places a high premium on the positive stance vis-a-vis the alienating 

world of a man who did not worry about the agents of alienation but who 

simply built his house. 

On the objective level, people remember a young man who came 

from nowhere, saw a possibility for a business enterprise, and succeeded 

in making it work for himself and his customers. He reacted positively 

to a hostile environment where "el viento . . . se caldea y endurece . . . 

(p. 31). He established a business of exploiting carnal pleasure where 

there was a need for such a business. The novel does not show, on 

either the objective or mythic level, that Anselmo's use of people's 

frailty hurt or alienated anyone other than the indignant church crowd. 

The latter, incited by Padre Garcia, become incensed by Anselmo's 

"travesty" against a law of God. "Era como si el aire se hubiera envene-

nado. . . . Tenemos el infierno a las puertas. . . . Piura es Sodoma y 

es Gomorra" (p. 98). Padre Garcia and his righteous followers fail to 

see the ironic significance of their words: the air is already poisoned 

by the sand and the heat of hell bears down on them every day. And if 

Piura is Sodom and Gomorrah, it is so because humans with their 
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alienating institutions have made it so. Anselmo has moved to mitigate 

the suffering and all but the self-righteous bigots recognize the good 

in that. The latter blindly refuse to accept the carnality of man and 

rail against those who do. 

Vargas Llosa, in the characterization of Don Anselmo, creates the 

one genuinely sensitive, compassionate, loving male character in the 

novel. The following extracted remarks represent Anselmo's thoughts 

about Tonita, articulated in his conscious mind and addressed to himself. 

He has just been introduced to her. 

Ah£ la tienes ya, junto a ti, mirala sin temor, ese es su ros-
tro, esas pequenas aves sus cejas y tras sus parpados cerrados 
reina la penumbra, y tras sun labios cerrados hay tambien una 
minfrscula morada desierta y oscura, esa su nariz, esos sus po-
mulos. Mira sus largos brazos tostados y las puntas de cabello 
claro que ondean sobre sus hombros, y su frente que es tersa y 
por instantes se frunce (p. 323). 

She appears as a beautiful person to him. The technique of interior 

monologue permits the reader to see the girl in the perspective of the 

one for whom she is beautiful. 

In the next spatial segment, the reader once again enters the 

perspective of the speaker as he carries this "lovely" creature to the 

Cathedral tower. He speaks to himself and to her: 

Taconea siempre, ya llegan, usa el lStigo y, de nuevo, aspira 
el olor de esa manana, el polvo y la loca excitacion de esa 
manana. Entra sin hacer ruido, cargala, sube la angosta es-
calera de la torre, siente sus brazos en tu cuello como un 
collar vivo y ah£ los ronquidos, la zozobra que separa sus 
labios,-el destello de sus dientes, t6 nadie nos ve, gente 
que duerme, cialmate Tonita. Dile sus nombres: la Lucierna-
ga, la Ranita, la Flor, la Mariposa. Mas todavfa: estan 
rendidas, han bebido y hecho el amor y no nos sienten ni 
diran nada, tu les explicaras, ellas comprenden las cosas 
(p. 3u7). 
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And after making love to her, Anselmo says, "Dile eres mi mujer, no 

llores, no te abraces a ml como si fueras a morir, dile empiezas a vivir 

y ahora distraela, juega con ella, seca sus mejillas, c&ntale, arrti-

llala, dile que duerma, tla sere tu almohada, Tonita, velare tu suerio" 

(p. 3̂ 9). The passage has clear echoes of mystic poetry in which the 

poet uses the language of profane love to describe the mystical marriage 

of man's soul with God. In the "Song of Solomon," the literary inspira

tion for many mystic poets, Solomon speaks of God's adoration in terms 

similar to those of the passage cited above: "Behold, thou art fair, my 

beloved, yea, pleasant: also our bed is green. . . . His left hand is 

under my head, and his right hand doth embrace me" (Song of Solomon 1:16; 

2:6). Vargas Llosa's poetic treatment of Anselmo's love for Tonita 

suggests, at least, that the love is genuine, perhaps even approaching 

the heights of a mystical experience. Certainly, when Anselmo loses 

Tofiita (she dies while giving birth to Anselmo's child), he falls hard. 

The novelist allows Anselmo's sense of remorse to be justified 

by the character's actions and words. Juana Baura, who has been provid

ing a home for the young Toilita, finds Anselmo weeping. She exclaims, 

". . . qu£ le pasa, tiene que ser algo muy triste para que llore como 

las mujeres" (p. 183). Then she notices when he lifts his head off his 

arms, "... pfirpados hinchados, grandes ojeras, la barba crecida y 

sucia" (p. 183). After several more attempts by Juana to get him to say 

what is wrong, Anselmo "... devolviS la cabeza a los brazos, solloz6 

y ella 'pero don Anselmo', y el aull6 'se muri6 la Tofiita, dofla Juana' 

. . . y la voz se le quebr6" (p. 3.8U). To the Piuranos, Tofiita, a 
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maimed, blind mute, had been a pathetic creature deserving of great pity, 

but Anselmo had found her attractive and had loved her dearly. Her death 

can be called a crisis moment for him and his immediate reaction to it 

points to the sense of tragedy that accompanies his loss. 

A second crisis in Anselmo's life—the burning of "La Casa Verde" 

—comes on the heels of Tonita's death, and as a vengeful consequence of 

it. In dramatic terms, it represents the peripeteia or fundamental 

change in circumstances which brings about the decline of the hero. But 

Anselmo refuses the inevitability of infinite decline. 

For Anselmo, the loss of Tonita and the "Casa Verde" might have 

caused a total regress from reality into oblivion, but his positive, if 

not immediate, response to the loss speaks not for the dynamics of 

alienation but for the will to go on living despite the loss. He seems 

to say: "Better to be something than nothing." His consoling advice 

to SelvStica many years later sums up his philosophy: "No te pongas 

triste, muchacha. ... La vida es as£ y no es culpa de nadie" (p. 2kk). 

This is a philosophy of accommodation to the facts: not a compromise of 

one's identity to a system, but a determination to make the best of the 

moments given to him. 

After the burning of "La Casa Verde," Anselmo reappears in la 

Mangacheria, a "barrio" on the opposite side of Piura. "Era un personaje 

popular en la Mangacherfa, amigo de todos y de ninguno pero apenas cam-

biaba palabra con la gente, y su arpa, su hija y el alcohol parecfan 

ocupar su vida" (p. 2Ul). Often in the company of his daughter, la 

Chunga, he makes a living playing his harp in bars and night clubs. 
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Eventually he makes friends with two other young musicians, Bolas and 

Joven Alejandro. The association helps Anselmo come out of himself. 

"Era como si la cercania de esos dos jovenes, hubiera devuelto a don 

Anselmo el gusto de la vida" (p. 268). Soon Angelica Mercedes contracts 

them to play in her Club; later they move back to the city as new houses 

of prostitution spring up. La Chunga opens "La Segunda Casa Verde," 

and Anselmo spends the rest of his life playing his harp in his 

daughter's "prostibulo," dying an old man. 

Anselmo's will to make good in a hostile world impelled him to 

build "La Casa Verde" literally out of the Piuran sand; it also carried 

him beyond the threshold of tragedy, when men of lesser strength might 

have given up. Far from losing respect for himself, as Wolfgang Luchting 

suggests in his article, "El fracaso como tema en Mario Vargas Llosa" 

(l971> p. 23̂ ), Anselmo acquires the mystique of a legendary hero during 

his own lifetime. The collective memory perspective tends to mythicize, 

as we have noted, the origin and life of this Western Peruvian frontiers

man who lives long enough in the same locality to witness the process of 

conversion of the facts of his life into legend. 

Even in death there is something heroic about the figure of 

Anselmo. Padre Garcia, the "voice of God" who tries vainly to prevail 

against the sexual exploitation "corrupting" Piura, consents, at 

Selvatica's request, to give the moribund man Extreme Unction, and to 

offer Mass. He, too, must accept things the way they are. His action 

speaks louder than his words, since we never hear what he says about the 

situation. But his decision to give this sinning man the blessings of 

the Church speaks for him. He must allow that Anselmo, for all his 
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"wickedness," was a man possessed of a soul, that he was not a pagan, but 

Christian, and therefore redeemable by God. In a Church-dominated 

society like Peru there could be no more fitting epitaph than that 

offered by the mere presence of the clergy at the funeral of so "carnal" 

a man as Anselmo. It suggests an unspoken but unimagined recognition 

of the redeemability of a man who knew how to continue living in the 

face of extreme adversity. 

Fushia 

Fushfa is the antithesis of Anselmo with respect to his response 

to space. He is associated with the river. "El rfo es el tiempo, que 

fluye, que se enrosca, es tambien el espacio," according to Figueroa 

Amaral (l971> p. 309). She sees the river as motion, carrying Aquilino 

and Fushia inexorably downstream on a metaphorical boat of lifej "El 

movimiento es continuo, la barca que lleva a Aquilino y a Fushfa se 

mueve a traves de la novela con su cargamento humano destrozado y per-

seguido" (p. 309). Fushla tries to take hold of something or someone 

that can offer him security, but his anti-social response to his circum

stances (anti-social in the sense of being destructive of the social 

systems in force) propels him headlong through a series of living spaces 

toward an ultimate emasculating death in a leper colony. 

For Fushfa alienation begins with a denial of citizenship. A 

pariah in Brazil, he successfully evades capture by the law for a murder 

he has committed. In Iquitos Fushfa gravitates again toward crime and 

the illegal trafficking of rubber with the Axis powers, a business which 

Julio Refitegui has developed successfully. But lacking the wealth and 
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social status of Reategui, Fushia becomes again a fugitive from the law, 

stealing silver from his partner, and abducting Lalita, Reategui's girl

friend. Through a seemingly endless series of island hopping, Fushia, 

Lalita, and an unambitious water vendor named Aquilino, establish them

selves on an island from which they can carry on a rubber trading 

business with the Huambisas and Aguarunas. By extortion and looting 

Fushia hopes to achieve the financial success like that of Julio Reategui. 

He is supported by a small nucleus of outlaws: Pantacha, a half-witted 

Indian, AndriSn Nieves, an army deserter, and Jum, a Huambisa chieftain 

senselessly tortured by Julio Reategui, who in the meantime has become 

the district Governor. 

Harss and Dohmann characterize this band of renegades as 

. . embodiments of environmental forces, urges that remain uncon-

summated" (1969, P- 372). But the novel does not establish a relation

ship between the savagery of these men and the natural forces or "the 

law of the jungle" as anything more than a coincidental phenomenon. The 

author himself has denied adherence to the "determinist" point of view. 

No he querido mostrar a mis personajes como simples resultan-
tes de fuerzas ajenas sino senalar como consiguen sobrevivir 
dentro de las coordenadas en las que se encuentran insertos. 
Ellos eligen siempre entre alternativas y son responsables de 
su destino. Mis novelas estan basadas en ciertas personas y 
cosas que yo vivl y en c6mo lograban esas personas superar las 
determinaciones entre las cuales vivlan (Cortlnez, 19&9, P* 

Fushia is free to elect the alternative of exploiting those hapless 

Indians who happen to share the same living space, but is responsible for 

the consequences of his choice. He manages to continue living by abusing 

the rights and dignity of others. The novel seems to condemn such a 

life-style, by development of both content (plot) and form. 
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With respect to plot, Fushia contracts an unnamed disease that 

slowly eats away at his skin, moving inexorably, like the river carrying 

him to San Pablo, toward his groin. He loses his virility and conse

quently his woman, Lalita, who flees with Adrian Nieves to Santa Maria 

de Nieva where they set up a home for themselves and Aquilino Junior, 

Lalita1s son by Fushia. Aquilino persuades Fushia to make the long trip 

to Iquitos, to San Pablo, a place where "... nunca te iran a buscar— 

dijo el viejo—. Aunque supieran que estas ah£, no irian. Pero nadie 

sabra" (p. 366). Stationary at last where no man dare pursue him, 

Fushia wastes away in loneliness and physical misery, left with the odor 

of his rotting flesh, that "... montecito de carne viva y sangrienta 

. . (p. 390). In the myopic vision of an existential egotist, Fushia 

blames fate for his woes. "Lo que mSs me duele de todo, Aquilino, lo 

que mas me pesa, es haber tenido tanta mala suerte" (p. 319)- He might 

rightfully call it bad luck that he becomes ill, or a twist of fate that 

ends a good thing. But the "bad luck" of having to run to stay out of 

jail for enriching his own lot at the expense of others, might be, in 

fact, his nemesis. 

With respect to form, we find that the dislocations in space 

accentuate the sense that Fushia must face the present reality of moving 

toward his final destination in San Pablo, while psychologically resist

ing that reality by conjuring up the images of his past. In a constant 

stream-of-consciousness flow to and from his younger years, Fushia, and 

the reader, experience the merging of the past and the present into a 

totality of experience that emphasizes the inevitability of death by 

emasculation and creeping infection. There is the sense that his mind 
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slips to a previous segment in his life, as if it were obeying a secret 

impulse to relive that segment. Ariel Dorfman justifies the fragmenta

tion of space and time on those grounds. 

La configuracion narrativa y estructural de la novela sirve 
como corporizacion estetica de estas vidas fragmentadas. En 
un mundo en crisis, donde el hombre solo dispone de la segu-
ridad de su propio transcurrir, la relacion personal es lo 
(inico que puede salvar y orientar, y su perdida significara 
res quel) raj ar el ultimo puente que une al hombre con un mundo 
objetivo: se trans forma, finalmente, en un penitente o un 
derrotado, dedicado a escuchar las voces fantasmales que le 
lega el pasado, donde ve configurado ironicamente, como un 
disco que se repite en una radio que ya nadie escucha, su 
destino de ser que sono y que ahora sabe los basurales en 
que desembocan los suenos (1971» p. l*+0). 

Dorfman concludes that perhaps Vargas Llosa is whispering a 

message that it is better not to dream. The suggestion seems appro

priately applied to Fushia. The instantaneous transposition in space 

and time demonstrates, esthetically, Fushia's proclivity for recalling 

distant places and times, perhaps in an attempt to avoid, mentally, his 

present circumstances. At any rate, the time-space shifts advance the 

image of an existentially alienated individual who dreams about the past 

but who is incapable of learning lessons from the past and who thus 

proves himself incapable of redefining himself in the present. It would 

be better not to dream but to face up to the present circumstances, but 

this is the very thing Fushia is incapable of doing. 

Fushia personifies the type of existentialist who believes that 

"la mala suerte" is the agent of his alienation and the only justifica

tion of his failure. He also personifies the agent of capitalist aliena

tion, thus combining the existentially alienated man for whom life is 

intrinsically meaningless and the Marxist type profiteer whose greed 



impels him to alienate others from the object of their work. Fushfa is 

the predator who attacks and runs, not out of frustration or despair, but 

out of fear of restraints placed on his freedom. He moves from place to 

place, manipulating people for his advantage and refusing to recognize 

his own complicity in shaping his present circumstances. Fushia dreams 

of the past and agonizes over the disparity between what was and what is. 

He differs from Anselmo in that respect. Anselmo neither dreams nor 

remembers. He plays his harp and goes on living, accepting things the 

way they are, and makes the best of his life without becoming the agent 

of other people's alienation. 

In the characterization of Anselmo and Fushia, Var'gas Llosa de

picts two responses to the given circumstances. The positive response of 

Anselmo is reinforced by the destructive response of Fushia. Both men 

are ambitious: they expend their energies and talents for the advance

ment and preferment of their own goals. But just as the word "ambition" 

has a positive and a negative connotation, so each character seeks ends 

through opposed means. The denouement and the narrative form in each 

case favor ambition that does not deny freedom to others. 

Bonifacia 

Bonifacia is the object of different agents of alienation: the 

Church, her husband, the society. The most important of the two major 

female characters of Î i Casa Verde, Bonifacia symbolizes the progression 

from aboriginal origins to contemporary bourgeois society as she moves 

from the jungle to the city. She is the embodiment of the "... para

bola selva-Misi6n-servicio domestico-prostfbulo, £que} habla por s? misma 
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de la necesidad de poner fin a la injusticia con los indios, de la ambi-

giiedad del mito del progreso y la evangelizacion, y su complicidad fre-

cuente con la explotacion y con el engano" (Boldori, 1967, P- 2̂). And 

she personifies the intuition and the courage (contrary to Ayala's Jose 

Lino who suffers from mental inertia) to come to grips with the aliena

tion imposed on her at every point on the "parabola." 

Many critics have argued persuasively that Bonifacia's life 

typifies the lives doomed to failure that Vargas Llosa portrays in all of 

his novels. Carlos Fuentes, for example, likens the trajectory of her 

life to the thematic unity of La Casa Verde; 

. . . Es la historia de una peregrinaciSn del convento al bur-
del . . . Esta peregrinacion es identica a una contaminacion— 
de tiempos, de espacios, de lenguajes y, en sentido estricto, 
de enfermedades sociales y fisicas—que crea un segundo arco de 
tension en la obra: del claustro al abandono, del seno materno 
a la desolada bastardia (1969, p. U1+). 

The lines of motion her life creates tend away from innocence to carnal

ity, from Christian purity to urban prostitution. In the words of 

Luchting the life of Bonifacia-Selvatica is ironically successful: "de 

una candidata a la vida de 'una novia de Cristo', se convierte en la 

'novia' exitosa de muchos, en una prostituta" (1971, P- 238). But 

Vargas Llosa himself warns against interpreting Bonifacia (and Lalita) 

only in the abstract and in the general terms. In an interview with 

Cano Gaviria he warns, "Si juzgas a esos personajes en situaci6n—en el 

sentido sartreano del termino—se puede dccir todo lo contrario; hay algo 

de optimismo y positivo en la capacidad de esas dos mujeres, que, en 

circunstancias que les son tan hostiles, consiguen adaptarse a la vida y 

salir adelante" (Cano Gaviria, 1972, p. 99). 
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There are two key words in Vargas Llosa's statement: "circun-

stancias" and "adaptarse." The novelist has created a character who 

knows, perhaps intuitively, how to adapt to her circumstances, specifi

cally her spatial circumstances. A look at the two or three crisis 

moments in her life and her response to them will illustrate her ability 

to accommodate her existence to external forces without eschewing her 

identity. 

The first of these crucial moments occurs early in her life: she 

is uprooted from her native jungle habitat and brought to the Mission in 

Santa Maria de Nieva by Julio ReStegui to be "Christianized." He 

supports the efforts of the church (the agent of alienation) in this en

deavor. He has conducted a raid on her native Urakusa village, has 

captured Jum, the village leader and apparently the girl's father, and 

has submitted Jum to public humiliation and torture before the young 

girl's very eyes. In the first chapter of the Epilogue, one of the last 

scenes in the book, Julio presents this nameless girl to the Mother 

Superior. The narrator gives the reader a few indications of her re

action to the sudden and disruptive change in her life. "El Gobernador 

entra, la chiquilla lo sigue d6cilmente. ... La chiquilla permanece en 

la puerta, la cabeza gacha, pero un momento despues, al entrar la Supe-

riora, corre hacia Julio ReStegui . . ." (p. 379)- And with reference 

to the Governor's feelings, "Le habia dado pena verla hecha una salva-

jita en Urakusa, Madre, con los ojos inteligentes que tenia, Julio 

Refitegui pensaba que en la Misi6n podrlan educarla . . ." (p. 379)• Then 

he cautions that the girl knows no Spanish, "pero, lo aprenderla pronto, 

era nn$r viva y no les habia dado ninguna molestia en todo el viaje" 



(p. 379). While Julio and "la Superiora" discuss the expedition to 

Urakusa the girl ". . . los mira de soslayo, entre sus pelos brillan sus 

ojos, asustadizos, verdes y salvajes" (p. 380). And when the Governor 

prepares to leave, . .la chiquilla lo sigue pero apenas da unos pasos, 

la Superiora la coge del brazo y ella no intenta zafarse, solo baja la 

cabeza ..." (p. 38l). We see a frightened, timid creature emerge— 

docile, intelligent, non-rebellious, tractable, wanting to get away from 

the Mother Superior. At a tender age and in a critical moment she knows 

instinctively that she must not resist change when the forces for change 

are overwhelming. 

The second critical moment coincides with the next glimpse the 

reader is allowed into this young girl's mental processes: Bonifacia 

is caught having freed two recently "recruited" Indian girls who, like 

Bonifacia herself, had been brought to the Mission to be "Christianized." 

The episode is narrated from the perspective of three different time-

space orientations: In chronological order these are l) the present 

tense third person narration of the escape, 2) a dialogue between Madre 

Angelica and Bonifacia in the Chapel while the latter waits to be in

terrogated by the Mother Superior, 3) the interrogation itself. This 

skillfully developed scene enables the reader to view the event and the 

subsequent rehearsal of the event almost.simultaneously. It also pro

vides insight into the kinds of sensitivities that exist in Bonifacia's 

character. In the escape narration (l), Bonifacia demonstrates com

passion for the "pupilas" who "salen una tras otra, en orden, como los 

domingos cuando van al rio, al pasar junto a Bonifacia algunas estiran 

la mano y estrujan afectuosamente su hfibito, su brazo desnudo, y ella 



rapido, Dios las ayudaria, rezaria, por ellas, El las cuidaria y resiste 

la puerta con la espalda" (p. 90)- In the Chapel scene (2), Bonifacia 

appears to be skeptical of Madre Angelica's explanation that there is a 

difference between Julio Reategui's cutting off Jum's hair (several years 

earlier during the torture of the Indian) and Madre Griselda's cutting 

off the "pupilas"' hair (to keep it from itching). And in the interroga

tion by the Mother Superior (3), Bonifacia tries to justify her "crime" 

and at the same time prevent her expulsion from the Mission. She tells 

how afraid the girls had been. "Sus dientes les sonaban, Madre . . ., 

les hable pagano para quitarles el miedo. Tu hubieras visto que pare-

cian" (p. 85). She pleads with the Mother Superior to let her remain in 

the Mission. "Es que esa noche me volvi salvaje, vas a ver que horrible" 

(p. 86). She desires the security of her present status and feigns 

contrition to keep it. 

The incident reveals two character traits in Bonifacia: ten

derness and compassion for oppressed human beings, and adaptability in 

the face of momentous change, since she is thrown out of the Mission 

(the agent of her alienation) and must find a way to live. One could 

argue that the girl pays dearly for her compassionate sense; she will 

suffer estrangement from the only home she knows because she has fol

lowed the dictates of her conscience. However, the alternative course 

of action (to acquiesce or resign herself to the fact of terror beset

ting the young "pupilas") would have produced an even greater sense of 

alienation: Bonifacia would have chosen a course of action contrary to 

the one inspired by her natural compassion, and thus would have acted 
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hypocritically with respect to her nature. She has been true to herself 

and when she must pay for that, she adapts. 

Adaptability characterizes Bonifacia's subsequent acts. Lalita 

and Adrian Nieves take her in as a domestic maid to help in the garden 

and kitchen. Lalita describes her to el Sargento Lituma "... como un 

venadito, Sargento, de todo para las orejas y se asusta" (p. lVf). When 

the timid little Indian girl demurs in greeting el Sargento, Lalita 

apologizes, "No se puede cambiar de vida tan rSpido" (p. IU7). But she 

does adapt to her new life. She subsequently accepts marriage with 

Sargento Lituma and the concomitant dislocation across the mountains to 

Piura, as he returns to civilian life. She moves through three life-

supporting spaces, from the jungle to a river settlement and finally to 

a city, adapting each time to the change. A third crisis situation 

tests her adaptability again. 

The crisis comes when Lituma is sent off to jail for his in

volvement in a game of Russian roulette in which Seminario kills him

self. This event occurs because both Lituma and Seminario possess a 

high degree of male pride, of "machismo." Lituma is blinded to his 

wife's sensitivities as he strives to protect his own male ego. In this 

respect, Lituma becomes an agent of alienation for Bonifacia, the indi

vidual who brings about the estrangement in their marriage. And at the 

same time he is the focus of her alienation: she views herself as sep

arated from what she had considered a positive relationship. Effec

tively widowed and with no income, she succumbs to the advances of 

Josefino who, after impregnating her, talks her into an abortion. She 

then supports herself in the second "Casa Verde" as a prostitute. 
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In the context of the novel, the bourgeois society of Piura is an 

agent of alienation. It rejects prostitution and houses of prostitution 

as the work of the devil. Padre Garcia, who represents bourgeois values, 

rails against the construction of "La Casa Verde:" "... Solo falta que 

llueva fuego sobre Piura, todos los males del mundo nos estan cayendo 

encima" (p. 99). Bonifacia (she's known in Piura as Selvatica) is on the 

"outside" of Piura society because the society does not accept her life 

style into its own value system. She does not rebel against society but 

the society rebels against her and all that she stands for. Despite that, 

she succeeds in adapting to her situation while keeping her identity in

tact. She makes value judgements: adaptability is better than frustra

tion, living is better than dying, prostitution is better than wasting 

away in self-pity. 

To Luchting, Bonifacia-Selvatica represents the successful 

eschewal of bourgeois values (Luchting, 1971> p. 238). Like don Anselmo 

she is not absorbed into the existing middle class system but manages to 

make it "successfully" outside the established value structure. Her 

ability to challenge the establishment without rebelling against it 

exemplifies Carlos Fuentes' view that La Casa Verde presents a polarity 

between "el proceso" and "el sistema" (1969, p. 32). She embodies the 

spirit of change (proceso) to make Piura (sistema) inhabitable, and in so 

doing, she must prostitute herself because there is no alternative except 

existential alienation. Vargas Llosa creates something noble in her 

which defies the ugliness of a system that produces religious zealots who 

are more destructive than prostitutes. 
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Lalita 

Lalita is a female character not unlike Bonifacia in the spirit 

of adaptability she manifests toward her circumstances. We recall Vargas 

Llosa's words quoted earlier that "esas dos mujeres ... en circunstan-

cias que les son tan adversas, tan hostiles, consiguen adaptarse a la 

vida y salir adelante" (Cano Gaviria, 1972, p. 99)* Both these women 

manifest "... una dignidad semejante . . . una bondad ciega, inven-

cible" (Loayza, 1967, P- 86). 

Lalita and Bonifacia differ, however, in how they respond to 

their spatial circumstances. Though both women are products of the 

jungle, Bonifacia accepts, indeed desires, the progression out of the 

jungle into "civilization." Lalita, a Christian, strives desperately to 

establish roots in primeval earth. It is men who carry her, like a seed 

borne by various winds, from one location to another, but always within 

the jungle. Her life ambition seems to be to bear children, perhaps 

ultimately within the security of marriage. Julio Reategui, Fushfa, 

Sargento Nieves, carry her successively to different places. With Fushla 

and Nieves she has several children. When Nieves ife taken to prison, 

she marries a soldier nicknamed Pesado and settles down to raising a 

large family. As the novel ends Lalita is established in marital and 

family security. The reader can suppose that the marriage will endure 

and that Lalita has at last satisfied her instinctive urge to bear chil

dren with one man in one place. Like Anselmo she finds her home, final

ly fixed in space and time. 

Rather early in the novel Vargas Llosa associates Lalita with nat

ural elements related to the jungle. In a scene in which Julio Reategui 
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lusts after Lalita, the narrator portrays her silhouetted against a tree. 

"Ella tiene los cabellos claros y sueltos, esta descalza, su silueta se 

recorta ante el inmenso tronco, bajo una espesa copa que vomita hojas 

como llamaradas" (p. 92). Reategui tells her to put on a shawl which he 

gives her, and then observes, "Pareces un gusanito en su capullo .... 

Una de esas maripositas de la ventana" (p. 93). The narrator describes 

the girl in metaphorical terms: "La raanta, ahora en el suelo, es una 

redonda •victoria regia y de ella brota, como la orquidea de una planta 

acuStica, el cuerpo de la muchacha, menudo, de senos gallardos con coro-

las pardas y botones como flechas" (p. 93). Finally we see Lalita sub

merged in the river waters in an image of girl and water commingling. 

"Lalita esta de cuclillas en el remanso y el agua la va cubriendo, a su 

alrededor brotan ondas, circunferencias concentricas" (p. 9*0 • These few 

references to Lalita clearly identify her with the earth. Vargas Llosa 

portrays her in poetic terms as a telluric phenomenon of the "uncivilized" 

world. He appears to be celebrating the marvelous capacity of woman to 

adapt to her surroundings, like an uprooted plant which, as long as it is 

transplanted in fertile soil, will reproduce its kind. 

Later, Lalita demonstrates a "domesticated" aspect of her nature 

in her role as companion to Nieves in their home in Santa Maria de Nieva. 

The sense that she personifies the jungle naturalness that is "la casa 

verde" is attenuated by the sense that she is also a capable wife, home-

maker, and mother. Nevertheless, the next sequence that deals with La

lita shows her preference for the jungle habitat in her ignorance of 

other areas. In this scene she and Nieves are entertaining Sargento for 
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dinner at their home in Santa Marfa de Nieva. The conversation turns to 

comparing Piura, the Sergeant's home, with Santa Maria. El Sargento 

speaks: 

—En su casa me siento como en mi tierra, senora. Solo que 
nuestro rio es mas angostito y ni siquiera tiene agua todo 
el ano. Y en vez de arboles, hay arenales. 

—No se parece en nada, entonces,—rio Lalita—. Pero seguro 
que Piura tambien es lindo como aqui. 

—Quiere decir que hay el mismo calorcito, los mismos ruidos— 
dijo Nieves—. A las mujeres la tierra no les dice nada, 
Sargento (p. lU6). 

The tone of her remarks implies a respect for the greenness of the jungle 

and the fullness of the river. By comparison, Piura seems to her un

inviting if not uninhabitable. Though Nieves can state that the earth 

says nothing to women, we have seen Lalita likened to earthly elements, 

as if, in fact, she communicated well with the earth and river. In this 

regard Nieves' remark can be taken as an ironic reinforcement of the 

notion that Lalita knows "la tierra" well. 

However, in the same scene Lalita makes clear that in the final 

analysis the place does not matter; having a man does. She distinguishes 

herself and Bonifacia from their "civilized" counterparts. She views 

herself and all jungle women in a subservient position with respect to 

men. Woman needs man in order to fulfill her biological function. She 

says, "Bonifacia irla con su companero a cualquier parte ... En la 

montana, las mujeres somos asf, no ponemos condiciones" (p. lU8). To 

paraphrase her, each of us, being an extension of Mother Earth, needs a 

man to bring us to fruition, and so we do not make any conditions to 

block the way of a willing mate. Her life pattern demonstrates this 

attitude. 
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Lituma 

Lituma (el Sargento) illustrates best the individual who is the 

object of an alienating agent and who is an agent himself. As a sergeant 

in the Peruvian Army assigned to jungle duty in the Upper Maran6n River, 

el Sargento (he is known as Lituma in Piura) finds himself situated in a 

totally "alien" environment, displaced from home and family, serving 

causes he might not adopt as a private citizen. Like any soldier he is 

used by the Army (the agent of his alienation) to achieve military ob

jectives, one of which is to "recruit" Indian girls for the Mission in 

Santa Maria. 

The reader first meets el Sargento in the opening scene. He is 

leading an expeditionary group of nuns and soldiers into the Aguaruna 

country to find suitable "pupilas" for the Mission. The episode depicts 

the miserable, cruel world that is the "c'asa verde," as the following 

passages demonstrate. La Madre Angelica and two native girls begin to 

confer over the possible exchange of girls while three young boys look 

on curiously. One of the soldiers warns: 

Los estaba mirando el churre, muchachos, no quitaba la vista 
de aqui. Que flaquito era, ise habfa fijado el Sargento?, 
tremenda cabezota y tan poquito cuerpo, parecfa arana. Bajo 
la raata de pelos, los ojos grandes del chiquillo apuntan fi-
jamente a la cabana. EstS tostado como una hormiga, sus 
piernas son curvas y enclenques (p. lU) • 

And later someone warns el Sargento not to drink from a bottle offered 

to him. . .El Sargento se enfermaria del est6mago, miechica le 

vendrian diarreas, se hincharfa como un hualo barrigudo, le crecerian 

pelotas en el cuerpo, reventarfan y saldria pus" (p. 16). As they pre

pare to leave the Indian settlement with two "chiquillas" in tow, the 
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narrator reflects someone's observation of the hatred being directed at 

them by the natives. "Con que odio nos miraba [a tattoed male Indian], 

Sargento, parecia rencoroso, puta de tu madre, y orgulloso . . ." (p. 2l). 

The narrative technique of these selected passages (and of the 

entire chapter) gives the impression that el Sargento is the cynosure of 

the whole episode, with unnamed speakers relating specific ugly details 

to him. The reader realizes, then, that el Sargento must have only re

cently begun his jungle stint and that this mission affords him his first 

exposure to the "realities" of their work. He does not rebel, he does 

not even comment on what he sees and what he must do, but he finds him

self, as the reader finds him, in a repulsively "alien" society engaged 

in work that literally alienates the children from their jungle habitat. 

Ten years pass and el Sargento continues his work of "recruiting" 

native girls on behalf of the Mission. Time has not hardened his sensi

tivities to the painful life around him. In one telling interchange, he 

and several soldiers discuss the recent escape from the Mission of the 

two Indian girls set free by Bonifacia. El Sargento confesses his feel

ings. "Lo que pasa es que esas churres me apenan . . . Todas, las que 

estan en la MisidJn, porque seguro sufrirfin lejos de su gente. Y las 

otras, por lo mal que viven en sus pueblos" (p. 127). 

The remark depicts el Sargento as a sensitive man who is quite 

aware of the miserable plight of the Indian girls in the jungle and in 

the Christian mission. Adrian Nieves' feeling for the sergeant re

inforces the notion. He tells el Sargento, "Usted es una buena persona. 

. . . Hace tiempo que estoy por decirselo. El unico que me trata con 

educaci6n" (p. 129). And later, when ordered to arrest Nieves for having 
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deserted the Army, el Sargento offers his friend a chance to escape, an 

action that speaks for his sensitivity louder than words. The scenes 

relating to his marriage to Bonifacia suggest that el Sargento follows 

the intuition of his heart. When his friend Nieves asks him if he is 

happy about marrying Bonifacia, ". . .el Sargento sonrio, unos segundos 

sus ojos se ausentaron y, de pronto, se di6 un palmada en el pecho: esa 

mujer se le habia metido aqui, don Adrian, por eso se casaba con ella. 

... En mi tierra dicen que el corazon nunca engafia. ... Y mi corazon 

me dice que sera buena mujer, don AdriSn" (p. 310). 

The novel shows that el Sargento in Santa Maria de Nieva can cope 

with the ugly alienation surrounding him and to which he must contribute. 

But what is perplexing is the dual personality which Vargas Llosa gives 

to him. In the years following his departure from Santa Maria with his 

young bride, the ex-army man appears to undergo a metamorphosis in 

character. The author focuses the reader's attention on this change by 

now calling him Lituma. An embittered, unkind, often violent individual 

emerges where once there was a kind and sensitive human being. The ac

tion described on pages 32̂ -328 illustrates the violent streak that has 

surfaced in Lituma. Here he rails against his bride for being "selvfi-

tica" in her displeasure about wearing shoes. "Ya no eres una chuncha, 

sino la mujer del Sargento Lituma. IPonte los zapatos.'" (p. 326). And 

when she does not respond he explodes, ". . . la cara empapada y cole-

rica ..." His friends have to control him and prevent him from 

striking Bonifacia. "Sujetaban a Lituma, que no fuera asi, y lo refifan 

bromeSndole, que controlara esa sangre mangache" (p. 326). Beginning 

with this domestic quarrel, the novel proceeds to portray an agent of 
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alienation, a man given to violence, drunkenness, and indifference to the 

feelings of others, especially those of his wife. The problem the reader 

faces is how to reconcile these two personalities appearing in the same 

human being. 

A case could be made for the existential nature of Lituma and 

other Vargas Llosa characters endowed with two personalities. One might 

infer that Lituma reflects the author's existential belief in the non

existence of a fixed human personality. In Jean-Paul Sartre's words, 

". . . given that man is free and that there is no human nature for me 

to depend on, I can not count on men whom I do not know by relying on 

human goodness or man's concern for the good of society" (19̂ +7, p. 36). 

Given man's freedom, and that "there is no human nature," the definition 

of man (Lituma) is not previous to him, but is a function of his present 

existence. Therefore what Lituma was in Santa Marfa de Nieva in no way 

determines what he must be in Piura a week, a year, or ten years later. 

This would imply that Lituma, like Fushla, is incapable of learning from 

his past experiences. 

On the other hand, a case could be made for the deterministic 

philosophy popularized by the nineteenth-century naturalists that views 

man as the product of his past experiences and present circumstances. 

One might infer, then, that Lituma's anti-social behavior in Piura is 

the result of ten long, wretched years of forced adherence to an insti

tutional cause which alienated him from his home, friends, and especially 

from his personal goals. Compounding the bitterness was having been put 

into a position of alienating others from their lives. 
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The deterministic point-of-view seems less tenable. Though the 

reader cannot be sure of Lituma's conduct before he left to join the 

Army, his taking up immediately with the "Inconquistablesthe group of 

young ruffians, upon his return to Piura, implies that they had been 

friends long before Lituma's ten-year exile with the Army, and that he 

had been given to wanton, violent behavior prior to his experience in 

the jungle. As John Hassett suggests, the jungle region might have 

"... worked a miraculous change only to be undermined once El Sargento 

returned to his former urban environs" (Hassett, 1972, p. 31). If this 

is so, then we cannot attribute his anti-social behavior in Piura to 

his experience in Santa Maria, but we must view it as a present manifes

tation of a particular, individual behavior pattern that remained dor

mant for ten years. 

The existential interpretation that man (Lituma) is constantly 

defining himself in the present seems a more plausible explanation for 

the dual personality. The novel shows that at least this particular 

individual is capable of totally altering his response to circumstances, 

perhaps twice, if we are to consider the suggestions that Lituma has been 

an "Inconquistable" of the same destructive ilk before leaving for the 

Army. The first change, then, is a positive one: he leaves behind his 

destructive nature and assumes a benevolent one. The second change is a 

negative one: he replaces the benevolent with violence when he returns 

to Piura. But since Vargas Llosa withholds information about Lituma's 

earlier life and manner of conduct, the reader cannot be sure the 

change to a violent (negative) behavior pattern represents a return to a 

previous standard. Therefore, Vargas Llosa denies us the possibility of 
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interpreting Lituma's life as proceeding from a given set of character 

traits determined by birth. We conclude then that Lituma is free to 

alter again (a third time) his response to circumstances and assume his 

positive attitude. His failure to do so is in itself significant since 

it depicts a particular individual (who represents, as we have pointed 

out, a particular group of individuals) as essentially irrational. But 

most significant, in terms of the total range of responses to alienation 

the novel represents, is that the destructive (negative) behavior pattern 

leads Lituma even further into alienation and despair. His indifference 

to Bonifacia's feelings, his drunkenness and impassioned rage over 

Seminario's interest in Bonifacia, result finally in the game of Russian 

roulette in which Seminario is killed and for which Lituma is imprisoned 

for ten years. As if that were not enough misery for one man to endure, 

the novel adds to that the ugly fact that during his incarceration, 

Bonifacia deserts him, reacting understandably to her husband's indif

ference and long absence. When Lituma returns, he finds his wife a con

cubine of Josefino and a prostitute in La Chunga's "Casa Verde." Her 

moral downfall is symbolized by her new name, Selv&tica, and can be seen 

as a direct result of the loneliness she had felt because of her husband's 

insensitivity and absence. 

The moral implication of Lituma's response to his circumstances 

is that in his freedom to choose the kind of man he is to be, he alone 

is responsible for the choice and the consequences of his choice. Artis

tically, Lituma represents a variation of the life pattern depicted by 

Pushia. Though both men fail to learn that anti-social (negative) be

havior is destructive and leads to one's own ultimate downfall, Lituma 
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represents the kind of individual who is capable of changing midway from 

a negative to a positive mode of conduct, while Fushia represents the 

kind who is not able to change. In that sense Lituma is the more pa

thetic of the two because the potential for kindness (and thus living) 

surfaces and then submerges in a sea of indifference to others. He 

demonstrates (in Santa Maria de Nieva) the possibility of accommodating 

himself to the alienating circumstances and thus living within them, but 

fails to sustain the essential ingredient in Piura. He tries to 

"civilize" his wife (getting her to wear shoes symbolizes this) and re

bels outrageously against her pagan ways. In that regard, Lituma con

trasts with Anselmo who accepts people and circumstances the way they are. 

Years later, after serving his prison term, Lituma accepts Selvatica for 

what she is—a prostitute who can now earn a living for him and for 

others—but his acceptance of her comes too late. He now reaps the 

"reward" of having chosen to rebel against his wife. The "reward" 

symbolizes the commercial, if not dehumanized, relationship they have to 

each other. It contrasts with the reward of human companionship that 

might have been theirs if he had sustained the accommodating stance he 

had manifested in Santa Marfa. 

Summary 

La Casa Verde exposes the natural and societal agents of aliena

tion that make living in the world little more than possible. From the 

sun-drenched cities like Piura to the water-soaked, disease infested 

outposts like Santa Maria de Nieva, men and women find ways, somehow, to 

survive the hostilities which nature and man himself impose on human 

existence. 
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The novel shows that societal or institutional elements of "la 

casa verde" called Peru (and by extension Latin America) exasperate an 

already grievous natural environment. Three institutions—the Chtorch, 

the Army, and Capitalism—are portrayed as exploiters who feed on human 

beings to further their own cause. In Santa Marfa de Nieva, the Church, 

in the form of a mission, is dedicated to the spiritual conversion of 

"paganos" and strips them of their essential dignity in the process. In 

Piura, the Church in the person of Padre Garcia, recognizes only the 

spiritual side of man and ignores the human side; only in the end Padre 

Garcia must face up to the human reality. In Santa Maria, the Army 

supports the missionary efforts of the Church and in Piura it finds the 

personnel necessary to carry out its supportive function. Capitalism 

as an institutional force dominating the jungle setting is seen as a 

white exploitation of human and natural resources. In Piura "La Segunda 

Casa Verde" represents a capitalistic perversion of the mythic "Casa 

Verde" built by Anselmo. All three institutions operate simultaneously 

throughout "la casa verde" (Peru) impeding, if not preventing, people 

from adapting successfully to the difficult natural surroundings. But 

even given the added burden of having to withstand alienating energies 

emanating from human institutions, the novel's principal characters 

demonstrate an innate ability to survive. Their primary virtue is 

adaptability. 

Anselmo builds his "Casa Verde" where no one else dares—on the 

desert sands, in defiance of nature's hostility. When Tofiita dies and 

the religious fanatics burn down his building, Anselmo continues to sur

vive many years, playing his harp while others mythologize his life. 
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He rejects, instinctively, the existential alternative of languishing 

in the despair of having to exist in a desert of absurdity. He makes a 

permanent accommodation with his circumstances and "becomes a kind of 

mythic hero as a result. 

Bonifacia and Lalita illustrate the intuition, gratuitous in 

Vargas Llosa's characters, to adapt to changing circumstances without 

becoming agents for alienation. Bonifacia might have been willing, in a 

moment of anxiety, to renounce her act of humaneness in setting free the 

"pupilas" as an expediency to retain her status in the Mission, yet 

having lost that status, she never looks back on the past with regret. 

Her future life choices (to marry Lituma, to be unfaithful to Lituma, to 

become a prostitute) are choices which enable her to adapt to new situa

tions without alienating anyone else (other than her estranged husband 

whose unkindness impels the estrangement). Lalita personifies the 

maternal instinct and makes life choices which enable her to realize the 

fulfillment of her life dream: to marry and raise a family. What we 

see in the characterization of Bonifacia and Lalita is the instinctive 

ability to cope with life despite the aggressive, circumstantial elements 

that would deprive them of at least their dignity if not their existence. 

Fush£a and Lituma represent the aggressors, the agents of aliena

tion. Fushfa the renegade and Lituma the ex-Army officer demonstrate 

a blatant unconcern for the humanity of others. Their lives run amuck 

in the mud of existential absurdity. In contrast with Anselmo, Bonifacia, 

and Lalita, Fushfa and Lituma are portrayed as patently self-concerned 

egotists. Fushla's selfish character runs consistently through the 

novel, like the river Santiago which carries him to the leper colony. 
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Lituma (el Sargento), on the other hand, reverses himself in his visceral 

response to the people and conditions around him. The kind, sensitive 

man we come to know in Santa Maria undergoes a character metamorphosis 

when he returns to Piura. The novel leads the reader to infer that the 

cruelty he manifests in Piura is a latter manifestation of a cruel streak 

he had shown before leaving Piura. But regardless, Sargento/Lituma 

represents the type of person who can accommodate himself to his situa

tion and then negate that accommodation by succumbing to feelings of 

hate, revenge, jealousy. In Piura he seems no longer able to accept the 

present for what it is. He rebels and in his rebellion he only succeeds 

in fouling up his own life. 

Vargas Llosa shows us that accommodation to alienation is not a 

function of the intellect. The Peruvian creates simple people. Some of 

these know how to cope instinctively with life's misery and to get along, 

somehow, in the most alienating circumstances. They are not rebels. 

Their behavior is neither autoplastic nor alloplastic since they do not 

try to change anything. They live simply in the present moment and are 

"successful." The others, who try to relive the past or recreate the 

future, are the alloplastic manipulators. Their lives lead them to 

further alienation and despair. In La Casa Verde we find models of 

accommodation in Anselmo, Bonifacia, and Lalita, and models of alienation 

in Fushla and Lituma. Somehow, according to Vargas, we all must use the 

simple intuition of these simple people to get on with life, no matter 

in which part of "la casa verde" we find ourselves. 



CHAPTER 5 

MOACIR C. LOPES' A OSTRA E 0 VENTO 

A Ostra Vento is a novel about physical and spiritual isola

tion. On a literal level the author, Moacir C. Lopes, tells a story 

about a young girl raised "by her father on an island off the coast of 

Brazil, and how the condition of isolation (state of being "insulated," 

placed on an "insula" or island) effects a girl during the years imme

diately following puberty. The Brazilian novelist introduces into this 

island scenario three other characters—her father Jose, an old man 

named Daniel, and a young man named Roberto—each of whom offers a 

unique point-of-view with respect to the "insulated" existence the 

novel comes to describe. The story (as well as the novelistic struc

ture) invites the reader to consider the novel as a metaphorical por

trayal of individual physical and spiritual isolation, estrangement or 

alienation from the dehumanizing, impersonalized world of contemporary 

urban society. 

Hypothesis 

A Ostra ê  £ Vento is a modern treatment of John Donne's state

ment made famous by Ernest Hemingway, "No man is an island entire of 

itself." Marcela, the novel's female protagonist, believes herself to 

be an island, the island (a Ilha dos Afogados), and yearns desperately 

to integrate herself with the atmosphere (the wind which she personi

fies in a figure she calls Saulo), and thus to become part of the 
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birth-death-rebirth cycle evident on the island. Marcela comes of age 

(is born into her mature physical self) on the island, experiences anx

iety caused by her estrangement from society (the focus of her aliena

tion) , mentally creates a vehicle (Saulo) to carry her out of her anxiety 

(replacement-response), exults over and then withdraws from the desired 

"trip," and disappears (dies) as a consequence. When her old friend and 

mentor, Daniel, returns the next day to the island, he finds signs of 

Marcela on the island—in the wind, the sea, the flowers, over the entire 

island, evidence of a spiritual recreation (rebirth). 

With his novel Moacir Lopes has created a metaphor for the pre

dicament of all human beings who live in a state of isolation. By meta

phor I mean a system of implied comparison that leads us by analogy from 

the novelistic world to the visible world around us. We see the birds, 

the rocks, the lighthouse, the living quarters, the bathhouse, the flow

ers and the vegetable garden of the novel as suggestive of the concrete 

realities of everyday experience. We see the various references to time 

as allusions to one's own sense of time. The thematic line of the novel, 

leading from isolation to integration, alludes to the desire and need to 

break out of isolation and integrate with something meaningful. If one 

considers the denouement of the novel as the most significant aspect of 

the metaphor, the novel suggests a way out of isolation or alienation by 

means of integration with something beyond the immediate reality, thus 

achieving some kind of idealist state where there is no separation, like 

a Buddhist Nirvana, where only unity between the self and everything 

else exists. 
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An interesting series of Biblical allusions appears in the names 

and actions of the novel's characters. Saulo, suggesting Saul of Tarsus» 

whose dual nature is at first anathema to Christ but later the revelator 

of Him, alludes to Marcela's Saulo who stands for her death on the one 

hand, and revelation of another reality on the other. Daniel appears as 

a kind of wise old man who, like his Biblical counterpart, rejects the 

golden idols of civilization and worships the god of life instead. Jose 

appears as the cuckold husband (as Joseph was cuckolded by God) and lives 

on the island so that he might protect his daughter, Marcela, from being 

dishonorable as his wife had been to him. Marcela (her name rings of 

Maria whose body and soul were assumed into heaven) integrates (passes 

through a cosmic Assumption) with another kind of reality. Her supposed 

death by drowning is negated by constant references to her presence on 

the island the next day, and by the pervasive presence of Saulo, whose 

existence had emanated from Marcela's consciousness. Marcela "dies" 

(disappears) but lives again in some ideal form beyond immediate reality, 

much the way Maria lives on in the heart of Christians. We see a kind 

of transubstantiation of the body and spirit of Marcela made possible by 

the exercise of creative imagination, and consummated by love. 

An examination of the text will show that the novel points to the 

sense of isolation apparent in the consciousness of people who live on an 

island and in that of a girl who believes she is an island. It will also 

show that the novel suggests a way to experience release from isolation. 
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Analysis of Text 

A Ostra e_ c> Vento presents a community of individuals who are 

literally separated from, disengaged from society (the focus of their 

alienation). In a very visible way, the novel's characters find them

selves set apart from the mainland, "alienated" from the center and 

circumference of normal, everyday human activity, since their home is an 

island which serves as a lighthouse station off the coast of Brazil. 

Pepe, an old Spanish sailor, brings supplies occasionally but otherwise 

these island people make no contact with "o continente." The sea sur

rounds them and obliges them to be a self-sufficient entity. 

The author, Moacir C. Lopes, wanted to portray life on a light

house island as authentically as possible. He admits in an interview 

that he was obliged to study and live in lighthouses and among lighthouse 

people in order to become familiar with the vegetation, animal life, food 

and water sources, and to come to an understanding of the psychological 

problems provoked by prolonged compulsory isolation (Reis, 1973- p. 2). 

He drew for himself a map of the island to show the location of its 

many physical features: the beach, the dock, the stream, the lighthouse, 

cabins, bathhouse, the phonolite rocks through which the wind whistles 

endlessly. A constellation of details appears on the map (Lopes, un

dated map) and reappears in the novel, conveying the sense that this is 

an actual place where people have adapted to the condition of physical 

isolation and to the necessity of independence from the rest of the 

world. But the story that unfolds indicates that, on the contrary, iso

lation from humanity is destructive and that no man can ever be "an 

island entire of itself." 
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Many of the objects and events described by the novel are charged 

with symbolic meaning. That is to say that they exist as literal objects 

and events but also they suggest by way of comparison or analogy an emo

tion, feeling, or concept which comprise the artistic character of the 

novel. Carlos Bousono calls this kind of object that has both a literal 

and symbolic meaning "un simbolo biseroico" (Bousono, 1966, p. 1̂ 0). Thus 

when 0 Capataz says that "cada ilha e un segredo que nem ao mar revela 

sua virgindade" (A Ostra e o Vento, 1961*, p. 7)» he means that literally 

every island possesses secrets which it does not surrender easily; Mar-

cela's whereabouts on this island (a Ilha dos Afogados) will be difficult 

to establish. (All subsequent page references to A Ostra e o Vento will 

be given in parentheses without reference to title or year). At the same 

time his remark suggests by way of allusion to virginity that every is

land symbolizes the feminine principle (Eros) which defies the sea (the 

masculine principle Logos) to violate it. In the context of the novel 

the remark refers to Marcela herself: she is the island and she is on 

the island. And when Daniel teaches Marcela that "... a ilha e um 

mundo completo" (p. 12) he means that the island possesses all of the 

essential characteristics and requirements for living in the world. It 

has fresh water, a constant food supply, the necessary houses, a bath

house, and dock, all, of the elements that make it ecologically complete 

in terms of human needs. But symbolically the statement alludes to the 

absolutely personal and isolated nature of each individual human con

sciousness, a totally complete world but totally separate from every 

other "world." His statement to Marcela, "Vivir numa ilha . . . e ser 

uma ilha" (p. 12) reinforces the concept; that is, to live on an island 
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is to be necessarily "insul-ated" from everything else, just as each 

human consciousness is totally separated from every other. 

The point is that by means of metaphor, Moacir Lopes describes 

very artistically the utterly isolated nature of the human experience. 

While the island (and all that it contains) exists on a literal level as 

an island, at the same time it compares to the sense that each human 

being has of being an "island" separated from the rest of the world. The 

novel's various narrators often repeat the notion in such statements as 

"Marcela e toda a ilha.'" (p. 10) and Daniel "foi sempre um homem-ilha" 

(p. 22). That is, the novelist has found in the island a very workable 

metaphor for the sense of "alienation" that the existentialist feels 

when he realizes himself utterly independent of every other human con

sciousness. Having raid that, it is important to add that the metaphori

cal system that is the novel possesses within itself an exit, "uma saida" 

out of the prison cell (Mar cela). Both the wind and particularly the 

sea provide the means for breaking out of the restraints and integrating 

with the universe. 

Many objects in this metaphorical system contribute to the sense 

of separation. Leo L. Barrow in an article titled "Symbol in A Ostra e_ 

o Vento" has shown that there are three constellations of symbols in the 

novel: . . those which have to do with things being opened or closed, 

those which indicate circles, and those which deal with time and time-

lessness" (Barrow, 1967, p- 6l). As an example of the first constella

tion he cites the title of the novel in which "the oyster is symbolic of 

that which is closed, restricted to within its shell; when the shell is 

opened it must die" (1967, p. 63). Related to this group of symbols is 
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the constellation that suggests circles. The beacon circles endlessly, 

piercing into the night. The birds fly in circles over the island and 

Marcela traces circles in the sand. And related to both of these are the 

symbols for time and timelessness. The lighthouse log symbolizes man's 

prosaic measurement of time while the wind blowing ceaselessly across the 

island and through the phonolite crevices symbolizes timelessness. Pro

fessor Barrow cites many more examples of these symbols and shows that 

". . . they are blended with remarkable artistry into an integral whole" 

(1967, p. 66). But in terms of the theme of isolation and separation 

each type of symbol alludes to the sense that two forces operate in this 

world: the force of self-containment or self-constraint (the oyster, 

the island, Marcela are defined as complete wholes such as is a circle 

or an enclosure) as opposed to the force of penetration (the wind, the 

sea, the beacon light). The latter are also forces of dispersion: the 

wind and the sea are dispersed, and the beacon light penetrates, probing 

the circle of night around it, scattering its light. So while there is 

the sense, conveyed by the circular and enclosing symbols, that one's 

existence is complete and whole of itself (such as that of the oyster) 

there is the opposing sense, expressed by "penetrating" or "dispersing" 

symbols that exist, perhaps as challenges to the others to open them

selves and be integrated (such as what happens to the oyster when it 

opens itself to the seawater). 

Once having established the isolation motif as immanent in island 

living, Moacir Lopes builds on his metaphorical system by presenting 

four primary characters whose lives and points-of-view show the range of 

possible reactions to living on an island. These are Jose, the lighthouse 
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keeper, Marcela, his daughter, Daniel, Jose's assistant and Marcela's 

tutor, and Roberto, who comes to replace Daniel. Jose desires isola

tion because he has been hurt on "the outside" (his wife Joana had been 

unfaithful and run off with a fisherman). Daniel also desires the soli

tude of an island and has come to love Marcela as a substitute daughter, 

student, and as a beautiful creature. Marcela has known only islands, 

being the daughter of a lighthouse keeper, but yearns to learn about 

"o continente." As Daniel's replacement, Roberto goes about his duties 

routinely, silently, hoping to find security in isolation. The novel 

shows the kinds of tensions that develop in and among four people im

prisoned together in a single cell-island over a period of nine and a 

half years. 

Jose 

The focus of alienation, the person from whom Jose is estranged, 

is his wife, Joana, who represents his past. Joana may have been the 

agent of his alienation since she rejected him in favor of a passing 

fisherman, yet the novelistic characterization of Josl suggests that he 

may have been the unwitting agent who had alienated his wife by being 

insensitive to her feelings. The replacement-response is to avenge him

self of the lost relationship by isolating himself and his daughter, 

Marcela, on the island, "... vingando-se na solidao que era vinganga 

maior" (p. 29). "A solidao d£ integridade ao 6dio" (p. 67). The mode 

of his behavior is alloplastic insofar as he wishes to prevent Marcela 

from becoming like her mother. In that endeavor he also becomes alien

ated from his daughter, who represents his future. 
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Jose finds solitude a very acceptable condition in which to live 

and raise Marcela. He dedicates himself to the operation of the light

house and thrives on the daily routine of keeping everything in good 

repair. In his log he records the distinguishing events of the day. 

For example, on the twenty-ninth of June he writes about finding an aban

doned boat that had washed ashore. "Hoje, a hora da alva, quando apaguei 

a luz do farol, procedi a urna vistoria na ilha e deparei-me com um barco 

jogado sob re as pedras de coral" (p. 1*6). He writes that the boat was 

badly damaged but that it can be repaired. That seems to be Jose's 

fundamental concern, that things, as well as people, be able to do their 

job well. He is hard-working, time-oriented, unimaginative. His con

sciousness never transcends the prosaic functions of daily living. He 

contrasts dramatically with his daughter in this regard. 

While going about the business of managing the island, Jose be

comes increasingly concerned about Marcela's physical growth. On the 

bright day that Marcela discovers that she has blossomed into a woman, 

her shouts ring across the island: "Nasceu uma flor! Nasceu uma flor! 

Nasceu uma flor!" (p. 31). But the news confirms a truth which Jose 

had feared. "Ate Jose ia descobrindo tambem, atraves de seu corpo, uma 

verdade, uma verdade pior e, medo maior, isolava-se cada vez mais no seu 

silencio" (p. 3l). The fear that Marcela's growing sexuality will cause 

her to emulate her mother possesses him and overrides his function as 

keeper of the lighthouse. He spies on her and discovers that her body 

is the same as Joana's. 

Marcela com febre, o corpo inteiro febril, o corpo inteiro . . . 
o mesmo corpo de Joana, o mesmo contorno de outro quando se 
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enroscava no seu. Marcela estava estendida, o corpo livro 
por baixo de lengol, o contorno dos seios, mesmos seios, 
mesma languidez de Joana quando buscava o seu (p. 67). 

Suspicious to the point of "being paranoic, he torments her constantly: 

—Responde, Marcela! Havia um homem na praia. Escutei 
seus cochichos. Era um homem! Era um homem! E cade o Daniel? 

—Deve estar dormindo. 
—Mentirosa! Mentirosa! (p. 63). 

His paranoia reaches the point where he imagines the island possessed of 

enemies lurking in the dark. "Querem enlouquecer-me! . . . Atras de 

cada arvore pode estar alguem espreitando-o, esperando que va dormir 

para encontrar-se com Marcela. Ali no pau-d'alho, atras da urucurana, 

em qualquer lugar, e e seu inimigo, querera tomar conta da ilha, um 

inimigo muito perigoso . . ." (p. 67). 

Jose as the cuckolded husband is a kind of poetic manifestation 

of Joseph, the husband of Mary and earthly father of Jesus. The Bib

lical Joseph is jilted by Mary and forced intc the humiliating posi

tion of having to witness his wife's giving birth to a son he did not 

father. Jose of A Ostra must live with the humiliating truth that his 

wife dishonored him, and though Marcela is not his bastard daughter, her 

physical resemblance to her mother, her sexuality, inspire the paranoiac 

mistrust of his daughter that one might have expected from Joseph with 

respect to his wife. But what appears most blatantly in the character 

of Jos£ and which contrasts strikingly with that of Daniel and Marcela 

is his earthiness, manifested in an insensitivity to anything beyond his 

lighthouse and his wounded honor. He lacks the transcendency of thought 

which his daughter manifests by her very nature. The difference in their 

natures is somewhat analogous to Jesus's transcendent vision which 
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eclipses Joseph's mundane perceptions. And he, like Joseph, is passive, 

content to do his own work as long as everyone else cooperates. 

Daniel 

Velho Daniel, the old man who comes to the Island of the Drowned 

to assist Jose, has always considered himself a loner, an island man. 

"Foi sempre um homem-ilha" (p. 22), the narrator reports. He has spent 

his early years in a seminary but the restrictive dogma and the hypocrisy 

had disillusioned him. 

No claustro do seminario nao estava o mundo que procurava, 
havia muitos homens naquele mundo. Queriam cingir a vida 
a uns tantos dogmas, restringiam Deus e os homens. Quantas 
idades permaneceu no seminario? A janela da cela mostrava 
tun muro e nele um colega escreveu um palavrtto (p. 22). 

Daniel had despised the inherent dishonesty of the seminary where . . 

queriam transferir todas as culpas a Deus, e a gente ficava chupando o 

dedo, vazio, repetindo palavras que h£ milhares de anos eram pronuncia-

das" (p. 22). Rather than drawing closer to God in the seminary he had 

felt himself being alienated from Him. God (we will later examine his 

concept of God) is the focus of his alienation. The seminary, which is 

a microcosmic expression of the greater religious society, is the agent 

of his alienation. Seminary people, like most orthodox religionists, 

use words (Logos) to describe God, and, in so doing, they limit or 

circumscribe Him, the very thing that Daniel had found repulsive. There

fore, he had resigned from the cloistered life and had become a light

house keeper with his wife and son, bringing his books and a love for 

life with him. He had become, in his own eyes, an island, "... fez-se 

ilha" (p. 22). We will see that for Daniel, the island represents the 
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integrative principle (Eros), which is opposed to the analytical princi

ple (Logos) he had rejected in the seminary. 

Two tragic events had occurred before Daniel came to a Ilha dos 

Afogados. The first was the murder of his wife, Maria, and the second, 

the death of his son. The two lights of his life had gone out and today, 

on Marcela's island, those lights "... sao duas cruzes, uma em cada 

ilha, cicatrizadas" (p. 2k). Marcela becomes the object of his love. 

In Marcela, Daniel has found someone to whom he can transfer his 

sensitivities and knowledge acquired over so many years. She is for him 

a kind of surrogate daughter, an attentive pupil, a beautiful creature of 

nature. He comes alive in her presence and the wisdom of his years pours 

out. "Trinta anos de vida solitSria, adquiriu muitas faculdades" (p. 78). 

And Marcela believes that he "aprendeu muito, perambulou pelo continente, 

sabe das coisas grandes e das coisas miudas" (p. 57)• 

Among the faculties that Daniel has developed is the ability to 

see the essence of a thing behind its surface appearance. He tells 

Marcela, "0 azul emite uma vibragao de azul. Ent2fo voc§ serS capaz de 

sentir e ver a firvore que hfi na Srvore, o riso que ha no riso, a flor que 

h£ na flor" (p. 23). He has learned that within each thing is the idea 

of that thing, the essence of which the external manifestation hides from 

view. To feel the essence one has to get away from "o continente" be

cause there "estamos sempre longe de n6s mesmos" (p. 23). Living on the 

continent alienates us from ourselves, while living on an island allows 

us the quietude to look within our own consciousness and behind every 

facade to see the essence of existence. As we learn to see essence we 

become creative. He teaches Marcela how the creative process operates. 
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EntSfo voce podera criar sua vida. Criar, Marcela! Quando 
executamos alguma coisa estamos apenas repetindo o que os 
outros fizeram, dispersamos energia e ficamos vazios. Mas 
quando criamos estamos absorvendo toda a energia que h£ na 
terra e nos ceus, cresceraos em nos mesmos, e so teremos e 
que suportar essa grandeza para que nSo nos destrua, e e 
preciso ter cuidado (p. 22). 

To be creative requires us to open ourselves to the energies around us, 

to absorb them, to integrate with them "... como a concha de uma ostra 

se abrindo para aspirar vida" (p. 62). Daniel has opened himself up to 

the island (the world) and absorbed it into his being. The act of open

ing relates to the act of giving since it implies an exchange of some 

commodity", in this case, energy for life. The world is charged with life-

producing energy which comes to fruition when the individual willingly 

opens himself (gives his attention, even his life) to something outside 

of himself. Daniel experiences a kind of rejuvenation as he gives him

self (directs his love) to the island's living things. "Venceu ate a 

velhice, plantou-se em cada arvore que plantava e renascia em cada que 

nascia, cada raiz que se estendia era raiz sua" (p. 1*8). The island 

brings Daniel nearer to God than the seminary had done because on the is

land he can integrate with God's creation. Here Eros shares with Logos, 

making possible a more total vision than the seminary had afforded. 

This attitude with regard to the island contrasts with the life-

denying egotism of Jose. Daniel tries to show Jose the futility of 

avenging oneself through the willful act of isolation. "... Jose, voce 

estfi matando em voce mesmo Joana e o pescador, mil vezes por dia voce 

comete esse crime em voce mesmo, e eles so morrerlio com voce" (p. 67). 

Daniel's love for life, for Marcela, for his wife and child, contrasts 

with Jose's hatred for his wife, and with his suspicion of his daughter. 
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And though both men die at the end of the story, the novel vindicates 

Daniel's love (and condemns Jose's hatred) "by the suggestion that Daniel's 

death is more of a beginning than an end. It offers the possibility that 

in his giving of himself to the island and to Marcela he is immortalized 

(recreated in spirit). 

Before examining in detail Daniel's death in relation to the 

theme, I would like to call attention to another aspect of Daniel's (and 

the author's) philosophical or religious stance. In his role as Marcela's 

teacher, Daniel espouses a kind of non-institutional religious creed that 

God exists within each thing: "... Deus existe dentro da gente e de 

cada coisa" (p. ko). Through his teaching Marcela comes to believe in 

this pantheistic concept of God: ". . . Eu senti que a dalia e eu 

est£vamos gravidas de Deus" (p. Uo). Daniel thinks of living on an 

island as being close to God. "Viver numa ilha e possuir-se de Deus, 

Marcela" (p. 57). To understand this concept it is helpful to recall 

that "viver numa ilha . . . e ser uma ilha" (p. 12). To be an island is 

to be ". . . um mundo completo" (p. 12). The logic is obvious: to be 

a complete world is to be possessed of God or to be possessed of the 

energies that produce life in the eternal birth-death-rebirth cycle. And 

as we have seen, to be a complete world one must open himself to that 

which is outside himself. There is, of course, a sexual implication in 

this concept, but seeing the novel only as a metaphor for sexual pro

creation is to severely limit the poetic intention of the novelist. 

Daniel's teaching that each man is an "ilhamundo" (p. 66) subject to the 

creative energies at work within it but coming from outside it, is to 

describe the act of poetic creation. He tells Marcela, . .0 pintor 
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ao pintar a vida em cores, ou o mCsico ao compor um mundo em sons, estSo 

nesse momento possuidos de tuna angustia. Pois e essa angifetia o que im-

porta em nos, e e o que somos num momento de desespero, que nos da gran-

deza ou nos destroi" (p. 12). "Possuir-se de Deus," "possufdos de uma 

angustia." God is not some distant, all-powerful being ruling over us; 

God is the anguish which we are in a moment of despair. Perhaps anguish 

is the recognition of the disparity between the exterior, visible, or 

present state of being, and the interior, ideal, future (or past) state 

of being, the awareness of "a arvore que h& na arvore." The artist, the 

musician, the poet, possessed of this anguish, creates a vehicle (we call 

it a work of art) that closes the gap between what is and what seems to 

be. Using the sense of anguish to one's advantage is to create and thus 

to absorb the world's energies. The act of absorbing "nos da grandeza" 

while closing ourselves off in our anguish "nos destrSi." 

The novel describes two long nights of "desangilstia" when Daniel 

and Marcela, teacher and student, must come to grips with their sense of 

anguish. It is difficult to discuss the one night (Daniel's) without 

discussing the other (Marcela's) because the two time sequences fully 

merge into one cosmic event by the author's skillful use of spatial and 

temporal fragmentation. Also, both events are closely linked to the 

presence and point-of-view of Saulo, Marcela's imaginary lover who, like 

the long night, is "sem princfpio nem fim . . (p. 120). But for the 

sake of consistency it seems useful to analyze here this dramatic 

denouement as it concerns Daniel so that we can understand him in rela

tion to the theme of isolation and integration. 
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However salutary a solitary existence might be for an old man who 

finds his peace in nature and especially in a surrogate daughter, it can 

be equally tormenting when that peace is disturbed. When Daniel returns 

to the Ilha dos Afogados after a four-month exile, he and the other sail

ors are unable to locate Marcela, Jose, and Roberto. During the nine 

years of living on the island with the girl, Daniel had discovered in her 

the essence of his own existence. And now when he returns she is gone. 

He knows that ". . . nao suportara a ilha sem sua presenQa" (p. 6). Yet 

he senses her presence. "N&o sabe explicar, mas sente Marcela presente 

na ilha" (p. 10). Saulo, now one of the narrators, tells Daniel that she 

is here. "Daniel . . . Daniel . . . sim, Daniel, ela est& aqui . . . ali 

. . . repetindo os mesmos passos, o mesmo riso, cada gesto. N&o escuta? 

Repare, Daniel! Marcela e toda a ilha!" (p. 10). He can not hear Saulo 

but intuits Marcela's presence. And so he volunteers to stand watch 

during the night while the others return to the continent. Thus begins 

his long night of anguish "sem principio nem fim." 

Daniel feels anguish (God?) within him. Anguish for not having 

found Marcela yet sensing her presence. Later in the night, Saulo speaks 

to him: 

Ela esta agora na casa-grande, de onde voc§ fugiu, Daniel. 
0 temporal cresce, o mar ruge nas pedras e na gruta. Esta 
sentada a mesa fazendo o CLLtimo registro em seu caderno, o 
que voce nSo leu, porque ao virar a pagina estava em branco 
ainda. Mas agora ela estS escrevendo, agora, neste momento 
que foi ontem, e nSo sei ha quanto tempo passado. A ilha 
estfi encerrada em seu corpo, a neblina encobrindo tudo (p. 
116). 

Saulo tells him that Marcela has broken out of the bondage of time and 

place. She is here now and yesterday and everywhere else, too. The 
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island is Marcela and the fog is shrouding her presence. That Saulo 

makes known these ideas to the reader and not to Daniel lets the reader 

share the anguish that Daniel must feel that Marcela is there but 

invisible. 

Other anxieties fill Daniel's consciousness. Guilt feelings 

about the loss of his wife and son haunt him. "Era forte naquele tempo, 

jovem, teria salvo Maria, seu filho nao teria morrido tambem" (p. 83). 

Alone on the island he wants to prove his physical ability to manage a 

lighthouse. "Talvez venha a ser o faroleiro principal" (p. 83). "E 

preciso levantar e correr a ilha inteira, domin£-la, expulsar tudo, 

assumir o comando do farol. Dentro de algumas horas chega o navio e terfi 

que prestar contas ao Capataz, mostrar-se capaz de ser faroleiro princi

pal" (p. 112). 

In her article titled "0 Tempo, a Noite e o Vento em Tres Obras 

de Moacir C. Lopes," Winifred Osta speaks of this night, and Marcela's 

"noite da desangustia," as ". . . uma mistica 'dark night'» a crise e 

aquela de cada uma das pessoas que permanecem na ilha, atingindo tal 

intensidade de ser que eles se destroem a si mesmo, na intengao de esca-

par desse estado de ser" (Osta, 1968, p. 137)- She points out that 

Daniel "sofre toda a dor e a angustia deles, como se fosse sua propria 

dor ou angdstia, e morre" (1968, p. 137). The novel demonstrates, as 

we have seen, that he suffers his own anguish more than that of the 

others. Nevertheless, Daniel dies while attempting to reach the light

house, pushing himself beyond the limits of his body. 

The death scene is skillfully done and fraught with meaning. On 

the literal level it describes iconographically the act of dying 
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simultaneously from two points-of-view: from the perspective of an ob

server, and from that of the dying man himself. It also conveys meaning 

by way of symbols. In the following passage, which is the death scene 

in its entirety, one can observe various narrative techniques—spacing, 

shifting perspective, audio, visual, and tactile imagery—all of which 

describe the act of dying and allude to the significance of Daniel's 

death. 

Tenta levantar-se e nSo consegue, vem outra vez a dor, intensa, 
asfixiante. Esfrega as mSos no peito e neTo consegue respirar. 
Agita o corpo inteiro, agarra-se aos ramos de beldroega para 
poder suportar a dor, a cabega gira, gira ... a ilha inteira 
gira em seu redor . . . e os passos em volta . . . os pes dela 
chapinhando no c6rrego . . . agora que a torre . . . tUo perto 
... a luz ... do farol . . . podia continuar iluminando a 
ilha, o mar em volta, veneer o temporal, receber o navio, gri-
tar para o Capataz sua vitoria . . . sente um frio nos pes e 
nas maos, e a dor no peito, a cabega zonza . . . abre a boca, 
arqueja, rola no ch&o, rola se contorcendo. Se pu . . . se 
pudesse res . . . pirar . . . ficara deitado um pouco, descan-
sando, ate recuperar as forgas. Por enquanto podem as gaivo-
tas arrebentar o vidro do farol ... a noite prolongar-se 
. . . quando melhorar enxotara todas elas para longe . . . mas 
a dor aperta a garganta . . . o espasmo . . . o espasmo . . . 
O 6S • • • pQiS • • • 

Os bragos de Daniel se estendem para o frente, na diregSo 
do farol, suas m&os agarram touceiras de beldroegas, a cabega 
tomba, os olhos arregalados buscando a mancha de luz que vai 
escurecendo, escu . . . re . . . cendo . . . 

Um catraio sobrevoa seu corpo, o vento toca sinos nos 
picos, agita a neblina e espalha na ilha tun cheiro forte de 
manjericao (p. 136). 

The scene illustrates the attempt of an old man, driven by deep-

seated anxieties, to push himself beyond the threshold of his physical 

capability. Never fully aware of the gravity of the spasmodic attack, 

he dies expecting to reach the lighthouse and prove to the Capataz that 

he is a capable lighthouse keeper. Dizziness and numbness immobilize 

his body as consciousness "vai escurecendo." 
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The symbolic treatment of his death is less definite. There is a 

certain ambivalence in the meaning of the specific symbols. The light, 

of course, symbolizes many things. As a lighthouse, it seems to allude 

to that which enables man to find direction—God, reason, art. Its end

less circling conjures up the image of constancy in time. Daniel, with 

his dead eyes wide open and his lifeless arms eternally pointed in the 

direction of the light, suggests a search for direction the motions of 

which will go on eternally. Is it a futile search because the body is 

dead, or successful because the spirit is free? By grabbing hold of the 

portulaca in order to steady himself, Daniel fixes himself to the earth 

in an attempt to reach the light above the earth. Thus Daniel's body is 

still earthbound, attached to earth by a death-grip. But where is the 

spirit? The image of the "catraio" circling over Daniel's body alludes 

to the possibility that the bird may feed on the carrion his body pro

vides. Daniel had taught Marcela that "[catraios} sao aves de rapina do 

mar, os piratas" (p. 25) who steal the fish that "os mumbebos" catch. 

The mumbebos are gone, for in describing the night of Daniel's anguish, 

the narrator had asked, "Por que os mumbebos n&o gritam?" (p. 136). The 

wind plays the "bells" in the phonolite crevices, bells which "toll" 

endlessly for Daniel's death. But does it also allude to the spiritual 

presence of Daniel, which, like the wind, will prevail endlessly on the 

island? The strong scent of basil, dispersed by the fog, alludes, per

haps, to the presence of the unfettered (by the body) spirit. Is it 

nature's incense filling this cosmic atmosphere with the essence of 

Daniel? So while the novel shows that Daniel dies in a futile effort to 

reach the desired light, the imagery surrounding his death is at least 
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ambivalent. But in the context of the isolation-integration theme meta

phorically presented by the island and the wind, or the oyster and the 

wind, the idea of there being a kind of spiritual integration of the 

spirit of Daniel and the island itself is a possibility. 

There are some interesting parallels between Daniel and his 

Biblical namesake. The name Daniel means "God has judged" in Hebrew. In 

the novel, Moacir Lopes does not allow any man, not even the reader, to 

judge, to decide on the fate of Daniel; only God can do that. According 

to The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, "... wisdom would appear 

to be a significant element in the character of Daniel ..." (1962, Vol. 

1, p. 76l). The novelistic Daniel is often called "Velho Daniel" (p. l), 

as if to suggest that he, too, is wise. The novel shows him to be, as 

we have seen, a perceptive, philosophical gleaner of truth. The cele

brated Jewish Daniel was an exile who was carried away to Babylon where 

he became a teacher and interpreter of dreams. Velho Daniel had come 

to the island as an exile from his past and, as we have seen, became a 

teacher and interpreter of life for Marcela. And to a degree, the Bra

zilian novelist casts his Daniel in the role of interpreter of dreams. 

Marcela "dreams" (invents) Saulo and writes in her diary about seeing 

Saulo. Daniel only can interpret the meaning of Saulo. The reasoning 

described on page 90 shows Daniel in this role. His conclusion is that 

they, Marcela and Daniel, "... estao presos a ilha, eles sao a ilha!" 

(p. 90). Central to Velho Daniel's teaching was that the divine exists 

in every person and thing. He is also prophetic of Marcela's fate when 

he warns her often that anguish uncontrolled will destroy. 
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In life and in dying, Daniel teaches lessons about isolation and 

integration. In his life he teaches Marcela that one can use the condi

tion of isolation creatively by letting the anguish bottled up inside be 

exposed to the energies outside. But both the anguish and the energy 

absorbed have to be controlled or they will destroy. In dying he illus

trates the destructive nature of uncontrolled anguish. But unlike the 

account of Jose who is destroyed by his own vengeful use of isolation, 

the narration of Daniel's death leads one to consider his dying an act 

of integration. It at least prefigures the meaning of Marcela's "dying." 

Roberto 

For Roberto the focus of alienation is the world. He has no 

positive relationship with anything or anyone. His replacement-response 

is to withdraw into a shell of security from the world. He illustrates 

the attempt of the alienated man to be "an island unto himself." 

Roberto arrives quietly one day on the island to assume Daniel's 

duties as assistant to the lighthouse keeper. Mystery shrouds his per

son. When Jose asks him, "]5 faroleiro de carreira?" he responds, "Mais 

ou raenos" (p. 85). Marcela notes that he has "a perna esquerda esten-

dida il frente, . . . pele curtida e barba crescida (p. 85)> • . . bra§os 

soltos, olhos fitos na torre (p. 86). He drags his stiff left leg, 

. . riscando a terra com a ponta do pe, o corpo oscilando para frente 

e para tras a cada passo, cabega baixa, fechado no seu silencio" (p. 86). 

Marcela observes a scar over his left eyebrow, but she knows it would be 

pointless to ask about it because he continues to be "fechado em seu 

silencio" (p. 96). When she asks about his home, he responds tersely, 
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"Venho do continente" (p. 95). No amount of prodding could succeed in 

getting him to say more than that. Quiet, efficient in his work, un

demanding, Roberto carries his past inside him and the scar and stiff 

leg are the only visible indications that the past has been difficult. 

He exemplifies the man who has been alienated from his past. By closing 

himself off to Marcela and Jose he makes himself into an "island-man," 

convinced, apparently, that he can thus safeguard the integrity of his 

soul. He asks nothing and expects nothing. But isolation from Marcela 

and Jose is impossible and soon he finds that he must interact with them. 

Despite his desire to remain apart, Roberto becomes involved with 

the lighthouse keeper and the girl. The narrator states his frustrated 

desire. "Procurou isolar-se, nao participar da vida do velho nera dela, 

mas foi aos poucos sendo envoivido. J& ntio pode manter-se como no 

in£cio" (p. 102-103). Marcela, finding his silence intriguing, deter

mines to break through his shell of indifference to her. He represents 

a challenge to her sexuality and a potential means of satisfying her 

sexual anxieties. But Jose, of course, wants to thwart Marcela's sexual

ity and to forestall any possibility of the girl and his new assistant 

having an affair. Jose tries to isolate Roberto, making him take his 

meals in his own cabin, and spying on both Marcela and Roberto con

stantly. Roberto finds himself caught in a two-sided trap that threatens 

to tear him apart. On the one side is Marcela appealing to the one vital 

force (his sexuality) left intact by the rigors of his past. On the 

other side is Jose, ". . . vigiando, vigiando-o, minuto por minuto de 

sua vida" (p. 96). The island seems to him to be inhabited by the devil. 

"Uma palavra anda solta na ilha: demonio. Demonios!" (p. 100). In 
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short, Roberto is caught up in "a angustia" of the island and one day, 

he, like the others, "terS que tomar una decisao, e ent&o sera o fim" 

(p. 10l+). 

The decision comes during the "dark night of the soul" described 

earlier. Jose believes that men are floundering on the rocks below the 

lighthouse and urges Roberto to accompany him in the effort to save the 

drowning men. Roberto knows that there are no men down there on the 

rocks but must decide whether to obey Jose. It is as if all the anguish 

and frustration of the months on the island must now be resolved. He 

believes himself to be a pawn being moved by demonic forces. 

A maldigao que o vem seguindo desde muitos anos ... a maldi-
§ao que o arrastou pelo continente, aqui . . . ali . . . sem 
paz, seu pouso, fugindo, sempre fugindo . . . enfim restava a 
ilha, mas nao contava com tudo isso, Marcela . . . o velho . . . 

. os passos de ninguem noite e noite seguidas rondando a cabana 
. . . nao pode mais fugir, nao pode ... a maldigao . . . 
(p. 132). 

Roberto is resigned to let his fate take him where it will. Tired of 

running, beaten long and hard, both on the continent and on the island, 

all resistance is spent. Out in the boat with Jose, Roberto asks him

self, Why fight it? "Fugir para que? Nem importa mais a diregao que 

venha a tomar. Nem sabe que destino dara ao barco em suas maos. A 

maldigao que o vem seguindo desde muitos anos. Que destino darfi a si 

mesmo e ao velho, que destino?" (p. 133). 

Through the figure of Roberto, the novel projects the image of 

an ordinary man. His very name, standing apart from the more symbolic 

names of the other major characters, suggests the common, the ordinary. 

His stiff left leg that drags across the sand suggests that he is earth-

bound, incapable of any loftiness. Idealistic Marcela, desiring sexual 
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intimacy with a man bigger than men, is repulsed by his ordinariness. 

She shouts invectives at him: "... sujo, um inseto, um verme da terra, 

limitado a si mesmo, do tamanho de seu tamanho" (p. 110). But lacking 

the visionary quality of Daniel and Marcela, he must succumb ultimately 

to whatever destiny fate has willed. 

Moacir Lopes has created a tragic hero of existential absurdity. 

He is presented as an object caught in the whirlpool of an absurd world, 

as an exile from the mainstream of life being drawn into the vortex of 

his fate. His heroism lies in his attempt to beat that fate, to somehow 

reverse the tide of destiny that carries him inexorably toward a meaning

less end. The tragedy is that an ordinary mortal is beaten down to the 

point where he can not even withdraw successfully into the world of his 

consciousness to find some security. That sanctuary having been lost, 

there is no recourse but to give up to the absurdity of chance. 

With Roberto the author seems to say that the prosaic people of 

this world can not escape from alienation. Even the attempt to "accommo

date" oneself to his alienated state by making himself "an island unto 

himself" is futile. Roberto presents the point-of-view that when the 

passion is spent, there is no recourse but to surrender. Marcela presents 

a very different point-of-view. 

Marcela 

Through the figure of Marcela, the Brazilian novelist explores 

the possibility of breaking the restraints of space and time, of extri

cating oneself from the "island" of existential solitude in which the 

alienated man finds himself imprisoned. And to the extent that the novel 
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deals primarily with Marcela and her anxieties, A Ostra e o Vento (and 

its author) is fundamentally concerned with the process by which it is 

possible to experience the breaking down of spatial and temporal barriers 

opposing reintegration. 

The narrator of the novel often speaks of Marcela as an island, 

the island (a Ilha dos Afogados). "Marcela e toda a ilha" (p. 10). "A 

ilha se chama Marcela, este mundo encadeado de mar se chama Marcela" 

(p. 51). Marcela is the island in the sense that she has grown up (born 

into her mature self) on the island. She is, almost literally, the pro

duct of an island. She has spent all of her life on islands where her 

father has had to work. She only learns vicariously through Daniel and 

the books Pepe brings to her that there is a world out there called "o 

continente." In another sense, Marcela, like every human being, is "a 

ilha," a unique, complete, individual entity separated from everything 

else by the sea (a medium). She and the island are a cosmos in which the 

regenerative forces of life wait latently to be activated by the wind and 

the sea. 

Marcela embodies the awareness of oneself in his existential 

situation. Her name alludes to the consciousness of one's hermetic self 

(cela) and to the space (mar) separating that self from every other con

sciousness (continente). The anxiety she feels growing as her body de

velops emanates from the growing awareness of the alienating distance 

between her inner world (we could call it her microcosmic world) and 

the everyday world (the macrocosmic world). This hiatus constitutes the 

dramatic tension of the novel. 
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The life trajectory of Marcela builds toward a final resolution 

of the breach. At first we see Marcela as a nine or ten-year old child 

with an enormous curiosity about the world. Daniel educates her with 

Icarus. "... Era muito jovem e curioso assim como voce, e nao seguiu 

os conselhos" (p. 26). One day she discovers her body. 

Stibito, outro dia, na praia, quando jogou o vestido na areia 
para entrar n'agua, e contemplou sua sombra estendida na laje, 
descobriu que possuia urn corpo e havia nele uma verdade. A 
ilha tomava outra dimensao. 0 vento, o mar, as aves, os sons, 
as cores, o odor de jasmim e rosas, tudo comegava a possuir 
uma verdade propia, alem de serem simplesmente rosa e jasmim 
e terem cheiro e cor, de serem vento e mar, de terem voo e 
voz. Quando saiu da figua enrolou-se na areia, assustou-se, 
teve medo (p. 31). 

The discovery of her body is a momentous occasion since it re

presents the beginning of the awareness that it possesses within it the 

potential for being more than a body. She realizes that she is part of 

the birth-death-rebirth cycle of life in which the limits of time and 

space are obliterated. She believes she understands the import of 

Daniel's teaching that "o azul emite uma vibragao de azul" and that one 

can distinguish "... a flor que ha na flor" (p. 23). And she glories 

in the knowledge that from her body will come life, too. "Agora e um 

corpo, e e o seu, mas a flor e uma flor, pendente de um galho, natureza 

de flor, e quando tocada por seus dedos parece animada por movimentos 

propios, adquire o calor de seu corpo. Uma folha e menos que uma folha, 

quando desprendida de uma Srvore, mas quando seu [sic] dedos a acariciam 

transmitem-lhe o sopro da vida" (p. 3*0. 

In Marcela's view of things, her fingers have the power to give 

life to the fallen leaf because Marcela and the leaf are cosmically 

linked, a relationship that puts her in the position of a creator and 
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giver of life. Knowing this, she must now give herself to everything and 

open herself to the wind and water. 

Abre a porta da casa-grande, corre ao jardim a ver quantas 
dalias e rosas se fizeram abertas e sente em cada que algo 
em si nasce e se renova e nUo murchara ao sol e ao vento, 
antes cresce e vai assumindo aos poucos a importancia da 
ilha. Rega as flores, os pes de manjericao, e desce salti-
tando pelo corrego, completa do mundo em cada gesto, gritan-
do para as aves, e quando o vento lhe bate nas pernas e 
sopra a orla da saia seus cabelos se sacodem, os olhos se 
remexem rindo, as maos abertas furam o espago. ... Ao pi-
sar no corrego a agua penetra em seu corpo, possuindo-o, ao 
contemplar uma flor ela e essa flor, ao acariciar as penas 
de uma ave sente em si a leveza do voo (p. 12). 

We must remember that Marcela's desire to integrate herself with 

the elements of the macrocosmic world is born in the condition of her 

physical and social isolation. As the product of an island she views 

herself as removed from the rest of the world (the focus of her aliena

tion). She is set apart, "insul-ated" from others. In this state of 

estrangement she experiences the anxiety of any alienated individual who 

has lost or knows he never had a positive relationship. Her father's 

paranoic fear of her growing sexuality only compounds the anxiety. She 

writes in her diary about her father: "Somos dois estranhos e ele pare-

ce temer minha presenga" (p. 89). Her isolation, of course, she shares 

with the others on the island. But from Daniel she has learned to face 

her situation creatively. 

Marcela appears to be a novelistic treatment of Heidegger's 

theory of "Dasein" 'being-there.' Dasein refers to the relationship 

between an instance or condition of Being and the structure of Being 

itself. David Roberts sums up well the idea of Dasein: 
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Man is passively thrown into existence, but after finding him
self in the world he can begin to take the initiative in dis
covering the meaning of his own existence and in disposing of 
his potentialities accordingly. Therefore he confronts a major 
decision. Either he can try to interpret himself as one thing 
among others in the world, subordinating selfhood to thinghood, 
or he can project his possibilities in such a way that they be
come that for the sake of which he exists as man. This is the 
decision between unauthentic and authentic understanding, and 
it has to be made continually because it is always possible to 
retrogress (Roberts, 1957, p. 152). 

Marcela, like Daniel, Jose and Roberto, was thrown passively into 

existence, an isolated existence. But unlike Jose and Roberto, who avoid 

confrontation with the facts of their lives, Marcela takes the initiative 

in discovering both the essence of existence and the means of disposing 

of her potentialities. She accomplishes this by interpreting herself as 

the possibility by which everything else in her world may exist, and 

everything else as the possibility by which she may exist. She sees her

self in a symbiotic relationship with the island in which each depends 

on the other for being: 

A ilha cada vez a intriga mais. Nao a ilha em si, mas o que 
ha da ilha em seu corpo. Da ilha ou do vento, das foladas, 
das ostras, das cores. Mas se o azul nSo existe! ... 0 azul 
n&o existe, e como pode haver uma vibragao de azul no azul, 
como falou Daniel? Existe talvez apenas uma vibragao de azul. 
Talvez nem as flores existam e sejam apenas vibrag??es de flores. 
Talvez nem esta ilha exista, mas seja apenas uma vibragao de 
mim . . . (pp. 56-57)* 

In this passage Marcela puzzles over the correctness of the con

cept of macrocosmic reality being an objectification of microcosmic 

reality, but she demonstrates its practicality in her creation of Saulo. 

We cited earlier (on page 153) a passage in which Marcela's fin

gers touch a fallen leaf: . . quando seu £sicJ dedos a acariciam 

transmitem-lhe o sopro da vida" (p. 3*0. In the same scene the narrator 
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tells us that "As pontas dos dedos comegam a recriar mundos em seu corpo" 

(p. 3M. As the wind blows across the island she sees a man in a boat 

out at sea. The narrator asks: "Quem seria? De que longes vem? De que 

mares e mundos? Parece que nasceu de seus dedos, quando os estendeu para 

o mar. . . . Que poderes de seus dedos para inventarem barco e homem? 

(p. 35)- Thus Saulo is born, created out of the wind by Marcela's fingers 

in the exercise of her imagination. 

Saulo is a projection of Marcela's mind on the wind, engendered 

by her anguish. Dora Elias understands Saulo to be 11. . . a projegao e 

continuagao de si mesma ̂ MarcelaJ. E o desejo insatisfeito que busca 

sublimagtfo na fantasia" (Elias, no date, p. 12). As the wind, Saulo re

presents eternity. "0 vento e o mesmo, eternamente o mesmo e vento . . ." 

(p. 3). Being the wind, Saulo can carry Marcela from her mortal situa

tion of isolation. But for that to happen Marcela must pass through "a 

shadow" (disappear from sight) in order to reappear in some integrated 

form in space and time. 

The first indication of "the shadow" occurs in the encounter be

tween Marcela and Saulo. Marcela wonders why Saulo does not respond to 

her beckoning. "Por que nao corresponde a seu aceno?" (p. 36). A shadow 

of doubt creeps across her consciousness that she does not exist for him, 

nor he for her. "Talvez ele nao esteja ali, agora, talvez para ele eu 

nao esteja aqui. Mas como, se estou vendo e ele esta parado, olhando 

para mim? A simples distancia do vento?" (p. 37)* 

The Brazilian novelist has explained this thought sequence of 

Marcela as the novelistic presentation of a space-time theory he had 
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of a boat trip to Trinidad during which he saw the image of a ship: 

Ao primeiro impacto interpretei como un choque do sol com o 
vapor de mar e a interferencia das nuvens, mas como eu ja 
era sonhador naquele tempo, a noite voltei a analisar o pro-
blema e interpretei o fato como um encontro, por uma fragao 
de milesimo de segundo, entre mim e a "memoria" de um navio 
que teria passado por ali centenas de anos antes de mim 
(Lopes, 1969» p. 2). 

The ship appeared first as a ship but reason interposed a doubt, suggest

ing that the ship was a mirage. But Moacir comes to the conclusion that 

the encounter was real. It represented a transversing or a communica

tion across hundreds of years of time, an integration of two time sequen

ces into one total experience. It illustrates what Professor Barrow has 

named "a cadeia humana" concept by which every human being is linked to 

every other human being throughout space and time. Lopes likens this 

concept to "um grito" launched into space: "Talvez daqui a milhoes de 

anos esse mesmo grito, langado hoje, va se refletir no ouvido de outro 

homem, e o afetara, talvez ele sofra ou chore sem saber por que estarS 

chorando, por que nao entendera o significado desse grito" (Lopes, 1969» 

p. 5). 

Marcela demonstrates intuitive awareness of the problem: Per

haps Saulo is ignoring her because they exist on different time levels. 

"So se nao estSo integrados no mesmo tempo, estSo vivendo um instante 

em duas idades diferentes" (p. 37). In order to communicate and inter

act they will have to merge their respective time orientations. And so 

Marcela will have to pass through another kind of shadow, the shadow of 

time. 
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This occurs on what Saulo, as narrator, calls "a noite da desan-

gustia" (p. llj). In this mystic night Marcela can no longer endure the 

anguish of unfilled desire. As we have seen, she has rejected Roberto 

"because he is much less than the ideal she has come to know in Saulo. 

Roberto is only "do tamanho de seu tamanho" (p. 110) while Saulo "e do 

tamanho de minha ansia" (p. Ill), she exclaims. For her part Marcela is 

of ". . . o tamanho do voo das gaivotas" (p. 57). She becomes god-like 

in the comparison to the flight of the seagull. Yet while Marcela desires 

Saulo, she fears the destructive consequences of uniting with the ideal. 

Perhaps she recalls Daniel's prophetic warning about the threatening 

nature of uncontrolled creative energy. . .So teremos e que suportar 

essa grandeza para que nao nos destrua, e e preciso ter cuidado" (p. 22). 

But in the night of'feverish desire, instinctive energies prevail over 

fear and Marcela runs to find Saulo. At last in his arms, she lets her

self be possessed of him. But the shadow of fear possesses her again. 

"Temo perder-me e nlio me alcangar nunca mais . . . Nao suporto! Nao me 

possua tanto. Sinto que sou fraca, nao posso acompanha-lo, vou perder-

me. Temo que voce me destrua e nao me alcance nunca mais (p. 139)- The 

mortal-turned-goddess returns from her lofty "flight" fearing (like 

Icarus) that she will fall mortally wounded. "Preciso libertar-me. 

Tenho que fugir ..." (p. lUo), she shouts as she goes to search for 

Jose and Roberto who have by now gone to sea. She too sets out to sea 

to find her mortal ties. But in the dark night and rough water she 

loses control of her boats 

A correnteza ajuda, puxando o barco para cima das pedras, as 
ondas empurram. Como pesam os remos, e agora metade do corpo 
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j£ mergulhado . . . falta pouco, a correnteza arrasta . . . 
arrasta ... as pedras estao ali, de fora, as ondas se 
quebrando nelas . . . e os olhos . . . os gritos . . . 
(p. 1U5)-

This is the night of "desangustia." While on the literal level 

of the plot line Marcela's death by drowning appears imminent, on the 

symbolic level her being consumed by the sea points to the loss of 

individuality and to the release from anguish. She passes through the 

ultimate shadow—the shadow of death at the literal level—after which 

she can achieve the integration she desired. She has been driven by her 

anxiety across some kind of threshold and emerges on the other side (the 

next day) as a kind of spiritual presence that will prevail eternally. 

Marcela is fused with the wind and the sea in a kind of cosmic assumption 

of body and soul. 

The presence of Saulo after Marcela ceases to exist as an indi

vidual confirms the notion that Marcela has passed through a mystic 

experience. As the narrator, Saulo speaks forlornly of the failure 

to integrate himself with Marcela but says that he and she will continue 

to preside over the Island. "Os instantes vao-se eternizando na ausen-

cia de Marcela e serei para sempre disperso no vento. Por que nao pude 

integrar-me em Marcela? Por que nao pude morrer com ela? E nao morre-

mos. Continuarei a ser a nossa desangtfstia" (p. lU6). 

And when Daniel returns to the island he finds evidence of Mar

cela and Saulo present on the island: ". . .A ilha estfi viva . . . H& 

tun susto nesse silencio. Ate o vento parece soar diferente nos picos, 

badalando sinos como un dobre de finados" (p. 6). "Marcela e toda a 

ilha! Nao a ve ali . . . como naquele dia ... ha quantos passados? 

(p. 10). 
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Later in his night of anguish, Daniel understands this presence. "Saulo 

. . . um caminho tortuoso, o s, percorrido de fora para dentro e de 

dentro para fora, num crescendo, e depois retornando a si mesmo, ela 

retornando a ela mesma, integrando-se de novo na ilha, presa a ele, ele 

preso a ela ..." (p. 92). Daniel feels Saulo as a threat to him. "Eu 

sei que ele esta aqui, sofrendo tambem, querendo assustar-me, expulsar-

me da ilha. Saulo! . . . Saulo! . . . Saulo! . . ." (p. 129). And when 

Daniel dies Saulo shouts his joy to the winds. "A ilha esta livre. 

Livre! Agora somos apenas Marcela, nos reintegraremos em seu corpo, 

dominaremos a ilha e o tempo da ilha. Sim, e chegado o momento da 

desangustia" (p. 137). 

Marcela, like Jose and Daniel, has a Biblical counterpart. Her 

name rings of "Maria," but the more convincing parallel to Mary, the 

Mother of Christ, is to be found in Marcela's relationship to Saulo. She 

conceives Saulo, being "gravida de Deus" (p. Uo) as Mary gives birth to 

Jesus. For his part, Saulo (his name suggests Saul of Tarsus) has a 

dual nature, much like his Biblical namesake, Saul/Paul. On the one 

hand, Saulo, like Saul of Tarsus, stands for the destruction of the 

Creator, that is, Marcela, or the Christ. On the other, he is a revela-

tor for Marcela, revealing to her, as Paul revealed the Christ to the 

Romans, a greater reality beyond the limits of space and time. Finally, 

when Marcela gives her body to the sea, we are reminded of Mary's 

Assumption into Heaven. Like Mary, Marcela integrates herself with 

another kind of reality, an ideal world where there is no space nor time, 

only "Manha manha de mais uma era que finda e reinicia no roldao das 

horas e do vento," (p. 1̂ 7). 
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With Marcela, Lopes takes us "beyond alienation into an ideal 

world where there are no islands set apart unto themselves. In the new 

world all things are linked together in a binding relationship of total 

integration. This is perhaps the only way to resolve the sense of iso

lation with which modern man must deal. Marcela's "noite da desangustia" 

can be his as he, too, turns his anguish toward creative ends. 

Summary 

In this analysis of A Ostra e_ £ Vento I have steadfastly resisted 

imposing any particular dialectical system of interpretation. The novel 

is too replete with meaning to limit one's view of it to one of the 

several systems which one might develop. It would be possible, for 

example, to see the novel as the artistic expression of the Myth of 

the Cosmic Return which, according to Alan W. Watts, deals with "the 

cycle of birth, death, and rebirth . . . the most basic theme of myth and 

religion" (Henderson and Oakes, 1963, p. xi). While the novel has much 

of the Cosmic Return in it, some of its symbolism invites the reader to 

consider it in the terminology of Carl G. Jung. One could easily argue 

that Saulo is Marcela's "animus figure" who serves Marcela as a mediator 

and opens the doors of the magic circle where all opposites are united, 

and where time and space limits are dissolved. Or one could interpret 

the novel in terms of Oriental mythology since Marcela appears to enter 

into a kind of Nirvana where there is only unity between the self and 

everything else. All of these systems are valid ways of viewing the 

novel, but not one of them takes into account all of the rich symbolism 

the novel contains. 
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I choose rather to see the novel as a parable for the isolated 

state with which modern man is having to come to grips throughout the 

urbanized world. The island (a Ilha dos Afogados) symbolizes the sense 

that one has of being existentially "insul-ated" from the macrocosmic 

world. The novel illustrates the kinds of anxieties and reactions to 

isolation that are produced in individuals who find themselves, volun

tarily or involuntarily, in a state of estrangement from the past and 

the future, from the great "outside," 'o continente.1 Jose represents 

the myopic vision of a jealous husband, alienated from his past by the 

dishonor of his wife, and alienated from his future by his stubborn 

refusal to see his daughter as the human being she is. Roberto illus

trates the heroic fatalist who has tried and failed continually to es

cape his destiny and now gives up in hopeless despair. Daniel teaches 

a doctrine of love for life and suggests the possibility of using anguish 

creatively. Marcela demonstrates that such a possibility is a reality. 

All four individuals share in equal measure the sense of anxiety and 

frustration. But they differ from each other in the way they choose to 

react to their anxiety. 

In his exegesis of Heidegger's philosophy, David Roberts makes 

a very cogent statement about the German philosopher's view of the 

function of anxiety in modern man. The statement applies very aptly to 

A Ostra ê  cd Vento; 

. . . Anxiety has both destructive and constructive aspects, 
depending on how it is used. It is like a flame which sur
rounds the portal of freedom. If one is driven away by the 

• flame, he falls still deeper into self-estrangement because 
he is unable to pass through the door of freedom into the 
realization of his true self. But if he can face and absorb 
anxiety, it will be like a flame which drives him through 
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the door. The fact remains that once he crosses the thresh
old, man is cut off from the commonplace kind of existence 
where the pattern of his life was determined by the everyday 
world (Roberts, 1957» p. 153). 

Velho Daniel, in his role as Marcela's wise counselor, advises his atten

tive student to absorb and to be the world's energies, and thus being 

"possufdos de uma angflstia" (p. 12), one must see his energy and anxiety 

used creatively. Daniel believes Jose is driven away from freedom into 

self-estrangement and isolation because he is afraid of the "flame" of 

his anxiety. Marcela uses her anxiety by creating the door of freedom, 

although she is afraid, in the end, to enter it. But once she crosses 

the threshold, she is cut off from the commonplace kind of existence she 

had known in the everyday world of the island. She is integrated with 

something bigger than she is. 

The moral of the parable, with all of its Biblical allusions, is 

that alienated man can vent his energies in creative ways to mitigate 

the sense of estrangement. One must not seek to avoid confrontation 

with his alienated condition, as Jose and Roberto attempt to do. But 

one can turn to his creative, imaginative capacity to find a way of 

channeling his anguish constructively. Marcela integrates herself with 

her ideal (Saulo) and they together become assimilated into the visible 

world. Lopes suggests by way of metaphor that behind the visible "real" 

world, is an ideal world of man's own creating. To see the ideal pro

jected in the "real" is the goal, ultimately, of those who want to 

assimilate into the world. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

In these four novels, as. in many other novels, there is an 

underlying concern about honesty—honesty with regard to oneself in re

lation to the physical circumstances in which he finds himself. The 

authors deal emphatically with the need to come to grips with the real

ities of living in an alienating world and, conversely, with the need to 

avoid hiding behind a self-imposed falsity. The authors' sense of the 

alienating winds that are blowing across a desperate world has produced 

in the novels a mirror for man to view himself in his effort to come 

to an honest confrontation with the fact of a lost or nonexistent posi

tive relationship. 

Ayala has shown in El Fondo del Vaso that the problem of aliena

tion begins at home—in the consciousness of the individual—where truth 

lies hidden beneath layers of pretension. He urges a clean removal of 

the cover-up as an essential step in dealing with alienation. Not that 

baring one's soul for the world to see is required if the world is to 

survive. But going to "el fondo del vaso" to examine the dregs of one's 

nature and essence is a start in the direction of living authentically 

with oneself and thus with society. 

John Updike illustrates the agony of those who are intellec

tually aware of their alienation but who do now know how to deal with 

it. His fictitious couples recognize clearly a lack of relationship 

with the world, with God, with the past, with the future. They search 

16k 
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desperately, but in the wrong places, for some truth, some ideal, that 

might fill the void. In the secular world of America in the mid-twen

tieth century, which Tarbox comes to symbolize, people look to people 

as substitutes for whatever is missing. "... Man takes the place of 

God," says Harvey Cox in The Secular City (1971> p. 221), and that de

scribes what happens in Couples. But Updike is concerned about people 

who think they have found "truth" in only one part of their fellow hu

mans—the sexual part. "People must go in pairs, one cannot go alone," 

Foxy tells Piet (p. 1+51), but honest commitment to the whole, and not 

just to a part, is urged upon those who would seek solace in the com

pany of others. 

Mario Vargas Llosa is concerned in La Casa Verde about ignorant, 

unsophisticated human beings who are alienated by institutional and 

societal forces. But the impact of the novel comes in the portrayal of 

some humans who adapt to and live within the present circumstances 

without compromising their integrity. Vargas Llosa thus defines the 

position of accommodation, the stance taken by the individual who knows 

how to find the middle ground between rebellion on the one side and 

submission on the other. "Truth" for that individual is not to be 

found in the pursuit of a cause, but, rather, somewhere within himself, 

within the recesses of his own conscience. For him the search for truth 

is not an intellectual exercise. It consists of honest obedience to the 

secret impulses of the heart. Those who do intellectualize, those who 

consciously agonize over the disparity between what is and what was or 

should be, are the ones who fail in the search and in their living. 
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Moacir Lopes' exploration of honesty begins and ends in the 

imagination. He celebrates its great potential for channeling the an

guish of alienation in creative ways. His novel indicates clearly what 

the others have perhaps implied: that alienation is primarily a mental 

problem as opposed to a social problem. Even in the most alienating 

circumstances (living spiritually* if not physically, alone on an island 

symbolizes this), one individual, at least, is able to propel herself 

right out of her everyday island world into an ideal world which has all 

the characteristics of the one left behind but where there is no separa

tion, only unity. She does this by exercising her imaginative powers. 

Northrop Frye in The Educated Imagination .speaks about the 

illusory nature of the "real" world and the authenticity of the "ideal" 

world. ". . . This ideal world that our imaginations develop inside us 

looks like a dream that came out of nowhere, and has no reality except 

what we put into it. But it isn't- It's the real world, the real form 

of human society hidden behind the one we see" (1969, p. 152). That 

statement elucidates the metaphorical significance of A Ostra ê  £ Vento. 

It also hints at the meaning of all the novels studied here. All of 

the extraneous social factors notwithstanding* alienation is an indi

vidual experience which each man must face honestly, if not creatively. 

Elimination of the agent of separation may not be imminent, nor even 

immanent, in the contemporary world* but the terror it produces is 

mitigable as the individual recognizes his imaginative capacity to be 

true to himself. That defines an idealism which may serve man well in 

his wish to survive. Ultimately that idealism may be projected into 
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the visible world (as the existence of Saulo suggests), but in the mean

time, an honest "accommodation" to the alienating circumstances makes 

living a possibility. 
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